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jumrHACT
This i i m s t i ^ t i o n  m a  oarrled  out to  fin d  th* o ffeo t 
o f g lb b e ro lilo  aold on f i l m  length and oonamqwmtly the o ther 
i^xMM and fin e  a tr iic tn m lt and neohanioal# p ip p ertlaa  o f oottcm 
f lb ro a . In  the course o f Inveatigatiorai «one general re la tionah lpa  
ware diaoovered uhioh appear to apply to  a l l  ootton tlhram 
vhather trea ted  o r n o t.
Thxaa ootton e a r ie tle a  were uaedi Saamru 2 tJ  and Nez, both 
ifpland v a r le tle a , and Saa Inland V.K.D ootton . A ll th ree  ware 
grown in  a  graenhouae in  Glaogow and iWnaru 26J was a lso  czoen 
under normal f ie ld  oonditlona in  N igeria.
C ibberellio  acid  treatm ent inorea#Kl f ib re  aeati length and 
deereaaed the co e fflo ian t o f v a ria tio n  fo r  Rex and üanaru 26J 
grown ifi Glasgow# but had no a f fe c t on iàamaru 2W grown in  N igeria 
o r on the üea Island co tton . I ta  e ffe c t on the f l m t  two v a r ie tie s  
la  a t tr ib u te d  to  an Inoreaoo in  the length o f the ahorte r f ib re s  
and an inarw&ee in  the minber o f fib re#  in  the longeât f ib re  
length groups, th e re  wa» a lso  an inorease iy& the to ta l  m rlm r of 
f ib re s  per ae«Kt lit ifex.
% eatnent with g ib b ero llio  a d d  a lso  resu lted  in  a  decraaae 
in  f ib re  diameter# f ib re  weight and lin e a r  density , and m aturity 
and f ib re  d en s ity . The number o f  convolutions per u n it length 
and the avt rage convolution angle were generally  lower in  the
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tzmatod aanplwe# th is  la  attributod to tha diffarwawi in  
maturity, tha numbar of zw em ils  par unit length was lower in 
the tmatad than in the control aaaplaa, IMa la  a ttributed  
to the Inorraae in #io boll aim#.
Olbbarallio aold traatnent waa fwmd to regulate oallulooe 
depoaltlcn. th is  reaulted In fibrea of d ifferent longnia having 
weight proportional to th e ir  l e n ^ .
the affec t of g lbbarallic sold treatment on cjcyatallite 
and overall aolcKnilar orlentaticn# oomparing aemplaa having 
equal lengths# waa all# which la  not unexpected# alnoa the apiral 
angle la  highly oorrwlatad with fib re len»\th.
The atreea>*«txmiii eurvea were analyiw;-<t and the affect of 
the major weak plaoeo waa renoved to get t#ia extrapolated "projected 
atreae-atra in  ourvea. (îlbbarollio aoid traatnent inoreaaad the 
projected extension to break# tensile strength# work of rupture# 
and stiffheas of ^teeru 2bJ grown in  Glaa*sow# Haoc# and 5ea Island# 
but these irqwoveennta were lax^^ely o ffse t in j^Motioe beoauae 
of the aooonpahying increaec in major weak plao«a# especially 
in  yea Island. On yamaiu grown in Higeria the effect on the 
projected mechanical pn^perties waa n il  but the number of weak 
places inoreaaed and there waa an overall deterioration.
Generally# the effect of gibl^erellie aoid i s  dependent 
on variety and environment. I t  i s  more effective on short oottoris
and %mder poor grovlag oondltlon# than on long cotton* and 
under optima# growing oondltlon*.
The overall molecular orientation has bean found to be 
dei^endent on both fib re length and fib re diaamtor. therefore# 
a footer (m diiia/lengthi has been auggaatad to doaorlb* fibre  
dijMinaiona* th is  fmotor givea hlch oorreXatiori with the overall 
molecular orien tation .
%e opizal angle o f t!»  euooeaaive oallu loae layer* o f  
the aeoondary wall ha* been diaouaood# A l^ o th e tlo a l eonstiuctlon  
ha* been muggeated in  which the sp ira l angle decreases# lev e l c^ #  
and fin a lly  nay inoxeaoe for the suoceaaive la yers. This i s  
m tpport^  by the resu lts o f molecular orientation# in it ia l  louug*s 
modulus# and stifA w ss iMsuiurewaiit» on fibre* having «looesaive 
degrees o f wall thickening.
I t  has been shown that the convolutions unfold a* load 
i s  appliettp they contribute substantially  to fib re ex ten sib ility
and wciti o f rupture. This oontriLutlon varie* from sample to sam;>le. 
the resN&inder o f fib re extension to break i s  aug^^ested to be due 
to a {wortial unfolding o f the sp ira l and to iBw# extension o f the 
amorphous regions located within the sp ira llin g  f ib r i ls ,  the to ta l 
theoretioal ax tension to break resu lting from fib re fin e  and gross 
structure i s  apparently much hi##&er than the measured one.
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This investigation was oarriod out to find  the effect 
of gifeboi’oXXio acid on fib re  length and consequently the other 
gross and fine structural# and mochmiioal, properties of cotton 
f ib re s . In  the course of investigations some general relationships 
were discovered #iol% appear to  apply to a l l  cotton fib res 
whether treated  or not.
Three cotton v a rie tie s  were used: 3omaru 26J and Hex# both 
Ifplmd varieties# and Sea Island V.H.a cotton* All three were 
grotai in  a greenhouse in  Glasgow and Sataaru 26J was also grown 
under normal f ie ld  conditions in  Nigeria*
C ibberellie acid treatment iïioreased fib re  memi length and 
decreased the coefficient of variation fo r Hex and Smmru 26J 
grown in  Glasgow# but had no effec t on Somaru 26J grown in  Nigeria 
or on the Sea Island cotton* I t s  e ffec t on the f i r s t  two v a rie tie s  
i s  a ttribu ted  to an increase in  the lengtli of the shorter fib res 
and mi increase i%K the number of fib res in  the longest fib re  
length groups* There was also an increase in  the to ta l  mmber of 
fib re s  per seed in  Hex*
Treatmont with g ibberellic  acid also resu lted  in  a decrease 
in  fib re  diameter# fib re  weight and lin ear density# and maturity 
m d  f ib re  density. The mmber of convolutions per un it length 
and the average convolution angle m m  generally lower in  the
trea ted  sompies# th is  i s  a ttribu ted  to the differences in  
maturity* The number of reversals per un it length was lo w r in  
the trea ted  than in  the control saîaples# th is  i s  a ttribu ted  
to the increase iîa the bo ll s iae ,
Gibborellio aoid treatment was found to regulate cellulose 
deposition* % is  resulted  in  fib res of d iffe ren t lengths having 
weight proportional to  th e ir  length*
The effec t of gibberellio  acid treatment on c ry s ta lli te  
and overall molecular orientation# comparing samples having 
equal lengths# was nil# which is  not mcxpected# since the sp ira l 
angle i s  highly correlated with fib re  length,
The s tre ss-s tra iîî curves were analysed m d the effec t of 
the major wealc places was removed to get the oxtrapolatod "projected" 
stroB s-strain  curves, Glbberellic acid treatiaent increased the 
projected extension to break# tensile  strength# work of rupture# 
and s tiffh eas  of 3arnaru 26J grom in  Glasgow# Hex# and 3ea Island# 
but these improvements were largely o ffse t in  p ractice because 
of the aooompanying increase in  major weak places# especially 
in  Sea Island. On Bamaru 26J grown in  Nigeria the e ffec t on the 
projected mechanical properties was n i l  but the nmaber of weak 
places increased end there mB an overall deterioration .
Generally# the e ffec t of g ibberellio  a d d  i s  dependent 
on varie ty  and environment. I t  i s  more effective on siiort cottons
miû xmder poor growiitig coMitionfâ than on long cottons and 
under optimum growing conditions*
The overall molecular orientation has been fowid to he 
dependent on both fib re  length and fib re  diameter* Therefore, 
a facto r (radius/length) has been suggested to describe fib re  
dimensions. This facto r gives high correlation ^jith the overall 
molecular o rien tation .
The sp ira l m gle of the suoccssive cellulose layora of 
the secondary wall has been discussed. A hy|)othotical construction 
has been suggested in  which the sp ira l angle decreases, level o ff, 
and f in a lly  increase fo r tîio successive layers. This i s  
supported by the re su lts  of molecular o rien tation , in i t i a l  Yoimg’e 
modulus, and s tiffn ess  measurements on fib res  having successive 
degrees of wall thickening.
I t  has been shoxm that the convolutions unfold as load 
i s  applied, thus they contribute substan tially  to fib re  ex tensib ility  
and work of rupture. This contribution varies from saiaple to sample. 
The remainder of fib re  extension to break i s  suggested to be due 
to a  par’t l a l  imfolding of the sp ira l and to the extension of the 
amorphous regions located withrln the sp ira llin g  f ib r i l s .  The to ta l 
theoretical extension to brealc resu lting  from fib re  fine and gross 
structure i s  possibly much higher than the measured one.
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fflraODUOÏIOIÎ « D  Ï.IÏBRAÏÜiœ SÜHVSÏ
(WMWj INTODÏÏGTÏOI
à fa ir ly  c lear idea about the structure of the cotton
fib re  i s  of great importance to a l l  those who ore in terested
e ith e r in  ootton breeding and raw ootton production# or in
conversion of the raw fib res  into finished end-products#
12—17As early  as h a lf a century ago# Balls pioneered the 
study of the structure and properties of cotton fibrea# and since 
then numerous investigators have been pursuing th is  path to 
reveal the f in e s t d e ta ils  of the cotton fib re  structure# using 
several methods * The ordinary microscope and the polarising 
microscope have been Invaltmble in  revealing the gross and fine 
structure of the fibre# and recently the alectronmicroscope has 
been found useful in  investigating the surface characteristics 
and the f ib r i l l a r  structure* E-ray d iffrac tion  techniques have 
been introduced in  the la s t  th ir ty  years and have yielded invaluable 
information about the fine end molecular structure# Chemical 
methods have been used to  sWdy the fib re  fine structure and 
mechanical te s ts  have been carried out to  gain information about 
the mechanical properties and thus to make deductions about fib re  
structure#
In a l l  these investigations# cotton fib re s  have been 
investigated in  th e ir  raw state# when# sometimes# the properties of 
fib re s  of d iffe ren t v a rie tie s  or species# or fib res  grown under d ifferen t 
environmental conditions# have been compared; or they have been
investigated a f te r  being aubjectad to d iffe ren t chemical# phyaicaX# 
or mechmlcal treatments in  order to modify the fib re  structure# 
Hence information has been gained about the structure of the raw 
fib re  and the changes in  the structure caused by such treatments.
Recently# g ibberellio  aoid# a plant hormone or growth 
regulator# has been found to accelerate the growth and increase 
the length of c e lls  in  plant a tructures. The cotton fib re  i s  a 
single c e ll .  I f  the le^igth of the c e ll can be increased by 
appropriate treatment with gibberellio  aoid# other changes in the 
structure may follow and help in  the understanding of the growth 
md structure of the cotton f ib re .
GIDBBHBmiC AOID
201From 1926 onwards a series of investigations were made
in  Japan into the biology of a ftingua# Gibberella fujikuroi# which
attacks rice# causing long# pale# spindly gx’owth. Eventually in
1938 charac te ris tic  metabolic products called g ibberellins were
iso la ted  from th is  fungus# and these were la te r  shoim to  accelerate
greatly  the growth in  length of seedling stems of a number of
8plant species when applied in  la n o l^  paste, fîiese observations
were la te r  extended to a  closely related  product, ^^^.bberellic acid#
86wiiich produce© sim ilar responses in  the many species studied.
The most typ ical and s trik in g  plant response to treatment with 
glbberelline i s  stem e lo n g a t io n .D e s p i te  some exceptions# ce ll
QXorj|?:ation in  most cases was found to predominate as the re su lt
of application of g ihherollins. However i t  i s  now apparent that
g ibherellins may markedly increase both the number aixd length of
cells# depending on the nature of the plant m aterial investigated,
and the conditions under which the material i s  Another
strik ing  e ffec t of the g ibberellins i s  on certa in  dv?arf p lants,
3*5f i r s t  reported foy Brian and Hemming, tiio found th a t a few micrograms
of g ibbere llic  acid applied to a le a f le t would increase the growth
ra te  of a dwarf pea plant to tha t of a t a l l  vmvtoty.
In the la s t  fev; years many workers have investigated the
e ffec t of g ibberellio  acid on the cotton plant fo r d ifferen t
objectives, using various doses, and d ifferen t methods of application,
66-68end trea ting  plmits a t  d iffe ren t ages. Ergle in  an investigation
of the effec t of gibberellio  aoid on some characteris tics  of the
cotton p,*Umt reported tha t the most pronounced effec t of g ibborelllc
aoid was to increase main-stea length. This increEise was d irec tly
rela ted  to the concentration of the gibberellio  acid applied over
a range of 1 100 jug. doses. However, the îdghest ra te  reduced
plant dry weight and the lowest one was ineffec tive . Qlor, and
Bradford and Ewing^^ reported sim ilar e ffec t. Dransfield,^''^ working
upon a hi.rsutma varie ty  in  Nigeria, found tha t individual
treatment of young bo lls  increased th e ir  re ten tion  but had no c
117effec t on y ield  or l i n t  characteristics # Jaclcaon working upon 
a barbadense variety  in  the Eudan, found tha t spraying* the plants
with g ibberellio  aoid led to a i3ia%^ ed iacreaee in  the ra te  of atom 
extension, like  tha t found by DrensfieXd,^^ but i t  did not re su lt
1*5Qin  e a r lie r  flowering and also yield xms generally reduced. Merrit 
reported tha t research in  the U.S.A. had demonstrated that ttoee 
American v a rie tie s ; Paymaster Stormrider, AcaXa 4.42# and Beltapine 15 
would se t more bo lls  when from 1 *» 6 g* of g ibberellio  acid 
per acre vias applied. The same v a rie tie s  also have been Induced 
to go on growing axid. producing bo lls a f te r  the normal "cut out" 
time. Another fa ir ly  general e ffect of ouch applicationa i s  to 
increase fib re  thiclsness. l^lirtheraore the length of fib re  has 
sometimes been increased by 0.04 to 0.25 inches. 
demonstrated the dependence of the gibborellic acid effect on 
environmental conditions. Using two types of so il , heavy and lig h t, 
he foimd that the re la tive  Incz’case in  plant height was greater on 
the lig h t so il and was also proportionailje to the imiber of 
applications of g ibberellic  acid, but the increase in  yield 
following application of gibberellio  acid was obtained only on 
plants growing on lig h te r so ils , mid th is  increase in  yield waa 
mainly due to the extension of the growing season. Treatment with 
g ibberellio  acid did not a ffec t fib re  properties.
COTON m m  GEOvaii and B w o m m  
Ootton Fibre Growth
Ito  mofôt complete account of tlie origin and growth of 
cotton fib res has been given in  the comprehensive studies of 
Balls who vïorked upon Egyptian cotton ( G.barbadense ), end 
whose findings were confirmed by Anderson and Kerr who worked 
upon American Upland cotton ( G.hirsutum )• As a re su lt of th is  
work, fib re  growth i s  knotm to occur in  two fa ir ly  d is tin c t stagesj 
the f i r s t  growth stage corresponds to the fib re  elongation and 
the primary wall formation, m d  the second growth stage corresponds 
to the secondary wall fozm tion.
I t  i s  now agreed that the cotton fibx^e c e lls  a rise  from the
*1 (^*1
epidermis of the cotton seed coat* * * Each cotton fib re
orig inates as an outgrowth from a single epidermal c e ll  of the 
seed-coat* Ihe f i r s t  evidence of the formation of the cotton fib re  
i s  the appearance on the day of flovrering of a s lig h t swelling of 
the outer wall of these epidermal c e lls . The swellings elongate 
rapidly and on the day a f te r  flowering have already produced delicate 
tubular outgrowths, the young fib re  co lls . The diamoter of the 
mature cotton fib re  i s  I'eaohed soon afto r i t  orig inates, but
Xelongation of the ce ll continues fo r a period of 15 -  20 days, 
when i t  ceases abruptly. The period of elongation seems to be 
determined by speoles as well as envirommntal factors* The curve
fo r the growth rato  during tho period of c e il elongation# i s  the
typical sigmoid shape# the steepest part of which corresponds to
the groTfth during the 8 - 1 8  days a f te r  flowering*^' Balls# and 
21B a rr itt  believed that the primordla a l l  appeared together on the
clay of flowering# Subsequent work# however# has proved that the
d iffe ren tia tio n  of the fib res is  a continuous process which may
26take 3 to 6 days# a d iffe ren tia l growth must be the basis fo r 
a phyaiologioal explanation of the fib re  arrays tha t are obtained
from single Koshal and
26and Berkley found that the mean length fo r fib res  a t the chalaîsal
end of the seed was greater than i t  was for fib res  a t  the mlcropylar
end# The fac t tha t the fib res  a t  the chalaaal end are often several
days older than those a t  the mioropylar end may explain th is
difference in  length#
At the end of the f i r s t  growth stage# when the elongation
ceases abruptly# anotîier period of cellulose deposition# in  succesaivo
layers on the inner auz'face of the priraary wall# takes place and
contiîïuos u n til a few days before the bo ll opens. Under certain
conditions# the deposition of the secondary wall may be completed
on# or about# the thiz*tioth day a f te r  flowering# or# in  other
circumstances# i t  î3iay continu© up to about the seventy-oigth day 
78a f te r  flowering. The fac t that the ra te  of cellulose deposition
fa l ls  o ff about the th ir ty - f if th  day a f te r  flowering has been
1Qp PPOdemonstrated by several authors* * Cellulose deposition
m r e v e r s a l
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does not f i l l  completely the c e ll cavity, th is  re su lts  in  the 
presence of the lumen in  almost a l l  the fibres*
During the period of growth, the fib re  re ta in s  i t s  cylindrical 
shape and,^  because of the lim ited s ise  of the bo ll and the crowded 
conditions inside i t ,  the fib re  usually does not grow in  a stra igh t 
lin e , but changes i t s  direction back and fo rth  many times* As soon 
as the boll o%)cns, the fib re  d ries and as a re su lt i t  loses i t s  
c ircu la r oross’-section end convolutos upon i t s e l f  many times#
A typical mature cotton fib re  consists of a  primary wall 
(covered with the eu tic l^ , a secondary wall, and f in a lly  a lumen(Fig. l )
(a) p;rimary wall, and the cu ticle
In the cotton fib re , the primary wall, together with the
cu tic le , i s  the only covering fo r the protoplasm during the f i r s t
period of c e ll  elongation and development* *Ihe cu tic le  i s  very th in ,
considerably less  than 0*25 ju thick# I t  has been defined as
a semi*«elastio, re ta in ing  membrane which conforms to a l l  changes
in  the slBo of the fib re , but does not osrpaud past the predetermined
161imxinmi sot when the fib re  was growing and in  a s ta te  of turgor#
fhe cu tic le  i s  extremely tig h tly  moulded to the primary wall, and
6^.207although i t  has a rough surface i t  remains unbroken, esmept
over the grossest f ib re  fa u lts . cu tic le  consists of
a large proportion of pee t ic  m aterial, and some incrusting
8mineral matter*
ThB primary wall may be defined ae the lim iting  membrane
of a plant %%e fac t that i t  i s  capable of extension
in  length and breadth, and allows m  increase in  the sime of the 
11ce ll; distinguishes I t  from the secondary wall, which is  neither 
largely  extensible nor capable of iïioreasing in  area*
I t  i s  now agreed that the primary wall generally consists 
of paetio compounds together with somo c e l l u l o s e , 13.,82,171,172
and tha t the la t te r  nmy f a i l  to give the typical cellulose reactions
u n til  certain  wax-**like substances Mve been removed*
14B alls was the f i r s t  to discover the presence of two 
opposing systems of fine spirally^woimd threads of cellulose in  
the walls of 10-*»day-old fib re s . sp ira l threads were found to 
make an angle of approximately 70^ with the long axis of the fibre* 
Optical microscopic, e le o tro n m ic ro sc o p io ,a n d  studies
•z
have revealed a th ird  and trtmsverso system* Anderson and Kerr 
concluded tha t the cellulose micelles in  the primary wall are 
grouped in to  delicate anastomosing threads which have a t  lea s t 
two systems of orientation  a ( l)  a  f l a t  ri# t^h an d  sp ira l,
(2 ) a f l a t  left-^hand sp ira l, and possibly also (3 ) a  transverse 
system. All the three systems seem to bo uniform over the en tire  
suri'ace of the fib re  cell# No evidence has boon found tha t the 
direction  of the sp ira ls  changes so as to produce reversals as 
are comaon in  tho seoondaiy wall*
The technological Bignifioance of the primary wall l ie s  in  
the fac t that i t  i s ,  with the cu tic le , the f i r s t  morphological 
component of the cotton fib re  to come in  jAiyaical contact wl#i 
the processing envirowaent. Althou^di the priiüary wall comprisos 
only a a m ll part o f the mature cotton fib re , i t  nevertheless 
g reatly  influences dyeing, finifdiing’, w ettab ility , reac tiv ity , 
attack  by micro^rgemisms, and other fib re  proi)ertios 197*-19B, 207,208
(b) The seconto*y m i l
The secondary m i l  i s  the deposit of cellu lose which, fo r
the most part, i s  la id  dowïi a f te r  the ce ll has reached i t s  mature
si^e , f in a lly  s tab ilis in g  the sisse and shape of the c e ll .  %e greater
part of the secondary wall i s  deposited, a t  the expense of tho ce ll 
121lumen, " between approxiimtely the eighteenth and the th ir ty ^ fif th  
day a f te r  f l o w e r i n g * T h e  secondary wall consists of many 
tiny  threads, called ’♦fibrils**, la id  side by side to fom  the ring« 
shaped Immellae* The f ib r i l s  constitu ting each lamella do not l ie  
p a ra lle l to the central ax is of the fib re  but follow a helical 
course, screw fashion, around the lumen. ïïnder the microscope, 
s tr ia tio n s  aris ing  from th is  criss-cross organisation of f ib r i l s  
have been observed by many investigators, partioularlyy
IP
when the fib re  i s  swollen* The e a r lie r  suggestion tha t tho f ib r i l s
of a Imaella may abruptly change d irection and adopt the reverse
%
sp ira l path lias been confirmed*
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(l)  The grow# rings
The examination of fib re s  swollen in  ouprmmaoniiim hydroxide
reveals a  layer pattern  in  the secondary wall. In the longitudinal
view these layers look like  s tr ip s  nmning p a ra lle l to tlio long
axis of the f ib re , in  cross-seotional view they look liice concentric
c irc le s  or rings* I t  i s  cxncious tha t although these rings are
large enough to be within the range of v is ib i l i ty ,  they are not
62 r5.1*5seen in  untreated sections* B alls * believed that the secondary
wall thickening ia  a stepwise process and tha t the successive
layers of cellu lose in  a fib re  cross-section are daily  growth rings,
which represent the rapid synthesis and deposition of cellulose
during sÆ ight hours, and # a t  the mmber of Imnollao or growth
rings corresponds with the number of days during which the secondary
IPOwall iias been la id  ào\m* Kerr stated  tha t the dium al temperature 
fluctuations aro probably responsible In large part fo r groTrfeh-ring 
formation.
There seems to bo wide variation  in  the nupiber and width 
of the lamellae reported by d iffe ren t authors, 2 2 , 1 1 2 , 1 2 0
(2) The secondary wall d iffe ren tia tion
Anderson and Kerr reported tha t, in  studying the structure
of the cotton f ib re , d iffe ren tia tion  of the secondary wall into
two or three layers on tho basis of cellulose orien tation , sim ilar
119to tha t found in  wood fib re s , did not seem to be possible.
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All parta of the secondary wall show a pronounced sp ira l structu re , 
and fo r th is  reason layering cannot he distinguished in  cross-sections
112by variations in  birefringence# However, following Hock and co-workers, 
Rollina,^®^ Dericley,^® B i g l e r , I#evine,^^^ and Herzog and Berkley, 
i t  i s  possible to consider tho structure of tîie secondary w all 
as consisting of throe partss ( l )  an outer layer, (2) central 
layers, and (3) the innem ost layer.
(1) The outer layer
112Hook and co-workers found tha t when depeotini^ed fib res 
imro swollen in  cuprammonima hydroxide, a th in  outer layer was 
present which possessed a helival structure with reversals along 
the length of the f ib re . Hhen th is  outer layer possessed an 
( 3 ) sp ira l, tlm#main port of the secondary wall possessed a 
( 2 ) sp ira l and vice versa. Hock and co-workers iden tified
th is  outer layer as the outermost part of the secondary wall and
*5called  i t  t)ie"winding’% Anderson and Kerr had previously presented 
evidence tha t the outer-most layer of the secondary wall may be 
distinguished a t  times from tho aucceoding layers during c e ll wall 
development. They also found that i t  appeared suddenly about the 
sixteenth day a f te r  flowering; i t  completely covered the inner 
surface of the primary wall, and consisted of anastomosing strands 
which wound in  a steep sp ira l and made m  angle of 20 to  30^ x-dth 
tho long axis of the f ib re . Many reversals were seen in  tüie sp ira l 
d irec tion .
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(2) The central layers
Miea of average thickness, these constitu te  about 90 #  of
the weight of the f ib re . %e f ib r i l s  composing the central layers
U p 1 AXare f in e r  than those of the winding. *
*tOrr and collaborators reported tha t while a l l  layers 
of the secondary wall, except tha t of the winding, sp ira l in  the 
ama© direction , the angle of sp ira lity  fo r the d iffe ren t layers 
i s  Attoowu There are two p o ss ib ilitie s ; the f i r s t  ia  tha t a l l  
th#ae layers sp ira l a t  equal angles, and the second i s  tM t these 
layers have equal sp ira l p itch ao that they sp ira l a t  d ifferen t 
angles with the inner layers being of steeper angles to the fib re  
ax is . They concluded tha t neither of these two assumptions gives 
m  adequate explanation of fib re  strength, and tha t some compromise 
between these two îiypothetical construction© would lead to a 
stronger fib re  than e ith er alone. Berkley^ who studied cellulose 
o rien tation  during c e ll wall developient by mean© of the X-ray 
d iffrac tion  method, reported tha t the secondary wall pattern^ 
changed gradually with cellulose deposition fo r the f i r s t  few days, 
showing a more or less  progressive improvement in  the orientation 
o f the successive layers of cellulose in  re la tio n  to  the fib re  axle* 
However, l i t t l e  or m  improvement in  the orien tation , as shown 
by the X-ray pattern , was observed a f te r  about the s ix th  day from 
the beginiïig of cellulose deposition in  the secondary wall.
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(3) The iîmormdst layer
There i s  some evidence tha t the imienaost layer, next to 
the c e ll  lumen, of the secondary wall d iffe r  from the main part 
of tho secondary wall in  the steepness of i t s  sp ira l orientation  
to  tho fib re
The sttbmiorosoopic or fine structure of the secondary wall
Our present knowledge regarding tho suhrnicroscopic or fine 
structu re of cellulose has been contributed by a largo number of 
workers over a  period of m&xi^  years. Detailed surveys of most of 
th is  work have been published by several authors
The evidence obtalned^^^lÿ chemical methods established tha t 
cellu lose i s  made up voiy largely  of D-gluoopyranose un its  linked 
together through 1 p -4  linkages. Tho o ry s ta llin lty  of cellulose was 
f i r s t  confirmed by Niohikawa and who showed that the
X-ray diagram Gonsisted of defin ite  d iffrac tion  rings, and the f i r s t  
u n it c e ll dimensions wore calculated by P o lan y i.^^  A series of 
investigations by Moyer and co-workers^^^* led to tiie postulation
of a monoclinic unit c e ll with axes; a « 8.33 A., b » 10.3 A .(fibre 
period), 0 w 7,9 A., and p » 84^. Further Information regarding 
the nature of forces which hold tho la t t ic e  structm 'o together has
been review d by îtek*^^^ This un it c e ll has been subjected to many
PP7 IPAcritic ism s, ’ and recently Idang and Marcliessault, from infra-rod
evidence, have modified th is  un it c e ll and suggested a  d iffe ren t
hydrogen bonding system.
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In a colXulosic fib re  the three dixmnsional un it c e ll arrangement
i s  repeated in  a l l  d irections to build up a oryata lline region* Tho
dimensions of these c ry sta llin e  regions or c ry s ta ll i te s  can be
calculated by the examination of the breadth of the X-ray re flec tions,
or by the study of the d istribu tion  of X-rays d iffracted  a t very 
101*110,small angles* '  percentage c ry a ta llin ity  of cellulose has
100been the subject of many investigations* Hemons, from X-ray 
evidence, has reported tha t 70 #  of cellulose in  cotton fib re  i s  
c ry sta llin e  idiile tho remainder i s  amorphous* Several tlieorios have 
been put fo rth  to explain the re la tion  between the cry sta lline  
and nonorystalline s ta te s , à  comprehensive survey has been given 
by Hearle.^^
The existence of a well organised f ib r i l l a r  fine structure has 
been thouroughly established. The sise  of these f ib r i l s  has not been
*1 rtrj
established with any oerta in ity . Various estimates * " of diameter
ranging from a probable value of lju down to 0 .2^  have been discussed
in  some d e ta il . They are extremely long in  comparison with th e ir
0 % CI^0 " 2. ^ 0 /} )
widths* Froy^tyssling has proposed tha t the microfibrils^which can
be detected in  native cellulose with tîio electronmicroscopo and
can be fu rther d isin tig ra ted  by several means, are aggregates of
i.lo-^oA')
cry sta llin e  elementary f ib r i l s  (or micelle strands) ^ oonnocted together
with paraoryotalline cellulose* Hearle^^^^^ assumed that the f ib r i l s
constitu te the cry sta llin e  proportion of ce llu lose . These cry sta lline
f ib r i l s  are embedded In (and aro molecularly continuous with) a  matrix
of nonorystalldne régions. The orientation of the molecules i s  along 
the fib rils*
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Tho physical method© of
Several methoda I'lave been deviaed fo r meaeuidng the orientation 
of coXluloBo chains and oryatalXitea iïi cotton fibres* Outstanding 
of these methods are the X -r^  end optical methoda*
(a) fl^o np]^ari%ed IW it motb^ od
The optical methods of measuring orien tation  use the
14?phenomena of diohroism or polarised fluorescence described by Morey,
or tiie re frac tive  index in  plane polarisjed lig h t described by 
170Preston* The l a t t e r  i s  the most widely used method*
The polymer molecules in  both the amorphous and crysta lline
regions of a fib re  usually K^ ow a tendency to o rien t with th e iroi aho (/t
long axes hg.Liich èA y;o^  the fib re  axis but show no preferen tia l
o rien tation  of e ith e r of the other two perpendicular axes* The e ffec t
of th is  lack of order in  tho la te ra l  d irection  leads to an averaging
of the op tical properties perpendicular to the fib re  axis and thus
75the specimen behaves op tically  lik e  a uniaxial crystal* therefore 
the re frac tive  indices fo r lig h t polarised p a ra lle l and perpendicular 
to the fib re  axis w ill in  general be different* difference 
between the h i ^ e r  and the lower re frac tive  indices, with l i # t  
v ibrating  p a ra lle l and perpendicular to the f ib re  axis respectively, 
which is  the birefringence, can, by comparing i t  ^jlth the birefringence 
of an ideal f ib re , be taken as a measiwe of i t s  o rien ta tion .
The birefriïJigence can bo measured in  two ways, the f i r s t
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one i© by measuring the difference in  optical path between polarised
lig h t v ibrating p ara lle l and porpondioular to tho fib re  axis* This
91is  usually done by interposing in  tho lig h t path a compensator
of the Babinet or Derek tyi)e« This method measures the average
birefringence through tho fib re , but has a severe lim itation  fo r
use with cotton fib res  in  tha t tîie thickness of the fib re  muet be
known* Obviously, th is  can only be measured with any accuracy i f
the fib re  îms a regular cross-section end i s  not convoluted like
a cotton fibre* However, was able to use a Borek retardation
compensator fo r birefringence measurements on cotton fibres* Tho
diameter of a fib re  in  the direction of retardation  was obtained
with a slide  equipped with means fo r turning the fib re  90^ on I t s
axis* Only mature fib re s  are measured accurately by th is  method*
The second method of measiwing the birefringence i s  to
dotemlne the two refrac tive  indices separately* This con be done
by immersing the fib re  in  a liqu id  of approximately the sme re frac tive
index as the one I t  ia  desired to measure and then ciianging the
refrac tive  index of tho immersion liquid  e ith e r by a lte rin g  i t s
temperature, or by changing tho wavelength of the lig h t used u n til
the edge of the fib re  i s  no longer visible* The method i s  knom
25as the Becke lin e  method because of # e  brigh t fringe or line  
of l ig h t tha t i s  observed near the edge of the fib re  when the 
re frac tive  indices are unequal. l%en the microscope objective is  
raised  the bright fringe moves towards the medium of higher refrac tive
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index, thus Indicating whether the refrac tive  index of the immersion
liqu id  has to he increased or decreased to match tha t o f the f ib re .
This method i s  usually assumed to measure the re frac tive  index
near tho surface of the fibre#
Because i t  i s  easy to a l te r  the composition of the liqu id ,
many workers choose th is  method rather than a lte rin g  the temperatwe
or the v^avelength of the light# I t  i s  usual to prepare a series
of liqu ids providlïig a step-13ke increase in  re frac tiv e  index.
In order to cover enough refrac tive  index range, immersion liquids
usually consist of a mixture of two stable and non-volatile liquids
tw
that do not affec t the f ib re . For cellulose, Hermans" recoiomonded
mixtures of butyl steara te  ( n?=l#443 ) end tr le re sy l phospïxate
( n=1.558 ) . Faust has found liqu id  paraffin  ( n=l#481 ) and
1-bromonaphthalen© ( n=»l#659 ) su itab le  fo r nylon. Meredith^^^
used these two liquids fo r cotton: they are m iscible, in e rt to
79 15/1each other and to the fib re , non-volatile and stable* Meredith has
stated  tha t the mixture of those two liquids ha-'^ 5 a high temperature
coefficien t of about -  0.0004pWil^G. so tha t i t  i s  important to
control and measure th e ir  temperature duz'ing the determination of
go
the re frac tive  index. Hermans pointed out th a t the liqu id  and
fib re  should be conditioned in  the same atmosphere so as to
ittittimi?5e any re -d istribu tion  of moisture between them.
75Faust has recently discussed the application of the Becke 
lin e  method to fib res and concluded tha t the accuracy of the index
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measurement i s  a function of the fib re  shape and dimensions and
of the degree of defoousslng of the microscope. Under optimum
conditions a path difference of 100 can he detected, and the
index of a 10 ju diameter fib re  can therefore be determined to b e tte r
than + 0.0003"
Becko lin e  measurements on cotton^^*^^^ have alw&iys given
refrac tive  indices consistent viitli the structure of the secondary
wall and not that of the outer primary wall. D ifferent explanations
90.175have been offered fo r th is  behaviour. The d if f ic u lt ie s  are
resolved as soon as i t  i s  realised  that the index of the primary
wall, which i s  only about 0 .2 ^  thick, if i l l  be found only i f  the
7?defooussing i s  about 0 .2 ju.
The orientation  can be calculated from the birefringence
measurements in  two ways} the orientation fac to r and the average
99angle of orien tation  proposed by Homans, and tho orientation
154angle method used by Meredith.
154Meredith, reported, from work on 26 v a rie tie s  ranging 
from the f in e s t to the coarsest cottons, tha t the higher refrac tive 
index varied from 1,373 fo r short coarse cottons to 1.381 fo r long 
fine cottons, w hilst the lower refrac tive  index was approximately 
constant a t 1.531. The corresponding angles of the sp ira l f ib r i l s  
were calculated to range from 27^ fo r fine 8aa Island cottons to 
35^ fo r coarse Indian cottons.
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(b) The X-rav d iffrac tion  method
Of the various experimental methods # io h  have been 
employed fo r meaawlng orien tation , the X-rey method haa been the 
moat vTidely used and i s  in  many ways the le a s t oontroveraial*
I t  distinguishes most c learly  between the orientation  of the 
amorphous and cry sta lline  regions since i t  gives the orientation 
of the cry sta lline  regions and most ^ p o rta n t, i t  i s  the only one 
which i s  capable of giving a  d istribu tion  of orientations #
Clark^^ described qualita tive ly  the varia tion  In c ry s ta ll i te  
orientation  which occurs in  cotton fib res , and la te r  8isson and 
G|lark^^^ developed an empirical X-ray method fo r quantitative 
comparison of orientation  in  cotton fibres# They obtained the 
d iffrac tio n  patterns on p la tes, and, using a microdensitometer, 
derived in tensity  d istribu tion  curves from the fib re  patterns by 
measuring the op tical density arotmd the ( 002 ) d iffrac tion  arc.
Tills method was based upon the assumption that the d istribu tion  
o f in tensity  roimd the ( 002 ) d iffraction  ring was proportional 
to the d is tribu tion  of the c ry a ta llitea  around the pencil of the 
X-rays* hater work by verified  the selection of tho ( 002 )
plane as tha t moot practicable fo r the purpose, although theore tica lly  
not en tire ly  appropriate# Siaeon^^'^ gave a detailed deaoription 
of the X-ray method of comparing c ry s ta ll i te  o rientation  in  cellulose 
f ib re s , and suggested three ways of calculating a inoaeiu’e of
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orien tation  of idiich tho most Bonsitive was tho angle of 40 per cent*
maximum density. This was the method used by Berkley end Uoodyards^^'^^
fo r raw cotton and they have diacusaed the corrections which have
to be applied in  order to get an accurate estimate of o rien tation .
15BMeredith developed a method whloVi employed a ca lib ra tion  s tr ip
on each X-ray film , thus allowing transmitted in ten sity  readings
to bo converted d irec tly  in to  the corresponding X-ray in to n sitie s ,
independent of the opacity of the film or of the p articu lar
oharactoristics of the microdensitometer used* This method tekes
more time but requires less  %'igid stanftodlsation  of experimental
conditions and gives angles which are highly correlated with
those given by Berkley and Woodyard.^^ Heredlth^^^ also used
a method which gava the average angle of inclination  to the fib re
axis of tho chain molecules in  tîxe cry sta lline  regions; th is
99
method lias been used by Herroane and co-workers mainly fo r
viscose rayon, and takes into account the d is tribu tion  of X-ray
i n t e n s i f  around the ( 002 ) arc instead of depending on the
159in tensity  a t  m  a rb itra ry  point on the arc . Meredith found that
th is  average orientation  angle did not correlate so well with the
40 per cent. X-i*ay angle, due to differences in  the shape of the
X-ray in ten sity  d istribu tion  curves fo r the ( 002 ) area of
99.189d ifferen t cottons. Oreely and co-workers' '^^* devised a technique 
fo r the quantitative determination of the degree of the c ry a ta llite
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orientation  of cellulose in  cotton and re la ted  cellu loeio  fib res , 
using the X-ray d iffrac tion  spectrometer with potentiometer 
recording and a ro ta ting  specimen mount. They used, as a measure 
of orien tation , the angular displacement from the point of maximura 
in tensity  on the ( 002 ) d iffraction  arc to the point where tho 
in tensity  i s  30 per cent, of the maximum. This 50 per cent. X-ray 
angle was found to correlate well with the 40 per cent. X-ray angle
used by Berkley and Woodyard.^"^
156Meredith * reported that the variation  in  the average
convolution angle within a variety  affected the orientation as
measured by the X-rays but had l i t t l e  influence on the strength
and tha t th is  observation may explain some of the lack of correlation
between X-ray orientation  and tensile  strength. He also stated
th a t, i f  the average convolution anfele subtracted from the
average orientation migle measured by X-rays, the difference was
roughly constant. Since these two angles ere not d irec tly  comparable,
th is  procedure i s  not s t r ic t ly  valid , but i t  suggests tha t tho
sp ira l angle of the c ry s ta lli te s  in  a l l  cottons in  the orig inal
unconvoluted fib re  may be the same, lliis  has been confirmed by
50Botrabot and co-v?orkcrs.
8isson^^^*^‘^ '^  in  an extensive study on the c ry s ta lli te  
o rientation  in  oellu losic fib res mid membranes, and of the 
relationship  between th is  parameter and ten sile  strength, suggested
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a method whidî took imto account, qualita tive ly , the sp ira l structure
of the cotton cellulose chains around # e  fib re  axis and the
d iatrlbu tion  of cry^itallitee within the spiroling atrande in
explaining the shape of the d iffrac tion  arcs. He has shown that
the ( 002 ) ares displayed by fib res  with a sp ira l structure can
be explained by assuming two equal c ry s ta lli te  d istribu tions
separated by twice the sp ira l angle. Deluca and made use
of th is  me#od and developed a method in  whicli th is  d istribu tion
of exya ta llites  was assumed to be Gaussian and the experimental
arc would be regenerated theo re tica lly  and analysed to give average
and projected values of c ry s ta ll i te  orientation  and sp ira l angles,
They found th a t the c ry s ta lli te  orientation  and sp ira l angles of
several native cottons tha t represent a  wide ranfee of physical
properties and ( 002 ) d lffrao tion  arc slaes, did not vary g reatly ,
Borne p o ss ib ilitie s  and lim itations of tho K-ray method fo r
estimating the strength of raw cotton have been discussed by
96Conrad and Bexkley,^ Tho advantages claimed fo r #io X-ray method
aro speed, general app licab ility  to a l l  stap le  lengths and a l l
strengths, pattern  l i t t l e  affected by atmospheric conditions, and
te s t  specimen preserved, whilst tho disadvanto^ies include less
precision, a  calib ration  by imperfect methods tmd tho p o ssib ility
of no modification of the X-x’ay diagram usa^result of chemical
156degradation or attack by micro-organisms, Meredith reported 
a correlation  ranging between 0,77 and 0,84 between ten sile  strength
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of single fib res  end of f l a t  buntlXe© of fib res  and the orientation 
of the oxyataXlitc© as meaawed by X-ray# Several investigators 
have also reported high degrees of c o r r e la t io n .^ '^ * 181, 202,203
The s tructu ra l reversals
The sp ira l f ib r i l s ,  compoeing the f i r s t  and suaequent layers 
of the secondary wall show oliaracteristio  reversals . A s tru c tw a l 
reversal occurs a t  those points where the d irection  of ro tation  
of the cellulose f ib r i l s  about the fib re  axis oîianges from a
5left-hand sp ira l to a right-hand sp ira l, or vice versa. Mderson' 
has stated  that two general typos of reversals may be observeds 
(a) the coiomonest type of reversal is  one in which the sp ira l 
strands simply change th e ir  direction by bending around in  tlie 
form of an arc , and (b) the second type is  on© in  which one sot 
of sp ira l strands ends and a second system of sp ira l strtmds running 
in  the opposite d irection begins. The ends of the threadlike strands 
of the two systems overlap a t the place of tho reversal. Vax'ious 
iiypotheses fox* the cause of reversais in  cotton fib res  have been
17proposed. After devoting mzeh atten tion  to tliem, Balia and Hancock 
came to the conclusion th a t tho two importent factors in  determining
the presence ofixiversals were the length of the adult c e ll , and
26 P18tho duration of the g '^owth in  length. Berkley, and Wakoham
have proposed the crowded conditions in the cotton boll as the
cause fo r reversals. As. the fib re  grows in  length i t  does not grow
, 24
In a s tra ig h t lin e , instead, i t  i s  crimped by folding back and
forth  in  the boll* Certain of those bends are gradual, others are
veiy sharp* At the point of bend the outer wall i s  longer than
the inner wall in  re la tio n  to the bond# llie cellulose in  the
secondary wall i s  deposited while the f ib re  i s  bent or crimped*
The sp ira l f ib r i l s  appear to be Interrupted by the sharp bonds
218in  the f ib re , causing reversais* bekeham ' has stated  that i f
the crowded condition in  the boll i s  a rea l cause fo r reversals,
then the reversal frequency should be related  to tho boll si^ie*
This has been confirmed, since he fomd that fibx’es from largo bo lls
possessed less  reversals per un it length tho-n fib res  fz'om small bolls*
217Wakeham and Bpicer have reported, from evidence obtained
from moisture and hydrolysis effec t on the strength of cotton
fib res  a t and between reversals, that the cellu lose in the regions
of reversals i s  more highly crysta lline  then the cellulose between
the reversals. Vïakeham and co-wox'kera^^^ found th a t X-ray d iffraction
patterns taîcen fo r single fib res a t and between reversals showed
tha t the cellulose i s  more highly oriented a t the reversals than
tha t in  t)io remainder of tho f ib re . The same in terp re ta tion  has
been reached by from optical evidence*
The number of reversals per un it length varies within wide
lim its  Although reversals may be found along the en tire  length
of an individual f ib re , the frequency of reversais along the fib re  
PIBlength d iffe rs* "
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I t  1b well know that nommlly thickened cotton flh ree tw ist 
when dry, the tw ists, or convolutions, appear Wien the c e ll loses 
"water of construction"• The process i s  irreversib le  and plasmolysls 
Is  not auffioient to bring i t  ab ou t% 4,20,112,153
®i0  original suggestion put forward by Balls, that the 
pattern  and structure of the convolutions i s  determined by the 
in ternal sp ira l structure of the wall, and tha t the changesin the 
d irection  of the convolutions are correlated with the reversal
points the sp ira l f ib r i l s  of the wall, has been conflmed and
11?elaborated by subsequent research* Hook and co-workers ‘ have
correlated the pattern  of the convolutions and the changes in  th e ir
d irection  with the sp ira l structure and reversal points of one
p articu la r part of the secondary %mll, the f i r s t  layer or the 
62winding. Denhma has suggested sp ira l inequalities among the 
f ib r i l s  to be the cause of fib re  convolutions. According to Oabome,^^^ 
the mechanism of fom ation of convolutions I s  probably to be found 
in  the drying out of the c e ll  walle, the structure of the fib re  
being such tha t greater ahrinlî^age occurs in  the direction perpendicu3.ar 
to the f ib r i l s  than in  the d irection para lle l with them} and since 
the f ib r i l s  are sp ira lly  arranged, collapse and shrinkage of the 
wall causes them to fom  mutual angles with each other and the fib re  
ax is, thus producing a tifisting  movement. Glegg and Earland^^ have 
found that the niajnber of convolutions in  any portion of a  single cotton
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f ib re  depend© upon the ra tio  of ribbon width to wall thickness 
and that the highest mean number of convolutions i s  shovjn when the 
ra tio  has the values between 3*4 and 3*6 . Very thin-walled fibre© 
do not convolute u n til  swollen in  strong caustic soda solution; 
sim ilarly  very thick-walled fib res  convolute l i t t l e  i f  a t  a l l  since 
they do not collapse and the greatest nimiber of convolutions,
26therefore, occurs in  fib re s  with walls of intermediate thickness. ‘
The numbei* of convolutions in  d iffe ren t cotton v a rie tie s
vaid.es widely* Bowman has given estimates of average number of
convolutions per inch fo r d ifferen t cottons; Bea Island possoGses
the highest number of convolutions, about 300 convolutions per inch
while the Indian cottons possess the lowest number, about 150 convolutions
1 61per inch. Other workers  ^ have found even wider ranges.
FIBHB M O T
Fibre length i s  tho most obvious feature of a cotton fib re  
and has always a ttrac ted  oonsidorable atten tion  because staple length 
i s  associated with not only splmiing performance but also yam 
propertiee mid charac te ris tics , e .g . spinning lim it, yam appearance, 
evenness, and strength . In the early days of increasing demand of 
a rapidly growing cotton industry, fib re  length was the paramount 
fac to r in  evaluating d iffe ren t cottons, and improvement concentrated 
on th is  property. However i t  has gradwilly been realised  that tho 
other fib re  px-operties, such as fib re  strength, fineness, and
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maturity are also important#
127In any on© sample of ootton, or in  any ono variety , there 
i s ,  however, a large variation  in  the length of individual fib re s .
This varia tion  arises  mainly from differences encountered between 
fib res  from tho same seed, and i s  increased by additional differences 
between seeds in  the same b o ll, between bo lls  from the same plant, 
and between plants#
225Webb and Richardson reported from an analysis of 766 cottons
that larger coefficients of variation in  length wore associated
with a general deterioration in  yam properties# Tallant and co-workors^"^^^
found tha t a 1 ^  increase in  fib res shorter than 3/8  inch caused
a strength loss in  yams of somewhat more than 1 # , and concluded
th a t increases in  short fib res  content resulted  in : 1 . decreased
yam strength, elongation, appearance grade, and evenness,
2 . increased d iff ic u lty  in  spinning a t  medium yam numbers and
low tw ists, mid 3# increased tw ist in  tho mving fo r constant 
122hardness* Kohler has indicated that the "length of slippage” 
i s  approximately 8 mm# or s lig h tly  more, l.o# fib res  6 mm or less  
are lik e ly  to s lip  ra ther than break when a yam ruptures.
FÏB1U5 mmmm
In  the green b o ll, while the fib res are growing they are
cy lind rica l, but as they diy, they shrink and the cylinder tends
12to collapse in to  a f l a t  ribbon. Balls stated  that the diameter
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of the unoollapsed fib re  was reached by the fib re  during the early
few days of fib re  in itia tio n  and that tliis  property was controlled
by genotical factors* Clegg pointed out th a t, fo r a given type
of cotton, the orig inal diameter of the liv ing  fib re  varied within
re la tiv e ly  narrow lim its  but during maturation c e ll  walls varied
considerably in  degrpeq pf thickening and th is  gave r is e  to the
extreme v a r ia b ility  in  both siae and shape often observed in
cotton fibres*
As a re su lt of the dependence of both the shape of the
ribbon and tho cross-section on the degree of wall thickening and
the Shrinkage^ which accompanies fib re  drying, the diameter of the
145fib re  can be measured only from the uncollapsed fibres* Moore,
50and others have found a high correlation between the diameter 
of the mercerised fib res  end that of uacollapsed fib re s , but in  
the mercerised s ta te  the diameter i s  equal to only 64 of that 
of the unoollapsed fib re  and th is  i s  due to the ehrj.nlcage which 
accompanies fib re  merceriaation* fooeif measured fib re  diaBioter 
from fib res  swollen in  18 fo sodium hydroxide solution* He reported 
a correlation  of cfi99 between fib re  diameter in  the swollen s ta te  
and tha t of the uncollapsed fibres* However, fib re  diameter as 
measured by th is  method i s  s t i l l  B fo smaller than th a t of tho 
unoollapsed fibres*
Ohristidis^^ reported th a t fib re  diameter, as measured
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from uncollapsed fibres,was the most important facto r in  classify ing  
cottons in to  fine and coarse. Toscif demonstrated the importance 
of fib re  diameter which he used to caloulèto f ib re  density md 
th is  he found to be highl^r correlated with yam strength*
roiuis O T m  m m iTf
The lin ea r density i s  the weight i>er un it length and i t
provides a useful general way of describing the fineness or
ooarsenesB of cotton fib re s . The lin ear density of cotton fib res
i s  governed by varie ty , and within v a rie tie s  i t  i s  affected by
fib re  diameter and tho actual amount of cellulose present.
The lin ea r density can be measured by several methods.
The early  method of tho gravimetric fineness te s t ,  and ono which
i s  s t i l l  commonly used, involves cutting known lengths from the
middles of partxllelissed fib res , counting out a  su itable nmiber
of those lengths, and weighing them. * This method i s  vulnerable
to  some criticism s because of the considerable varia tion  along
the fib re  The second gravimetric method i s
by weighing the whole fib res  of known length and gives a  mean
6value of the lin ea r density along the whole fibre* The difference 
between these two methods has boon discussed by several
The lin ea r donsity of the d ifferen t fib re  length groups 
of a cotton saraple was found by Iyengar and to
increase as the lengfii of the fib re  decreased and to be highest
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fo r the ahorteat length group* BTmjim&iyya and confimed
th ie  finding and added tha t the v a r ia b ility  in  lin e a r  donaity
among fib re  length group© m s  d ifferen t im d iffe ren t type© of
cotton# They found that the ra te  of inoreasa of lin ear density
with length was greater with the shorter than with the longer cotton©
and in  two long eottono they found very nearly oonatant lin ear
density fo r d ifferen t lengths* reported tlmt shorter fib res
of a cotton aaraple were coarser than the longer f ih re s , and Ghytirls'^^
oonfirmed that th is  was true fo r the same seed, s tra in  or variety*
He also found tha t long and fine cottons were much more tmiform
in  th e ir  f ib re  weight d letriim tion  than tho shorter and coarser
ones but tlmt tho natural fib re  fineness d is tribu tion  m s  modified
and even changed through ginning, mixing, and other processes that
bx»oke some of the longer and fin e r fibres# In contm at to those 
79findings, F iori found tha t the short fib res  were fin e r than tho
long one©, and 8mda and co-workera,^^ from work on 42 v a rie tie s ,
oonfirmad h is  findings# Horlier^^^ measured the weight fineness
of the centra aectiona only of fib res found th a t i t  varied with
length and with variety ; In general i t  Increased with fib re  length
to a maximm value a t  the length s lig h tly  shorter tîmn the modal
167length group, m é  then deoreaeed. H lla y  found tha t the lin ear 
densîlty of extreme length groups was generally lower tiion those 
of the sdcldJ.© groups, the longest length group being the finest*
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'Bie explanation of these contradictory findings seems to
l i e  in  differences of tècîhniquo^^^ or random variations in
sampling and testing , but there may also have been re a l changes
over the decades in  the linaai^density-length d istribu tion  as
76suggested by F ie ri.
The fineness of fib res  determines to a large extent the
processing d if f ic u lt ie s  which are liicely to be encountered, the
spinning performance and the strength of the yam , the nep count
and the appearance of the finished m aterial. F io rl and Brown
found th a t, with other variables reroalnjixig constant, cotton with
low lin ear density would produce substantially  greater strength
and greater number of nope than would a cotton with a high lin ea r
118density* IM ls t  Kapida concluded that fib re  strength was an
important facto r of yam strength, Turner found that fib re
length, f i r s t ,  and fineness, next, contributed more than fib re  
19strength* Balls postulated th§t the e ffec t of length was largely 
exaggerated and tha t long-fibred cottons would be spun into 
fine yam nimiber not because of th e ir  length but because of 
their flnenesa. Other in v e s t lg a t o r a ^ ® * 122,148,182,215
have presented the sign ifican t fib re  properties in  a d ifferen t 
order of importance.
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résistance of a single cotton fib re  to extension io 
the ultim ate fac to r in  the ten sile  hehaviom‘ of a l l  cotton te x tile s , 
and i s  also of in te re s t in  the study of fib re  struc tu re .
The Btrees-^strain curves give a greater amount of imforgmtion 
on the behaviour of fib res  under load than the resu3.tB of a 
simpler ten sile  te s t  fo r breaking load end extension, but are 
more laborious to obtain. Host of the stresses tra in  curves (Fig* 2) 
show m  i n i t i a l  part where the s tress  is  proportional to the s tra in  
and fo r th is  part of the curve i t  has been possible to measure 
the **iriitial Young *s modulus^* # ic h  i s  the ra tio  of s tress  to 
s tra in . % is  modulus has been found to be highly correlated with 
molecular o rien tation . Certain fib res show a suddeïi increase 
in  extension fo r a email increase in  s tress  a f te r  th is  in i t i a l  
p a r t. The place where th is  occurs is  aometimea called  the yield  
poimt although the effec t usually takes place over a region of 
extension. The significanoo of the yield point i s  that i f  a fib re  
i s  stretched beyond th is  point i t  w ill not show complete immediate 
recovex’y, although i t  may creep back slowly to i t s  o rig inal length.
A second point of inflexiOïT often occurs as the point of rupture 
i s  approached, more particu larly  i f  there are no local weak places 
and therefore rupture does not occur early . The curve typ ically  
swings upwards in  th is  f in a l stage, increasing increments of
*-The term "point of inflexion" i s  commonly used fo r th is  section of 
the curve*^  ^ although i t  does not agree with the mathematical defin ition .
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127s tre ss  have to he applied to produce equal increments of extension#
The amount of ifork required to rupture the f ib re , which i s  a measure
of the fib re  a b il i ty  to absorb energy, i*e# to ifithst^md a
sudden shock, can be calculated from the stross-^strain curve.
This i s  represented by the area enclosed by the s tress-strfiin
1'54curve and the s tra in  axis, and would be h a lf the product of 
the breaking’ load and the breaking extension i f  Hooke’s law was 
obeyed. The s tre ss -s tra in  curves fo r cotton depart considerably 
from a lin ea r re la tion  but the idea of work of rupture as one 
h a lf  the jjroduct of load and extension a t  break can be retained 
by introducing a "work factor" which is  the ra tio  of the actual 
work of rupture to the product of load and extension a t  breaks fo r 
a m aterial obeying Hooke’s law righ t up to the breaking point, 
the work facto r i s  0 .5 .
The various factors determining the strength and other 
mechanical properties of cotton and other te x ti le  fib res may be 
divided in to  two broad categoriess f i r s t ly  the structure of the 
f ib re , both fine  and gross, and secondly varia tions in  te s t 
conditions, including those associated with the ra te  of loading, 
the length of specimen subject to te s t ,  and the nature of testing  
atmosphere.
131Mann and Peirce pointed out that the brealcing load of 
a cotton fib re  depended not only on tîio strength of the fib re  but
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alGo on the time allowed fo r the f ib te  to s tre tch  to the braakln<g 
point# They found that the breakjJig load increased with the ra te  
of loading, reached a maximum, and then became independent of 
loading rate# The most general expression of the effec t i s  a lin ea r 
re la tio n  between the breaking load and the logarithm of the time 
of break, whldi can bo d irec tly  related  to other e ffec ts  of e la s tic  
imperfection#
Moisture has a s in ^ ^ a r  effec t on the strength and mctension 
of cotton fibres# A number of investigations have been undertaken 
by various ^mrkers on the effec t of re la tiv e  humidity on the
36 37 114 130strength and extension of cotton tex tile s  g on single fib res , * * * ^
bu»dl0B /O ,l69 138,164,211 that
the average fib re  elongation a t  the breaking point rose continuously
by increasing re la tiv e  humidity to the maximum value a t 100 Jy
re la tiv e  humidity* The breaking load increased as the re la tive
humidity was raised to 60 per cent#, a t  which i t  reached a constant
132'Value mid became independent of humidity. I t  has been claimed
tha t a fu rther strength increase of 20 fa i s  obtained i f  the fib res
are immersed in  water. The hlglier strength and ^jreater extension
of fib res  containing moisture ie  a ttribu ted  to a ïaore uniforra
36 200d istribu tion  of loads over the cross-section. * '
The e ffec t of molecular chain length on fib re  strength 
have been deduced almost en tire ly  from the re su lts  of heterogeneous
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degradation studios, and as such may not give a valid  picture of 
the relationship  involved
The proportionately h i ^ e r  breaking strength of fine cottons 
have been ascribed to a skin e ffec t which becomes le ss  pronounced 
as wall thickness increases ^  The phenomenon was described 
by Mann as follows " I t  i s  generally known tha t th in  filaments 
are proportionately stronger than thick ones, the surface layers 
than the in ternal layers. Tlie strength of the cotton fib re  may be 
regarded as duo to two elements, an outer re la tiv e ly  more o lastio  
and constamt with a varying amount of in ternal thlokenin/j of more 
imperfect e la s tic ity ."
The orientation  or the degree of alignment of the chain 
molecules and the f ib r i l s  with respect to f ib re  axis ie  regarded 
as the moat Important s truc tu ra l factor in  determining cotton 
fib re  strength and extension to break.
0j ^ l 29#l60 tha t the oelluloaic fib res usually have e ith er
good strength or elongation, but to be outstanding in  both i s  
unusual, The reason appears to be tha t high strength can be 
achieved only by very high alignment of the cellu lose chain 
molecules, and the elongation Is  then lim ited principally  to 
ex ten sib ility  of the primary bonds of the chains and to the la te ra l 
hydrogen bonds between chains. Such a structure ocoux’s naturally  
in  ramie, which has high tenacity and low elongation.
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Several investigators have reported the existence of high correlations 
between orientation^as measured e ith er op tically  or by X-ray methods^
T E^O 1
and single fib res  and bundle strengths# Orr * r*eported tha t 
untwisting of the sp ira l structure had been observed as load 
was applied to the cotton fib re , and tha t the reversals were a 
v i ta l  s truc tu ra l feature which affec ts  the untwisting. Orr^^^ 
concluded tha t a reversing ap ira lity  represented m  idealiised 
structure fo r obtaining optimum strength, elongation, and e la s tic  
recovery from the atraight-chain molecules of cellulose* The extension 
due to untwisting of the sp ira l could bo calculated from the 
equations
Fractional extension « ( l /  coa 0 ) -  1
where 0 i s  the average angle of inclination  of the sp ira ls
with respect to fib re  axis# Eebenfeld reported the existence
of a highly s ign ifican t correlations between the sp ira l angle and
the ex ten sib ility  of cotton fib re s , as measured by single fib re
e la s tic  modulus and elongation to break. Those find i% s confirmed
10?the work of Hertel and Craven * on bundle ex ten sib ility  properties. 
Eebenfeld^"^*  ^ concluded th a t the ex tensib ility  properties of cotton 
fib re s  depended on tïie sp ira l m gle, the larger the sp ira l angle, 
the greater fib re  extension to break.
The effec t of convolutions on fib re  mechanical properties 
has been investigated from d ifferen t standpoints* Their e ffec t
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on the clinging power of single cotton fib res was examined by 
i^en and who foimd that the extoîit to which clinging power
jaiglit be expected to iJiorease with the number of convolutions 
per un it length was largely o ffse t by the irregulm ^ity of spacing 
o f the convolutions. Olegg^'^ sta ted , " I t  was noticed that with fib res 
of the type having what may be described ae f i r s t-c la s s  convolutions, 
the breaking load was high, a3.though the c e ll  wall was not thick, 
blien the s tra in  was applied, the fib re  f i r s t  appeared to xmcoil.
The Gomparat\r©iy high breaking load of th is  type of fib re  appears 
in  some way to be oomiected with the quality or consistency of 
oelM.os©s# On the other hand, i t  was found tliat when tlie ha ir 
was very thiok-xmlled, and consequently not well convoluted, the
30breali;ing load was sometimes coMi)arativaly low." Other investigators have 
reported correlation  between the average convolution angle and 
single fib re  and bundle strength, mià between the avor^ige convolution 
asigle and fib re  extension to brook.
Several autho3?a have reported tha t the ultim ate fib re
breaking strength a t  f in i te  gauge lengths i s  not wholly a function
of the sp ira l angle or chain molecular length but ra ther la
dependent upon the ooourrenco of weak points along the fib re
217 Pl8The structu ra l reversals, the rings and
the nomud.formity of the fib re  fine structu re , and the fib re
47structiw al or morphological abnfmmlitieai, have been given as
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poseltoXo causée fo r fib re  weakneea*
T h e  m m m e r  i n  w h ic h  c o t t o n  f i b r e  m e c h a n i c a l  p r o p e r t l e e  a r e  
a l t e r e d  b y  chemical t r e a t m e n t a  t h r o u g h  a l t o r i ? , i g  so m e  a t r u c t i a r a l  
f e a t u r e s  h a s  b e e n  t h e  a u b j e c t  o f  mm:%y I m r e e t i g a t i o n s .  # 1 3 9 , 1 6 0 , 1 ? ? " " ! #
I t  i s  g e n e r a l l y  a g r e e d  t h a t  t h e  c h a n g e  i n  c o t t o n  f i b r e  o x t o n s i b l l i t y  
c a u s e d  b y  m e r o e r i F a t i o n  i s  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  d e g r e e  o f  f i b r i l l a r  
o r i e n t a t i o n  of t h e  d i f f e r e n t  c o t t o n e ,  w h i l e  t h e  I n c r e a s e  i n  t h e  
f i b r e  b r e a k i n g  8 t r e e s  of m o a t  o f  t h e  c o t t o n s  e x a m in e d  i e  n o t  a  
f u n c t i o n  o f f i b r i l l a r  - o r i e n t a t i o n  b u t  i e  c a u s e d  b y  r e p a i r  o f  w ea k  
points a l o n g  t h e  f i b r e  l e n g t h *
The transmission of meohaxiical properties of single cotton 
fib re s , notably strength extension to break, has boon a matter 
of great In te rest fo r many authors * 4  ^ 16# 224 generally
agreed tha t the breaking strength of single fib re s  I s  not fu lly  
traxismitted to more complex te x tile  structures and tha t the degree 
of transmission of single fib re  strength Is  not constm t for a l l  
cottons, but i s  dependent on the breaking tenacity  of single fibres*
The transmission of single fib re  elongation to brealc to more complex 
te x ti le  structures has also been found to vary fo r d ifferen t 
cottons and to be inveraely proportional to the single fib re  
brealdng elongation*
(SMPÏBR I I .
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Two experiments were carried out In the green house, on the 
roof of the Eoyal College of Science and Technology, Glaegow*
A hot bed xme prepared and the aeedo were sown in  s m l l  " j if fy  
pots, which are made of 73 f  peat and 23 f> wood pulp, through whioh 
the plant roots can grows these were f i l le d  with "John lanes Ho. 2" 
compost. A heating system was used with so il heaters and a thermostat 
to keep the temperature In the so il and a i r  aroimd the young plants 
around On© 80-watt, fluorescent lamp was fixed above the
hot bed to give about four hours ligh ting  daily  to compensate fo r 
the lack in  natm*al lig h t in  the morning and evening. Water was 
given to the plants when needed. After four weeks, the plants in  
the small pots were transferred iïàto permanent 10 inch pots which were 
f i l le d  with eleven pounds of compoat each. % enty four of these 
pots were used. A heating system of two so il  heater© and four a i r  
heaters, connected with them ostata, w s  used to keep the temperature 
around 60^F* Four 125-watt, fluorescent lampe were used to give 
about four hours ligh ting  daily  in  the early  morning and the early 
evening to compensate fo r the lack in  natural l ig h t in  the early  
spring. These lamps were abandoned a f te r  two month©* Water and 
f e r t i l i s e r s  were given to the plants when needed.
The two experiments carried out in the green house were 
as follows.
( l)  April to September 1962: a Nigerian cotton, Samaru 26j(G.hirsutum)
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wac groim* plants were grown, s ix  were l e f t  as control
and the remainder were divided into three groupa ( 5, 6, 6 ) which 
were treated  with three suoceeaive ooncentmtlona of g lbberellie 
acid ( 25, 100, and 200 p.p.m* )
(2 ) April to September 1965s two cottons were grown, m  American 
Oplend cotton, Eex ( Û* hlrautm) )# and Sea Inland F.H.8 
( G. foarhadenae )* *%©lve planta were grown of each variety , aix 
planta were l e f t  aa control and the other six  were treated with 
g ibhera llic  acid { 200 p.p.m.)
A th ird  experiment was carried out in  Nigeria by 31r. Dr^rnsfleld, 
Tim In s titu te  of Agricultum l Research, /Saria, Nigeria, from 
July to  November 1963* About f i f ty  plants of Samaru 26J  were 
grown in  a te s t  p lo t under the nomml f ie ld  conditions^ Imlf 
of these were treated  with g ibberelllc  acid ( 250 p.p.m. ) and 
the re s t  l e f t  untreated.
The fib b ere llio  acid solution was prepared according to 
the information supplied by the manufacturera* About 0.02g. of 
g ibbere llic  acid powder was weigJiod exactly and dissolved in  1 00* 
alcohol, water was added to obtain the stock solution with 
concentration 200 p.p.m., the other two concentrations were 
prepared by d ilu ting  10 cc. of the stock solution fo r each. The 
treatment was carried  out by dropping 0.2 ml. of the solution
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in to  the calyx cup of the young boll using an Agla mioroïüotor 
syringe * For 8aimru 26J grown in  Glasgow, 0,2 ml. of water was 
applied to the control plants Instead of glbborellio  acid. The 
treatment was carried  out on the th ird  day a f te r  flowering.
TÎ10 treatment of Bmmru 26J grown in  Nigeria wae carried out 
on the second day a f te r  flowering, 0,4 ml, of g ibberellic  acid 
Solution was applied.
Cvibberellio acid in  aqueous solutions i s  stable fo r 24 hours 
a f te r  which i t  deteriorates* Therefore a fresh solution was 
prepared each day; preparing the solution and trea ting  the plants 
was usually completed wdthin 2 - 3  hours* The treatment of the 
plants in  Glasgow continued fo r every new flower fo r a period 
of about tliree weeks, a f te r  which the number of new flowers 
beçaîxe small so tha t the treatoient vtes stopped. In Nigeria 
treatments wore carried out over a period of a  fo rtn igh t during 
which the flowering was greatest*
The bo lls  ware collected a t  three successive stogeas 
30, 40, and 50 ( normally opened ) days a f te r  flowering fo r 
Samara 26J grown in  Glasgow, and 30, 40, and 60 { nom ally opened ) 
days a f te r  flowering fo r Hex. The young b o lls , 30 and 40 days 
old, m m  l e f t  in  the green house a f te r  collection fo r opening 
to bo completed* For Samaru 261 grown in  Nigeria and Sea Island, 
only normally opened bo lls  were collected. All the samples were
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ginned by hand. 
im im  MGOT
instrument used to measure fib re  length was a "Shirley" 
comb so rte r . This consists of a rack on which re s t  nine lower 
combs and Oight top combs, each se t i s  accurately spaced 1 /4  inch 
(6 .3  zm.) apart except the f i r s t  two bottom combs, which are 
3/16  inch (4,7)mi.) apart* The fib res are la id  across the combs 
with one end of each fib re  aligned with the f i r s t  comb and then 
the lower combo are dropped and the top combs l i f te d  successively 
so that fib res  of d iffe ren t lengths may be removed. By using the 
grip  supplied i t  i s  possible to remove groups of fib res whose 
average lengths d iffe r  by chosen increments. These groups are 
then weighed and the data evaluated in  such a manner as to give 
an array or diagram of fib re  length d istribu tion  with pertinent 
measurements.
A 75 J; 0.4 r^ ig. representative sample was used, dealt i-:rith
87 1?7in  the manner described by several authors. ^  The fib res ware 
pulled out in  small tu f ts ,  each 0*5 nm. shorter than the previous 
one, and these were then combed, straightened, and la id  down on 
a black velvet pad. These tu f ts  were arranged in to  groups by 
measuring the length of each small tu f t  and. grouping together 
a l l  fib res  tha t f e l l  ^idthin a range of 3 mu. Grouping together
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the fib res that f e l l  within a range of only 1 mi. waa found to 
give a very s lig h tly  d ifferen t mean length value. All groups were 
then weighed on a sensitive balance to the nearest 0,05 mg. and 
the weights recorded. The mean length, the standard deviation, 
and the coefficien t of variation  were calculated from the 
following equations s
The mean length ?»
where ¥ i s  the weight of each length group, L i s
mid point of the length group, -------   —------ —----
The atandax’d deviation
i
ïho ooem oien t o f variation  « x 106
mean length
FXBH10 D m m m
F ifty  fib res  from each tea t sample wore mounted on glass 
s lid es , in  five groups, each of ten fib res , on a glass slide , 
several drops of 18 f  sodium hydroxide solution were placed on 
the fib res of the f i r s t  group so as to flood and cover the central 
13-15 mm., and l e f t  fo r 5 minutes fo r swelling to bs completed.
A cover s lip  was pXaccjd on the fib res and #ie extra sodium hydroxide 
solution was removed. The dlamieter was measured in  three places 
in  the central 11 mm. of each fib re  using a magnification of 300X. 
procedure was repeated fo r the other four groups.
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FXBi® IfB m t BJîMïTÎ
The gravimetric whole fib re  method was used fo r measuring 
the lin ea r density * The " Bhirley ** oomb so rte r was used to so rt 
out the components of each sample into the d iffe ren t length 
groups. F ifty  fib res of each length group were used, each fib re  
was v7ithdrami f i r s t ,  straightened on the velvet pad and i t s  length 
was measured to be sure that i t  represented the mid point of the 
leng'th group + 0.5 imsu The fib res were then weighed in  ten 
groups each of five fib res  on a " Bhirley " micro cantilever balance. 
From the data obtained, the imight per fib re  and the linear density 
were calculated.
FlBîilîî mTlfdlTY
Three metiiods wore used in measuring fib re  maturity,
( l)  The sodium hydroxide swelling method
Fach te s t  specimen consisted of about 100 fib res mounted 
on th3?ee s lid es , 30 -  33 on each, la id  p a ra lle l and evenly 
separated with th e ir  centres in  alignment. After placing a cover 
s lip  over the fib res several drops of 18 f  sodium hydroxide 
solution were added so as to flood the fib re s . The fib res were 
l e f t  fo r 3 minutes fo r swelling to be completed. Under the 
microscope, with magnification of 300X, the fib res  wore classified  
in to  three groups*
a . "Norrml fib res (n)"; those which, a f te r  sivelling, appeared
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rod-l'Jk© with no continuous lumen. Because of the fu l l  degxe© 
of ©welling md th is  roti-lilce fozm, Normal fib res  showed no 
well-defined convolutions *
b* "Dead fibre© (b)"s those In which, a f te r  swelling, the wall 
thioîmoes was one f i f th  or less of the maximum ribbon i^idth. The 
maximum ribbon width was talcen «i© the width of the widest portion 
of the fib re  in  the microscope fie ld  of view, usually midway 
between tm  convolutions. Swollen Dead fibre© varied from f la t  
ribbons, with no convolutions and l i t t l e  or no secondary wall, 
to highly convoluted forms with a greater wall development, 
e. "Thin-walled fib res"; those which did not f a l l  in to  e ither 
the "Normal" or the "Dead" group.
The nuRïber of fib res belonging to each of these three 
group© was counted, and tîie procedui’e was repeated fo r the other 
two s lid es . %e percentage© of "Normal","Dead", and "#ln-w alled" 
fib res  were calculated.
(2 ) The polarim d lig h t method
This method effectively  give© the thickness of the fib re  
from observations of the retardation of polariised l ig h t. The te s t  
apecimens were as described in  tlie f i r s t  method# The fib res were 
im ersed in  liqu id  paraffin  instead of ©odium hydroxide solution. 
A f i r s t  order quart:: p la te  was Inserted in  the raicrâsoope between 
the crossed po lariser and analyser, and the mechanical stage
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was adjusted ©o that the fibre© were a t  m  angle of 45^ with both 
the p o la rlm r and the analyaer and the fib re  axle lay  para lle l 
to  the ©low vibration direotion of the qimrt© p la te . The fib res 
were examined a t  150% magnification and claaalfied  into two 
groups as follows.
( l )  Fibre© which appeared purple or indigo throughout th e ir  en tire  
length in  the f ie ld  of the microscope and turned orange on ro tation  
of the stage tlirough and fib res  which appeared deep blue 
or a lte rna tive ly  blue and purple and turned orange-yellow upon 
ro ta tion  of the stage, were classed aa "Immature."
(?) a . Fibres which appeared bluo-green or a lte rna tive ly  blue 
and yellow and turned yellow-white on ro ta tion  of the stage, 
and b. fib re s  which appeared yellow or yellow-^jxeen throu^ghout 
th e ir  en tire  length and ahotfod p rac tica lly  no change of colour 
on ro ta tion  of the stage, were classed as "I%ture" fib re s .
in  acme experiments, the polarim d lig h t method was used 
to o laasify  the fib res  in to  thro© groups by dividing the "Mature" 
fib res  in to  two groups? the group (a) was regarded as "Mature^ 
and the group (b) m  "Very mature."
(3) Tho f ib re  density method
Since only a mean value fo r the density of a aaaiple of 
fib re s  could be obtained th is , th is  method gave only a moan 
value of maturity, but the re su lts  were useful in  comparing
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d iffe ren t samples.
From the information obtained on fib re  lin ea r density 
and fib re  diameter, f ib re  density was calculated froBi the following 
formula;
Fibre weight per om.
Fibre density « m..
( fibm  radius )
Fibre density indicates the degree of f i l l in g  of the co ll 
tube, i t  increases as the degree of the f i l l in g  of the tube 
increases or in  other words the degree of wall thickening#
TEN MMBFH OF GDNV0WH0H8 AND » i  GOhmifHOH ANGLB
Oiie determination of the number of convolutions per un it length 
was made on the central 11 nun. region of the f ib re s . F ifty  fib res 
of each te s t  sample wore used. Tlie fib re s , 10 on each glass slide , 
were mounted s tra ig h t, horizontal, and par<%llel to each other, 
taking care tha t the central region of a l l  the fib re s  should l i e  
more or le ss  in  the same area. A cover s lip  11 K 22 mm. was 
placed on the cen tral region of the fib re s , a drop of liqu id  
paraffin  was placed a t the edge of the cover s lip  and was le f t  
to spread. Using a magnification of 300%, the number of convolutions 
was counted fo r each fib re  along i t s  central 11 mm. region, and 
the mean ribbon width was determined from measurements made a t  
three d iffe ren t places fo r each fib re . Also the mean true length 
of a convolution um  determined by measuring the lengths of the 
convoluted portions of each fib re  a t  three individual convolutions.
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The average convolution angle and the actual convolution angle 
were calculated from the following formulae*
(1) The average convolution angle { )$
tan ^  X ———
^ 0
where D i s  the average ribbon width, and 0 ie  the 
average convolution pitch wMch ia  the length of the apecimen 
( 11 ïsm* ) divided by the number of convolutioim*
(2 ) Tha actual convolution angle ( {^  ),
tan ^  X
o '
where B i s  the average ribbon width, and (I i s  
the true convolution length.
m a mmûR  of
ihe number of reversals per un it length was counted on the 
some fib res  used in  the determination of the number of convolutions. 
A f i r s t  order quartz p late  was inserted in  the microscope between 
the crossed polarizer and analyzer with i t s  slow vibration direction 
making an angle of 45^ to the plane of polarization* The fib res 
were placed p a ra lle l to  the plane of polarisation  so that the 
(b) and (%) sp ira ls  appeared in  d ifferen t colours and the nmnber 
of reversals could be counted. This wm checked by removing the 
quarts p la te  so that the revereale appeared as àm% bands.
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o m m m w
Two method© were weed to meaewre the molocwlGr and the 
oryetaXllto orientation .
( i )  B IB  im m o T m a  i t o i c e s  aw»  b j e  o im fiK m ri'ioN  m g iæ i
The re frac tive  indices of the fibre© in  piano polarized
lig h t were measured by the Becke lino method. This method has
been deaoribed in  d e ta il by Meredith* Briefly^ a eerioo of
llqDdxts id th  re frac tive  indicés inoreasing in  step© of 0*001,
from 1.527 to 1.333 and from 1*560 to 1*382, was prepared by
mixing d iffe ren t volumes of l.monobromonaphthalene (n^^«l*65B atSO^O.)
and liqu id  portiffin (n^=3l*480 a t  20^0.) For a mixture of two
13.qwlde the re frac tive  index of the mixture i s  
( n, V, + n„ V. )
■ " CV^T'vg)
tdiere n. and n_ are the re frac tive  indices and v. and v« are 
1 6 1 6
the volumes of the liqu ids 1 and 2* The refrnotivo Indices of 
the liqu id  mixtures fo r the sodium I) 13ne were moasured a t  20^0. 
t^ th  an Abba'^  refraotometor, calibrated with several liquids 
of known refrac tive  ijidex* The fib res were immersed in  a  series 
of these liqu ids of increasing rofractive index u n til  a match 
was obtained, i . e . ,  the fib re  became Inv isib le . The Bocke line  
was used a t  each stage to detect any miwmtoh*
To measm^ G the mem values of the higher and lower re frac tive  
indices of a  sample, a  series of glass s lides wag prepared, five
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fibre© of Imown m û  equal length were motmted p a ra lle l to each 
other and ju s t  s tra ig h t * %e fib res  were fixed a t  ea#& end by 
a drop of Gum Arable #ileh took aomejtime to dry and allowed time 
fo r the fib res to be straightened without tensiom. A cover s lip ,
11 % 22 im#, was placed on the qmtreil region of the fib res , 
a drop of a liqu id  of approximately the same re frac tive  index 
as the f ib re  was placed a t  the edge of the cover s l ip  and was 
l e f t  to spread mû. cover the fib re s , the fib res  were re-etralghtened 
îîrithout tension m d  examined under the mle:roecope with th e ir  long 
axes p a ra lle l to the direction  of vibration of the plane polarized 
l ig h t. From the observed degree of matching of the outer edge 
of the fib res a second liqu id  was chosen with higher or lower 
re frac tive  index as required. ¥hen the liqu id  of the nearest 
re frac tiv e  index to tîmt of the fib re  was defined, th is  liqu id  
was re-used on another two s lid es , each bearing five  fib res , to 
measure the exact and fin a l mean value of the higher refrac tive 
index* This procedure was repeated to measure the lower refrac tive 
index using another se rie s  of fresli s lides i The refrac tive  indices 
of the fib res  were measured always on s tra ig h t, unconvoluted 
parts of the fib re  which war© free from reversals. I t  would appear 
tha t errors might a r ise  because the two re frac tive  indices were 
not measured on the same fib res s howevarlit was found that no 
euch erro r gm'ose becau.se the lower refractive index wae almost 
constant fo r a l l  f ib re s .
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All the measurements were made in  m  air-eondltioned room 
^  2 fa E*H. and 20 j; 1^0. The temperature was watched closely 
and the measurements were carried out only when the room temperature 
had been fa ir ly  constant fo r 2 hours. Oorreotlons fo r mmll 
temperature fluctuations were made when needed, using Moredit6^^^ 
value fo r the temperature coeffic ien t.
The Orientation angle ( 0  ) of the chain molecules was 
calculated from the forosulaH^
P ( Ry )^ ( n , ,  -  n_ ) ( «11 R. )
( «11 ( «y -  «a ) ( «y )
#er@ i s  the higher refrac tive  index measured fo r the
te s t  specimen, n and n are the higher and lower refrac tive2jt Of
indices respectively measured fo r ramie fibres*
Fri^aton used the values n ^  1.528 and n  « 1.596,Î» y
measured fo r flax  and ramie fiht&n in  wMch # e  c ry s ta ll i te s  are
orientated almost p a ra lle l to  the fib re  ax is. Heredith^^^ used
the values n « 1*531 and n -  1.595 measured fo r flax  fibres*a y
In th is  twk# the t r^o refrac tive  indices were measured fo r ramie 
fib re s  and found to be « 1.53Û and ^  1*594*
As was found om&stmt fo r ^ill the samples under 
investigation , the orientation angle was found su ffic ien t to 
express or describe the overall molecular orientation*
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(g) ma X-MX DîœîACTION fWîOB
(a) Préparation of eaïaules
fhe object was to obtain a para lle l bundle of fibre©, of 
equal length and of length equal to the mean length of the te s t  
sample, and of fa ir ly  constant thickness from one te s t  sample 
to  another* The procedure followed fo r preparing the butndle of 
f ib res  was the same as tha t used in  measuring fib re  length;
8 75 milligrams fib re  specimen was used and sorted on the "Shirley"
comb so rte r , a l l  fib res  longer than the mean length + 0*5 mm*
m m  pulled out and re jected . Fibres in  the ran^p mean length + 0*5 im.
wore pulled out of the so rte r, combed, and mounted on the apecimon
holder*
Specimen holders made from atai^ileas-steel or braaa were 
ueed in  momtin^g fib re  femdlos of about 0.8 -  1*0 mm* thloîmess.
The specimen holder consisted of two jaws, one fixed and the other 
one moveable by means of a long aorew-ahaft* Bach jaw had a groove 
of 1 mm* width and 2 mm* deptli in  i t s  centre, in  which the end 
of the fib re  bundle was placed, a clamp with length and width equal 
to timt of the jaws and with a tongue in  i t s  centre with the same 
size aa tha t of the groove, was placed on the jaw to f ix  the fib re  
bundle. % is  clamp could be tightened by means of two m a ll  screws.
The free end of the fib re  bundle, a f te r  being pulled out 
of the so rter by imans of a g rip , was clamped in  the fixed jaw*
The fib re s  were then re-combed and straightened, and clamped in
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the moveable jaw. The sample tilth  I t s  fib res  p a ra lle l, was stretched 
gently to remove the orlmp by moving the moveable jaw outwards.
(b) Sample ©xaoBure
The X-ray photograph© were taken using N i-filte red  Gul(c< 
rad iation  of wave-length 1*54 A*, from a Philips sealed-off tub© 
run a t 40 Kv. and 20 mA. The X-ray beam wae collimated by a load 
glaas cap illary  tube 5 cm. long and having an in ternal diameter 
o f 0.3 im. onoasad in  braes. A metal holder was fixed on the outer 
end of the collimator casing and was used to hold the opecimon 
holder in  a defin ite  position in  which the fib re  bundle was up 
again4'fst the end of the collimator and the X-ray beam was passing 
through the centre of the fib re  bundle a t  righ t angle to i t s  ax is. 
Tho X-ray film , a quarter p late Ilfo rd  Industria l B film , was 
held in  a cassette mounted on r a i ls  running p a ra lle l to the 
collim ator. The fron t of the cassette  was covered with thin 
aluminium fo i l  ( 40 ;u thick ) , and a t the centre of the fo il  
a lead stop was stuck td th  Durofix, in  order to absorb the primoxy 
m -d iffrac ted  X-ray beam* The cassette wae placed p ara lle l to 
the bundle oxie and perpendicular to the X-roy beam a t 4 cm. 
distance between the fib re  bundle and the f l a t  film , and was 
adjusted so tîm t the lead stop in  the centre was in  lin e  with 
the loaln ][-ray beam issuing from the collim ator.
The time of exposure varied according to fib re  maturity:
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yotmgi immature fib res  needed longer exposures « I t  ranged between 
60 and 120 minutes to gat a  d iffrac tion  photograph w i#  suitable 
density ( maximum density on 002 arc of 0*5 to  0*7 )*
The film s were developed according to # e  imnufacturer ’ a 
recoimendationa* ISach film  was developed fo r 5 minutes a t  65^?#, 
washed fo r 30 seconds# fixed fo r ê minutes# washed again fo r 
30 minutes# and then rinsed and dried*
(o) m te rn ity  miemmmmRM
A "Joyce JjOQM îtoeJc I Kiorodoasitoimeter," with a graduated
ro ta ting  stage was used fo r recording the in ten sity  d istribu tion  
around the (002) d iffrac tion  arc of the X-ray photograph#
The X-r^y photograph m s fixed in  the centre of the ro ta ting  
stage* S tarting  from the centre of the photograph# scanning m s 
carried out rad ia lly  across the (002) arc and approxlm tely a t  
i t s  centre whicdi le  the point of maximmi blackening* From th is  
point one h a lf  o f the ar*c wae scÊUuied radially# f i r s t  a t  three 
auccessive azimuthal in te rva ls  o f 3^ each# and then a t  in tervals 
o f 6^ u n til the arc vanished# Then the otiier h a lf  of the azo was 
scmmed in  the same mmmer s ta rtin g  again from the f i r s t  s ta r t !  ng 
point# Thus th is  s ta rtin g  point was scanned twicei the re su lt of 
the two scan© was found to coincide throughout th is  work which 
can be taken aa a proof of the consiatenoy of tlio apparatus.
The scanning was carried  out always from the inner aide of the
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are# ju s t beyond the ( 10Î ) arc, and acroae the ( 002 ) are 
with the maehine m m lng a t  eonetant speed. Thene ©cans were 
recorded autoiaatically on graph paper* peak height of each 
rad ia l ©can was ineaanred by a ru le r mid taken a© a measurement 
of the degree of blackening a t  th is  defin ite  point on the ( 002 ) 
arc . These meaaureaent© were plotted against tîie angle of 
©canning and the in tensity  d istribu tion  around the ( 002 ) arc 
was constructed. This procedure wa© repeated to obtain the 
angular in tensity  d istribu tion  around the second ( 002 ) arc 
of the X-*ray photograph. At le a s t two photograph© from d iffe ren t 
fib re  bundle© were scanned fo r each te s t  sample, and the result© 
from individual photographs differed by 1^ or leas*
The calibration  of the film© was îoade according to the 
method described by Meredith, but using separate film© other 
than those used in  obtaining the fib re  d iffrac tion  photographs, 
à  ro ta ting  sector sensl tome te r  giving a lin ear seriea of 
18 exposures time© was used. A number of Industria l B films 
from the same boxes as were used fo r the fib re  photographs were 
exposed to Cu a t 40 Kv. and 10 mA. fo r long enough ( about 
10 second© ) to give a maximum donaity equal to the maximum 
in  the fib re  photographs ( 0.$ D )* These film© were processed 
under the smae conditions as the fib re  photographs and measured 
on the Mlcrodenaitometer. The re su lts  obtained showed tha t the
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X-«ray intenaity/photographlo density relationship was linear 
id.thin the range of density used#
(d) Caloulation of Orientation
After having obtained the angular in ten sity  d istribu tion  
of each of the two ( 002 } arcs of the X-ray photogx'aph, the 
c ry s ta ll i te  orientation was measured in  two ways; assuming 
always th a t photographic density was proportional to X-ray 
intensity#
1* The 40 per cent# X-ray angle ( absorption ) was measured as 
the azimuthal angle between the point of maximum blackening 
and the point on the arc where the blackening was 40 per cent# 
of the mtuEimum.
2. The 50 per cent# X-ray angle ( absorption ) was measured ae 
the azimuthal angle between the point of maziamm blackening and 
the point on the arc where the blackening was 50 per cent* of 
the maximum.
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œ  moEmioM* pmpmmima
Th© "Cambridge*  ^ Extensomotor waa uaed to iletexiitoe the 
load extension curves of single fibres*
(a) Testinar prpoe^ux;©
To mount a fib re  with a te s t  length of 1 cm*, i t  was la id  
along the centre of an aperture of 1 cm* length ( and 0*5 cm, width ) 
in  a  special card mount, and secured a t eadh edge by a small 
drop of Burofix* The fib re  was moimted stra igh t with ju s t su ffic ien t 
tension to remove any kinks# # e  ends of the card were fixed into 
the jaws of the Cambridge Bxtensometer, the th in  sides of the 
mount were then cut to  leave the fib re  free , and then, s ta rtin g  
with the fib re  ju s t tau t, i t  waa extended a t  constant ra te  u n til 
i t  ruptured, # e  constant ra te  of oxtenaion used was 4 mra# /  minute 
30 that the fib re  broke within 10 -  20 seconds# About 50 fib res 
from each te s t  sample were tested# The aiass per un it length was 
determined fo r the 50 fib res  weighed in  rsass. The testing  was 
Cêirried out in  an air-conditioned room a t  65 ±  2 R#H, , and 
temperature a t  20 2  1^0*
(b) He^surementa on the B treas-straip  curves
The load-extension curves were recorded on graph paper# The 
load and extension a t  break were measured fo r each curve and the
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mean value© fmmd for each ©ample * The yield point fo r each curve
58was located according to Ooplan*s construction in  which he 
defined the y ield  point ae th a t occuring a t  the etreea given by 
the in tersec tion  of the tangent a t the origin with the tangent 
having the le a s t slope# The yield  s tress  and the y ield  s tra in  
wex*e measured fo r each curve and the mem values found fo r each 
sample* % e in i t i a l  Youngm odulus was calculated ae the ra tio  
of y ield  ©treaa to yield  strain*
127%f%)ieal s tre sa -s tra ln  curves fo r cotton show two 
ill-defined  points of inflexion* f i r s t  occurs a t  a, low value 
of extension when there is  m  Increased ra te  of yielding as the 
s tre ss  ie  increased further* A second po^jtit of inflexion often 
occurs as the point of rupture i s  approached, more particu larly  
i f  rupture does not occur early because of local weak place*
The curve ta^ ica lly  swiïigs upwards in  th is  f in a l stage, increasing 
increments of s tre ss  having to be applied to produce equal 
increments of extension*
To determine the typical s treas-e tra in  curve fo r each sample, 
the curves of the sample were sorted out into two groups, the f i r s t  
one comprised the curves in  which breaking took place a t or near 
the second inflexion point apparently beeause of a major local 
weak places th is  group was designated as prematurely-broken fibres* 
The second group comprised the curves which showed a f in a l upward
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swing a f te r  # e  second ^ f le x io n  point* Those were designated 
ûB noraïally-broken fibres* The measurements v&m carried out 
as followss
1* The s trass  end the s tra in  a t  the f i r s t  inflexion point were 
taken &m being equal to the yileld a tress and y ie ld  s tra in  and 
these were laeasured fo r a l l  the curves in  the sample*
2* %e s tre ss  and the s tra in  a t  the breaking point in  the f i r s t  
group of curves I  the prematweley-broken fib re s , were measured*
The s tre ss  and the s tra in  a t the second inflexion point of the 
second group, the normally-broken fib re s , ware measured* These 
two se ts  o f meaBurememtB were added together and the mean values 
of s tre ss  and s tra in  were calculated and supposed to represent 
the s tre ss  and the s tra in  values a t  the second inflexion point*
3* The s tress  and the s tra in  increments between the second point 
of inflexion and the breaking point fo r the second group of curves, 
i*e* fo r the normally-broken fib res , were measured and the mean 
values of s tre ss  and s tra in  were calculated in  two ways*
(a) By summing a l l  tliese s tress  and s tra in  increments and dividing 
by the to ta l nmiber of curves, fo r both prematurely- ami normally- 
brokOB fib re s , m à  then adding these mean values of s tre ss  and 
s tra in  to those a t  the second poij^t of inflexion* %e to ta l mean 
values obtained thus should be equal to the mean values of recorded 
brealcing s tre ss  and s tra in  of the sample and th is  a lternative
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method of calculation supplied a useful check on the accuracy 
of the calculation already made,
(b) By dividing the to ta l values of these s tre ss  and s tra in  
increments by the actual number of curves from whlcli these values 
were obtained, which was the number of nomaally-broken fib re s , 
and then adding these mean values of s tress  and s tra in  to that 
a t the second point of inflexion. The to ta l mean values thus obtained 
were higher than the recorded mean values of e tress  and s tra in  
a t breiüc. values were supposed to be the rea l ones i f  there
had been no major local weak points, and were designatecl as the 
projected mean values of s tre ss  and s tra in  a t break.
Having obtained the mean values of s tre ss  and s tra in  a t  
four points, i . e .  the y ield  point, the second point of inflexion, 
the actual breaking point, and the projected breaking point, the 
typical s treas-a tra in  curve fo r each sample was constructed. From 
th is  stresB -stra in  curve? the work of rupture was measured by 
means of an planimeter, and the "work factor** calculated.
StiflhesB was calculated as the breaking s tre ss  per un it breaking 
strain* These ohoraoteriatica were measured fo r both tiie actual 
and extrapolated streas-str^iin  curves *
The ro le of convolutiona in  fib re  ex tensib ility
ï>X
A simple apparatus was designed to s tre tch  single cotton
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fib rea wider the mioroacope. The main features of the apparatus 
were two jaws which could be moved outwards or inwarde simultsmuoueXy 
a t  til© saBio speed by mews of a single screw with a righ t and 
l e f t  hand threads# The re la tiv e  motion of the jaws was indicated 
by a  scale on the knob by %Mch the screw was turned# Between the 
jawB was a frame 1.2 cm# wide with an apartux‘e of 1*0 cm. width 
covered by a th in  glass cover slip* The whole apparatus waa mounted 
on a base which could be clamped to the microscope stage in  such 
a position that a fib re  lying across tîie aperture was beneath 
the objective*
The fib re  was mounted on a spécial card mount in  the same 
manner as was previously described fo r tes ting  on the "Cambridge" 
Sxtonaometer# The two jaws were brought to the edges of the frame 
and the ends of the card mount were placed fa ir ly  loosely into 
the jaws* Ihe fib re  was examined under the microscope, using a 
m a tif ic a tio n  of 500Xs I t  was f i r s t  ceiitrad, and then the ends 
of the card were f in a lly  fixed into jawa and the th in  sides of 
the mount were then out to leave the fib re  free to extend. By 
turning the screw $ the fib re  was extended from both ends a t  the 
same time which kept the same portion of the fib re  in  the f ie ld  
of the microscope throughout.
The mechanism of the unfolding of the convolutions was 
watched, the point of extension a t  which the convolutions completely
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dioappoar^d and the point of extension a t  which the fib re  broke
were determined fo r $0 fibre© of one tea t sample.
The percentage of extension due to the unfolding of the
convolutions ( E ) was calculated from the following forzmla; 
a  «* ( sec jzf'- 1 ) 1 C.P. #
^(#er@  i s  the actual convolution angle, ()*F. ie  the percentage
convoluted portion of the fib re  whidi i s ,
O.P. the average convolution length (mm.) X the number of 
convolutions per mm. X 100
Oorrection of the a treae-s tm in  cu^ea fo r the, pi*feot of convolutions 
The a tre ss-a tra in  curve of each sample was corrected for 
the e ffec t of the convolutions on fib re  ex ten sib ility  on the 
assumption tha t no atrcea had been applied in  unfolding the 
convolutions since i t  was not possible in  th is  stage of work to 
detem lne or calculate the s tress  actually  used in  unfolding 
the convolutions.
The percentage extension due to the unfolding of the 
convolutions which was calculated fo r each am ple, was aubtraoted 
from the percentage extension a t  the f i r s t  and second points 
of inflexion in  proportion to the actual extensions a t  these 
points. The s tre ss -s tra in  curves were then replo tted  and, the 
in i t i a l  Young♦ a modulus, the work of rupture, the work fac to r, 
and the s tiffn ess  were found.
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m m m xTM ion  fedobote
To mercerise a t  constant length, the f ib re  bundles were 
prepared in  the same manner as fo r the X-ray exposure, moimted 
on s ta in le ss -s tee l holders, stretched ju s t to remove crimp, and 
meroeriaed by the following procedure, which was carried out 
a t  20^0 throughout.
10 minute© in  16 ^  sodium Ijydroxido solution,
10 „ washing in  running water,
3 in  1 #  acetic  acid,
10 „ washing in  rmming water,
followed by drying.
ïaSSÜM’S AM3) Biseussioi
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Tae following symbols are used in  the tex t:
Besorintiv©:
G#A*
m
3 a s a a n i  2 6 J  (cO 
Samaru 26J (n)
5., I.
11.
s„ m .
s., IV.
s . ,  V. 
s . ,  VI.
R., I ,
R., II.
5 .1 .,  I ,
S .Ï . ,  II.
Gibberellio acid
Fibres from normally opened bo lls  
Bamru 26J' varie ty  grown in  Glasgow 
Samara 26J variety  grom in  Bigeria 
Bamoru 26J (G) -  control 
Bamaru 26J (G)- treated  with g ibberellie  
acid ( 25 p#p.m. )
Samara 26J (g) -  treated  with gibberollio 
acid ( 100 p.p.m. )
Baimru 26J (g) -  treated with g ibbarellic  
acid ( 200 p*p*m* )
Samara 26J (b) -  control
Samara 26J (b) -  treated  td.th glbberelllo
acid ( 250 p.p.m. )
Eex variety  -  control
Hex varie ty  -  treated with g ibberellic
acid ( 200 p.p.m» )
Sea Island variety  -  control
Sea Is lm d  variety  -  treated  witli g ibberallic
acid ( 200 p.p.m. )
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Measured quan tities:
0 The average convolution p itch
0 * The average true convolution length
D fib re  ribbon width
%  The measured extension to break
extrapolated extension to break 
The percentage extension due to imfolding 
the convolutions
^  f ib re  length
yi The nmber of sp ira l turns along the fib re
length
^  The sp ira l pitch
r  f ib re  radius
f  The measured ten sile  strengthja
T The extrapolated ten sile  strengthP qv
B fine measured s tiffn ess  ( )
Calculated s tiffn ess  ^— )ina f
T
B Extrapolated s tiffn ess  ( —^  )
P p
T
3 Calculated extrapolated s tiffh ees  { ^pa *
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The measured work of rupture { the area
enclosed betmen the measured s t r e s s  tra in
curve and the s tra in  axis )
The extrapolated work of rupture ( the area
enclosed between the extrapolated s tre ss -
s tra in  curve and the s tra in  axis)
W The work of rupture due to fib re  fine structurepa
( the area enclosed between the re-p lo tted  
s trea s -s tra in  curve and the s tra in  axis }
BF The work fac to r of the measured s tre ss -s tra in
m
owve (-p Y 'f ~ ) 
m " m
W  The work fac to r of the extrapolated s tre s s -
s tra in  curve ( — f H f r  )
%  P
The work facto r of tSie re -p lo tted  s tre s s -
Strain curve ^ )
f  p
^  The average convolution angle
#ie actual convolution angle 
0  The overage orientation angle
^  The 40 per cent. X-roy angle
^  The 50 per cent* X-ray angle
The 40 per cent# X-ray angle a f te r  subtracting 
the avera^ ;^© convolution angle ( ^ -  ^  )
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TABIfB 1  # F i b r e  l e n g t h  d l e t r i b u t i o n »
ogth group 
(ram*) 3 ., I*
Pemmitage by weight 
S ., IV. V* 1B., VI*
3 2.0 1.0 0.5 0*8
6 1.3 0.5 0.5 0*3
9 1.3 0.5 0.3 1.0
IB 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.2
15 3.0 1.3 3.3 2.5
18 4.0 2.0 7.0 3.0
21 4.0 3.3 10*3 7.3
24 16.5 19.0 14.0 12*0
27 19.3 26.0 18*0 20*0
30 21.0 20.0 18.3 21.0
33 18.0 12.0 13.3 17.5
36 7.0 9.0 9.5 10*0
39 4.0
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TâBMî lA , l ib re  length lîlfôtributioni,*
h e n g t l i  g m x ip  F e r o e n t a g e  b y  w e i g h t
(m .)  S .Ï . ,  X. 8 .I . ,  n .  H», I .  8 .,  ZI.
3 1.5 8.0 1.3 1.8
6 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.5
9 2.5 2,8 1.2 1.0
m 2.5 2.5 2.0 0.5
15 3.5 3.5 2.5 2.0
IB 4.0 3.5 3.5 2.0
SI 4.0 4.5 7.5 5.8
24 5.0 5.0 12.0 7.0
27 5.0 5.0 24,0 17.0
6.8 5.5 24.0 26.5
33 6.0 6,5 14.5 25.5
36 7.5 7,0 6.5 11.0
39 8.5 8.0
42 11.5 10.5
45 11.5 11.5
48 8.5 10.0
51 5.5 6.0
54 3.5 3.0
57 2.5 2.5
The following are the eoefficioats of variation 
calculated for the cample ( E*, II* - ^9 mm* long ), 
as an example of the variability found in measuring the 
different oharacterietioe*
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Characteristic Coefficient of ¥ar* Humber of 
readiïigs
Fibre Weight 
( and linear density )
Bample 0^ day© old
Sample 40 days old
Sample 60 days old
fibre diameter 
Ribbon width
Hmaber of Convolution© /  s 
lumber of reversals /  mm*
PS
13
16
7
7
a
12
10
10
10
50
50
50
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TABH5 2 # Gross structural properties of fibres of tlie
different length j^roups*
Fibre 
Sample length 
(im.)
Diameter Ribbon 
( /< ) width 
( > )
Cony* Ay* cony* 
per mm. angle
( A
CORVOl.
portion
fo
Act.conv.
angle
0,
((^ )
S*, I . 36 23.2 22.0 4.18 8.25 27.2 20.0
34 22.2 21.5 5.19 9.90
32 25.2 20.4 4.53 ,8.25
30 25.1 20.6 4.28 7.90
28 25.8 21.6 4.82 9.30 31*3 27.6
26 25.9 21.0 4.00 6.70
24 26.6 21.2 5.54 1 0 . 5 0
22 25.9 21.5 5.94 11.35 tm
20 26.9 21.9 4.73 9.30 30.7 27.8
B*, IV. 38 21.9 20.0 4.06 7.30
36 22.9 20.3 4.12 7.45 26.6 26.1
34 23.2 20.4 4.20 7.65
32 24.6 21.5 4.08 7,85
30 23.8 21.2 4.00 7.60 tm —
28 24.6 20.9 4.03 7.55 26,2 26.8
26 25.4 21.6 4.30 8.45
24 25.1 23.1 3.76 7.75
22 26.2 21.4 4.25 6.15 *nm
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TâBBB 2 * ( continued )
fibre Diameter Ribbon Oonv# Av.conv* Convoi. Act.conv.
Sample length ( M  ) width per mm* angle portion angle
(mm.) i M )  i  ^ ^ ( ? )
s . ,  IV. 20 26.4 22.1 3.37 6.70 21.9 28.1
s . ,  V. 28 25,9 19.2 4.43 6.60 28.4 25.2
s . ,  VI. 28 19.6 3.48 5.50 a .o 27.1
B . I . ,  I . 35 10.9 17.1 2.87 4.40 16.1 25.7
S .I .,1 1 . 35 18.8 17.0 2.70 4.10 16.7 23.3
R., I . 35 24.3 21.0 6.40 11.95 40.3 27.7
32 24.4 21.9 4.80 9.40 28.8 29.9
29 25.4 21.3 5.60 10.75 29.7 32.0
27 26.4 22.4 4.90 9.75 28.9 30.8
23 26.4 23.4 3.70 7.70 22.6 31.1
20 26.9 23.1 3.50 7.25 20.2 32.1
R., I I . 35 23.6 20.7 ,5.30 9.80 35.0 26.3
32 24.7 20,9 4.80 9.00 30.4 27.5
29 25.6 21.1 ,5.70 10.60 33.9 23.9
26 25.2 21.7 4.50 8.75 26.7 30.7
23 25.7 23.0 4.00 8.15 24.1 30.7
20 26.0 21.8 3.30 6.50 19.5 30.2
1 3
TâBDB 3 . Fibre weight fo r the d ifferen t length groups*
Fibre length Fibre weight ( 10~® g. )
(nua.) 30 (laya old 40 dayn old 'Mature’fibres
( M )
S „  I ,  36 171 297 356
34 167 278
32 156 275 333
30 155 264 381
28 155 259 392
26 157 257 372
24 164 257 371
22 166 266 361
20 145 237 338
S ., IV. 38 170 241 384-
36 151 248 353
34 152 208 337
32 145 224 322
30 144 222 306
28 165 215 317
26 163 213 295
24 155 230 272
22 139 193 264
20 134 147 219
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mBI® 3 . (oontinued)
Fibre len^ fth Fibre weight ( g. )
(m#) 30 days eld 40 days old 'Matyre* fibres
l/Al
s . ,  ? . 28 *w 432
S», VI. 28 w* 452
S .Ï . ,  I . 35 mé #» 326
S .Î . ,  I I . 35 ## ## 331
a ., I . 35 335 346 491
32 314 342 470
29 315 358 508
27 307 334 500
23 272 330 516
20 207 280 498
s . ,  II , 35 280 414 518
32 267 402 482
29 257 370 470
26 260 384 452
23 200 366 398
20 158 316 378
Be, Z
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*1 4 * Fibre linear density for tîio d ifferent len g #  groups
Sample Fibre length Fibre linear density ( 10^  ^ g* )
(mm*) 50 days old 40 day© old 'Matm^^lbrea
a . t  IV#
56 # 82 99
34 49 82 94
32 49 86 104
30 52 88 127
as 55 93 140
26 61 99 143
24 m 107 155
22 76 121 164
20 73 116 169
38 47 63 101
36 42 69 98
34 45 61 99
32 45 70 100
30 46 74 102
m 59 77 113
26 63 82 114
24 65 96 114
22 63 87 120
20 66 73 110
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TABDB 4 # ( continued ^
Sample Fibre length Fibre linear density ( 10*  ^ g# )
(mm*) 30 days old 40 days old 'Mature'fibres
C
s . ,  V. 28 154
s . ,  VI. 28 161
S .Ï . ,  I . 35 tm 93
8 .1 ., I I , 35 ** 95
R„ I . 35 96 99 140
32 98 107 149
29 108 123 175
27 114 124 185
23 118 143 225
20 104 140 249
R., I I . 35 80 118 148
32 83 126 151
3f 89 128 162
26 100 148 174
23 87 159 173
20 79 198 189
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TABLK 5 « fibre density for the different length groups,
Sample
8*, I*
8*. IV*
Fibre length fibre density ( g caT^  )
• ) 30 days old 40 days old 'Mature'fibres
C M )
36 0.352 0.610 0.733
34 0,400 0.665 0.768
32 0.308 0.543 0.658
30 0.328 0.560 0.809
28 0.334 0.558 0.843
26 0.360 0.590 0.851
24 0.389 0.610 0,680
22 0.452 0.723 0,982
20 0.400 0.654 0.934
38 0.393 0.533 0.850
36 0.323 0.530 0.755
34 0.330 0.454 0.735
32 0.300 0.464 0.662
30 0.339 0.522 0,718
28 0.383 0 . 5 0 0 0.735
26 0.384 0,500 0.700
24 0.410 0.600 0.718
22 0.368 0.510 0.700
20 0.380 0.422 0.631
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5 * { <ïontiîiued )
Sample Fibre length Fibre density ( g cm"*' )
.)  30 days old 40 days o3.d 'Mature * fib res
(  / A )
S ., V. 38 0.918
8,* VI, 38 0.960
8 .1 ., I . 35 4M 1.041
8 .1 ., I I . 35 tm 1.074
li., I , 35 0.653 0.673 0.952
32 0,658 0.718 1.000
39 0.671 0.764 1.087
37 0.655 0.712 1.063
33 0.678 0.822 1.293
20 0.575 0.774 1.377
R., I I . 35 0.576 0.849 1.065
33 0.546 0.829 0.993
39 0.543 0.780 0.988
26 0.628 0.931 1,094
23 0.527 0,964 1,048
20 0.467 0,935 1.118
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HBRB I*T»M mi) FIBmS MC/i'H mSÜJEXBÜTXOH
Table (6  ) eummrlaee the results obtained for the control
samples and samples treated with glbberelllo acid# The mean length 
and the coefficien t of variation are mean values of 4 ^ 6 te st 
specimens of each sample# The upper quartile length and tîie effective
length have been derived from the mean fibre lengtii/per cent# weight*-
diagram 127
w m  6 .
Variety concent#
p,p#m#
Fibre mean 
length 
m .
Coef# of 
variation
fa
Upper
quartilo
mm.
Effective
length
mm.
Samara 26J 
<8., I .)
(a)
000 26#a 24.2 31.5 31,8
(S ., I I .) 025 26.2 20.x mm m
(8 .,I I I .) 100 28#4 19.3 mm mm
(s., IV.) 200 28.5 16.6 31.7 31.8
Samaru 2W
(s„  V.)
0 0
COD 26.7 23.2 31.5 31.5
( s . ,  VI.) 250 27.2 23.1 31.6 32.0
Rox
(&## Ï*) 000 26.8 24.3 30.8 31.0
(R.» I I .) 200 26.9 2143 33.0 33.0
JSea Island 
(8.X ., I.0 000 35.4 35.9 45.1 46.5
(8 .I .,  XI.) 200 35.1 39.0 45.5 47.0
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moan fibre length i s  a sensitive index which may be used 
to detect changea in  the length characterietica# # i l e  the upper 
quartile len^ t^h and the effective length are meaaume typifying 
the length of the longer fibres in  a given oamp3.e* coefficien t 
of variation ia  a measure o f fibre*-length irregularity and is  
independent of #ie general lei%th of the ample#
From table ( 6 ) i t  can be seen # a t  the treatment with 
gibberellio acid has resulted in  the following:
1# an increase in  the m m  length of teaaru 26J (#) ( 3#» 
end a*# IV. ) o f about 5.3 6.2 % and of Hex ( I I . )
o f 7.3 f  t both are significant at levait
2# a decrease in  the coefficien t of variation o f Samru 26J (u)
( a.* II.*  a.*n i.*  and a.* IV. ) of 14 -  3 1  and of Rex ( R.* II . ) 
of 12*3 #  * both are significant at 5 # level*
3 . a negligble increase in  the mean length of 3amaru 26J (H) ( 3#* VI. )* 
and a negligib le decrease in  the mean length o f 3ea Island { 3 .I .,  I I .) ,
these differences are not significant,
4 . a negligib le decrease in  the coefficien t o f variation of 
iamaru 26J (m) ( S.* VI# ) , and m  increase in  the coefficien t 
of variation of 8@a Island ( 0.1# * II# }* these differences are 
not significant*
5# (a) no difference in  the upper qm rtile length and the effective  
length between the control mmples and the samples treated with 
gibbei'cllic acid for 0maru 26  ^ (a)* Bmsru H6d (h)* and 
0ea Island•
3 4  -
S A M A R U  2 6 J C G )
3  6  9  12  1 5  1 8  21 2 4  2 7  3 0  3 3  3 6  3 9
: l e n g t h  g r o u p  m m .
P i g .  3  F i b r e  l e n g t h  d i s t r i b u t i o n
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(b) higher value© of upper q m rtlle  length and effeotiv© length 
fo r the treated  ©ample in  the Eex variety#
6 * approxim tely the earn© inoreasa in  the mean length and a gradual 
decrease in  tîie coefficien t of variation resu lting  from the 
three suceeoBive coacentratione of g ibherellio  acid used fo r 
Samara 26J (g ).
CoBiparlng the length d istribu tion  in  the control simple 
of Samaru 26J  (§) ( S,# I .  ) with that of the sasiple treated with 
200 p*p*m* ( S.# IV. )# lUgin?© 3» there i s  a  remarkable decrease 
in  the Bis0 of the short length groups and a marked increase in  
the siae of the length groups near the mean length of the sample# 
in  the treated  sample* Inhere is  also the appearance of a  new 
length group in  the treated sample longer than the longest length 
group in  the control sample* %e decrease in  tW  aise of the 
shorter length groups and the iïicroas© fo r the longer length 
groups can be explained in  part by the pattern of d istribu tion  
of the weight per fib re  of the d ifferen t length groups and partly  
by a s h if t  in  the number of fib res in  each length groups th is  
w ill be discussed in  d e ta il fo r the Hex varie ty . The appearance 
of the nm  longest length group in  the treated sample can be 
explained only by the p o ssib ility  of sh ifting  of some fib res of 
the tinree longer groups in to  th is  new group since to ta l s ise  
of the longer groups of the control sajaple ( 30# 3 #^ and 36 mm* )
-3 4  -
REX
X 2  2 -
m
o -
3 6  9 12 15 18  21 2 4  2 7  3Q  3 3  3 6
L E N G T H  G R O U P  MM-
Fig. 4 Fibre length d istribu tion
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la  approximately eqaal to that of the am# groupa plue the u©w 
group ( 3Û» 33$ 3^$ aud 39 mm, ) of the treated  sample,
Comparing the length d istribu tion  in  the oontrol sample 
of Hex ( R,, I ,  ) with tha t in  the treated sample ( H,, I I ,  ) ,
î ’igure 4 I i t  i s  seen tha t a  general deorease in  percentage by
weight of a l l  the length groups in  the treated  $m%ple compared 
with the control sample, except fo r the longer three length groups 
where there i s  a  marked increase; but no additional length group 
appears, This difference in  the percentage by weight of the 
d iffe ren t length groups could be due to e ith e r ( l)  a difference 
in  the weight per fib re  in  the d iffe ren t length groups i f  the 
nmober of fib re s  in  each of these length groups i s  constant fo r 
the control and treated samples, or (2) a decrease in  the number 
of fib res  in  the short length groups and an increase in  the number
of fib res  in  the three longer length groupa of the treated  sample
i f  the weight per fib re  in  both the control and the treated  
samples i s  constant fo r a l l  the length groups* However, both 
these factors may partic ipa te  a t  the same time, The weight per 
fib re  i s  approximately constant fo r a l l  the length groups in  the 
control sample, but decreases with the decrease in  fib re  length 
in  the treated  sample ( se© Figure 10 )• This difference mmy 
explain part of the difference in  percentage by weight of the 
d iffe ren t length groups, but i s  not great enough to be taken as
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the major cause* To examine th is  point, the weight par fib re  of 
the d iffe ren t length groups hm  been used to calculate the 
number d istribu tion  of fib res among the d iffe ren t length groups 
fmd the two d istribu tions compared ( Table 7 ) , fo r the control 
and the treated  samples of Eex, la  order to f a c i l i ta te  calculation, 
the nimber d istribu tion  lias been calculated only fo r the length 
groups longer than 19 mm#, and fo r length groups shorter than 
19 mm. i t  has been assmed th a t the weight and number d istribu tions 
are Identiciü-, being 7*7 and 9*6 per cent# in  the control and 
the treated  smiples respectively.
m m i  7.
Length group 
%m*
( E*, 1* )
Percentage
( K., II. )
Percentage
by weight by number by weight by number
34 * % 9.1 9.3 16.5 14.9
31 -  33 18.0 19.7 31.5 30.7
28 -  30 29.3 28.8 27.0 26.9
25 -  27 18.5 18,0 9.6 10.0
22 -  24 7.5 7.3 5.7 6.8
19 -  21 9.1 9.2 4.1 5.1
'lotal 92*3 92*3 94.4 94.4
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From tab le 7 , i t  i s  apparent th a t fo r the control sample 
( R,, I .  )* the difference between the weight and the number 
d istribu tions i s  nogligble, %#lle in  the treated  sample ( E», I I ,  ) 
the number percentage i s  greater than the weight percentage fo r 
the sliort length groups and smaller fo r the three longer length 
groups, Tiio difference in  the pattern  of the nmber d istribu tion  
between the oontrol and the treated am ples i s  comparable to 
tîfiat of the weight d istribu tion , but i t  i s  m alle i’ in  magnitude, 
% ie  means th a t part of the difference in  the mean length of the 
control and the treated  samples, and part of the difference la  
the weight d istribu tions i s  due to the difference in  weight 
per fib re  of the d iffe ren t length groups affected by g lbberellio  
acid treatment, The number d istribu tion  in  the treated sm ple 
suggests tha t the inoreaae in  the percentage by the
longer length groups i s  mainly due to m  increase in  the number 
of fib re s  in  these groups, while the decrease in  the percentage 
by weight of the shorter length groups i s  mainly due to a loss 
of an imknown number of fib re s . This may lead to the conclusion 
th a t g ibberellio  acid has transferred the short f ib re s , or a t  le a s t 
part of them, in to  the longer length groups by Increasing th e ir  
length, while i t  hae no e ffec t on the long length groups because 
i f  i t  had had the same effec t as on the short fib re s  a new length 
group longer than tlie longest length group in  the control sample
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would have appeared*
Tlio to ta l number of fib res  in  a l l  the d iffe ren t length 
groups ( longer than 19 mm* ) has been enloulated from the 
knowledge of the weight per fib re  and the to ta l  wei#it of fib res  
( longer than 19 mm* ) per seed. # e  mean value of fib re  weigliit 
fo r  these length ^oups Is  501 li 10 g* and 472 X 10 g. fo r 
the control end the treated samples respectively* The mean value 
of the to ta l weight of these length groups per seed is  0.0752 g* 
and 0.0816 g. fo r the control and the treated samples respectively, 
% e ra tio  of the nwiber of fib res  ( longer than 19 mm* ) per seed 
in  the treated sample to tha t in  the control sample is  118 s 100 
which mems that the number of fib res  in  these length groups 
in  the treated  sample la  18 #  higher than in  the control sample* 
Thus the decrease in  the percentage by weight of the length 
groups shorter than 19 mm. in  the treated sample ( 7*7 and 5*6 
in  tîî,e control and the treated  samples respectively ) cannot 
be explained wholly by the loss of some of th e ir  fib res which are 
sh ifted  to the longer length groups* # e  only es^plonation can be 
the emergence, under influence of g ibbere llic  acid, of 
additional fib res  from epidermal cells# which normally do not 
grow to produce fibres* 8ome of these additional fib res  may appear 
in  the longer length groups thus malting up the additional 10 # 
and others replace, to  some extent, those which have shifted
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to loîiger longtîjs*
Comparlnfï the length d istribu tion  in  the control saiïipl© 
of Smaaru 26J (k) ( 8#, V# ) wil^i that of the trea ted  sample 
( S*, VI. )# Figure 5 f I t  io  found tlm t porceatago by weight 
of the four shortest groups i s  approximately equal fo r the two 
samples, in  the next three groups the percentage by weight i s  
smaller in  the treated  sample, and in  the four longest length 
groups the percenta^^ by weight i s  greater in  the treated  sample ♦
The difference in  the length d istribu tion  between the control 
and the treated  samples i s ,  to some extent, sim ilar, but smaller 
in  magnitude than tha t in  the Hex variety*
For Sea Island, Hgure 6 , the length d is tribu tion  fo r 
the treated  sample ( 8.1*, I I ,  ) i s  nearly the same as that fo r 
the control smnplo ( 8*1*, I* )
From the previous investigation of fib re  length and fib re  
length d istribu tion  i t  omi be assumed that the e ffec t of g ibberellic  
Eold 1b to accelerate the growth in  length of the short fib res 
pushing them to longer lengths and in  the mean-tim© increasing 
the to ta l number of fib res  per seed presumably by stimulating 
more epidermal c e lls  on the seed coat to grow and produce fibres* 
This increase in  the length of the short fib res  and the emergence 
of additional fib res , coupled with the differences brought about
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by g lbberellio  acid treatment on # e  weight per f ib re  of the 
d iffe ren t length groupa, &re reeponsibl© fo r the modification 
of the mean length and the length d istribu tion  within a sample* 
This effec t of g ibberellic  acid on short fib res  and the 
increased number of fib re  c e lls  i s  in  agreement with reported 
e ffec t of gibberellio  acid on several plants
magnitude of ttm e ffec t of g ibberellic  acid on cotton 
fib re  lengtîi mtd length d istribu tion  i s  dependent on two factors; 
these are the cotton variety  and the growing conditions or 
environment# Gibborellio acid may be more effective on short 
cottons than on long cottons, and in  poor growing conditions 
than in  optimum growing conditions* The ro le  of varie ty  i s  
apparent from the positive e ffec t of gibberellio  acid on tine 
Hex varie ty  and the negative effec t on Sea Island, when the 
tw  cottons were grown side by side in  the same environraent 
which of course was not the optimum fo r either* *Bie role of 
environment i s  apparent from the positive e ffec t on Samara 26J (g) 
grom ixi the poor environment of Glasgow and Uie m o ll or sero 
e ffec t on Saraaru 26J ( l )  giown under i t s  normal environment*
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importance of fib re  diameter hm  always been overshadowed 
by fib re  length beoane© of the d ifficu lty  in  measuring fib re  
diameter and because; generally speaking; there i s  a  negative 
correlation  between fib re  diameter and length. % is  property 
has been investigated in  th is  work in  order to find the re la tio n  
between fib re  length and fib re  diameter within a sample; aa well 
as to  find the e ffec t of gibborellio aoid on th is  property* 13i© 
investigation has not been carried out to cover a  id.de range of 
d iffe ren t cottons because th is  i s  outside the scope of th is  
investigation; however# i t  does deserve a careful investigation 
to reveal the ro le  of fib re  diameter in  fib re  fin© structure 
and mechanical properties ( these id.ll be discussed la te r .  )
Detailed re su lts  are given in  Table 2 on page 7!  and 
are summarised in  Figure 7 « l?rom Figure 7 # i t  i s  c lear that 
a close relationship  ex is ts  between fib re  length and fib re  diameter 
within each sample. Within a variety  or a sample# long fib res  
have smaller diameter; and as fib re  length decreases fib re  
diameter increases.read ily^  The correlation factorsl.bètween 
fib re  length and fib re  diameter within eadi sample ares 
for ( S ., I . )  r  = 0.868
( S ., IV. ) r « 0.962
( R., I ,  ) r e . 0.852
( R., I I , ) r m 0.894
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This relationship  does not hold between varie ties^  in  figure 7
the regression lin es  fo r b'amaru 26J (0 ) mid Eox v a rie tie s  are 
separate# fib re s  of equal Xengtli but belonging to -different 
v a rie tie s  may have d ifferen t diameters ( see table 8 )
TABLïiî 8 .
Variety Sample.
Fibre diameter for fibres 
35 rm. long ( /X )
B&mxu 26J (Gt) S ., I . 23.5
3 ., IV. 23.0
Hex K.i I . 24.4
E ., I I . 24.3
3ea Island 8 ,1 ., I . 18.9
a . i . ,  II# 18.8
Treatment with gibberelllo  aoid has resu lted  in  a small 
decrease in  fib re  diameter ( ?igure7 ) .  I t  i s  w l l  known that 
the fu l l  fib re  diameter i s  reached by the fib re  during the early 
days of fib re  in itia tio n  and i s  controlled by genetical fac to rs. 
Therefore i t  i s  not expected tha t g ibberellic  acid would have 
had m y effec t whatsoever on fib re  diameter, since the treatment 
took place on the th ird  day a f te r  flowering, i . e .  a f te r  the young
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tubular coXls had emerged from the seed coat. However, i t  i s  
noteworthy that several bo lls wore treated on each p lant which 
moans th a t fo r a l l  the bo lls , apart from the f i r s t  one, the 
e ffec t of gi'bberellic aoid would possibly bo f e l t  e a r lie r  than 
the actual treatment of the b o ll. There i s  also the p o ssib ility  
tha t the increase in  fib re  length which, i f  i t  i s  to be compared 
to a simple stretching process, might re su lt in  a small decrease 
in  the diameter#
FXBEBÎ mmm? mi> fibbb) tm im  mmwiTi
Detailed re su lts  are given in  tables 3,4 on pages 73-76 
and are summarised in  figures 8 -  12.
(a) The ra te  of cellulose deposit^op
The ra te  of cellulose deposition has been examined fo r 
the Rex varie ty  ( R*, I# mid R., I I .  ) , by taking the to ta l 
weight of fib res  per seed a t  successive growth stages, figiive  8 
shows a marked difference in  the shape of the curve between the 
control ( H., I .  ) and the treated  ( 11#, I I .  } samples. For the 
control sample, the cmire has an ( 8 ) shape, with an in i t i a l  
part of slow ra te  of cellulose deposition, followed by a steeper 
part during the period 40 to 50 days a f te r  flowering, in  which 
most of the cellulose deposition took place, and f in a lly  the 
th ird  part of slow ra te  of cellulose deposi.tion u n til  i t  ceased. 
The curve fo r the treated  sample shows a steeper I n i t ia l  part
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In which more than ha lf the cellnlose was deposited. Ih ls  f i r s t  
stage covered the period 30 to 40 days a f te r  flowering. This 
stage was followed by another one, during the period 40 to 63 days 
a f te r  flowering. In which the ra te  of cellulose deposition f e l l  
o ff stead ily  and slowly u n til i t  ceased. At 30 days a f te r  flowering, 
the to ta l  w e i^ t of fib res  per seed \fas smaller in  the treated 
sample tlian in  the control one, which could mean tha t cellulose 
deposition s ta rted  e a r lie r  in  the control sample. I t  i s  also 
possible th a t cellulose deposition ceased em '^llea? In the control 
soïuple ( the b o lls  opened on the average 62 and 63 days a f te r  
flowering in  the control and the treated samples respectively).
The ra te  of cellulose deposition per fib re  ( fo r the mean 
fib re  ifeight of the sample } w ill be sim ilar to the ra te  of to ta l 
cellulose deposition per seed, but the ra te  of cellu lose deposition 
per fib re  fo r each length group w ill be sim ilar to the ra te  of 
cellu lose deposition per seed only i f  the fibre-w0iglit/length**group 
d istribu tion  i s  sim ilar thiou^^out the cellulose deposition 
period, which i s  not always true.
(b ) m b m j# i# i t
Pihre^weifiht/leïw^th-group d istribu tion  fo r  fib re s  of 
d iffe ren t ages of both Bamaru 26J (0) ( 8 .,  I .  and 3 .,  IV* ) 
and Hex ( H., 1* and H*,1I* ) v a rie tie s  are shown in  Figures 9,10, 
The fibre**weight/length**group d istribu tion  fo r the mature fib res
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of to ia ru  25J (ïî) ( S ., V# and 8 ., VI, ) shows nearly the same 
pattern  as ttiat In the mature 60 days old control sample ( S ,, I .  ) , 
The fib re  weight fo r the control sample ( 8*, V, ) ranges between 
404 and 439 X lO"^ g.# and tliat fo r tîie trea ted  sample ( 3 ., VI, ) 
ranges between 403 and 432 X 10 g,
From figures 9,10^ i t  i s  apparent tiia t the d istribu tion  
among fib res  of d iffe ren t lengths of the cellu lose to be deposited 
in  the secondary wall i s  a complex matter. Fibres 30 days old 
of the Samara 26J (0) varie ty  ( I ,  and 3#, IV. ) show a 
nearly equal fib re  weight mid tliis  suggests tha t in  the early  
days of cellu lose deposition every fib re  receives the same amount 
of cellulose regardless of i t s  length. This could be explained 
by tîie fa c t th a t each fib re  originates from a single e%)lderml 
c e ll  of the seed coat. However, one should taite in to  account #ie 
fa c t that a t  th is  early  stages of growth the primary wall constitu tes
e
a siRjJable proportion of to ta l fib re  weight. I f  th is  manner of 
d is tribu tion  of cellulose among fib res  of d iffe ren t length 
groups i s  maintained throughout the period of cellulose deposition, 
the f in a l re su lt could be mature fib res of equal fib re  weig^it 
regardless of fib re  length, as i s  nearly the case in  the control 
sample of Hex ( R,, I .  )* But i f  th is  process i s  affected by 
fib re  location on the seed coat, with tli© p o ss ib ility  th a t fib res  
in  some looations could be in  a position to receive more cellulose
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than fib re s  in  other locations, then we might expect some fib re  
length groups to possess more or loss fib re  weight than others.
This i s  apparent in  the ^Waru 26J (0) varie ty  ( S ., I .  ) , in  
which fib res  of the extreme length groups, which may possibly
have been located on the chalsEsal and xaioropylar ends of the
p
seed, p)^3ess smaller fib re  weight ttian the remainder of the fib res 
which are located on the middle portion of the seed. This difference 
in  cellulose d is tribu tion  among d ifferen t length groups from 
one varie ty  to another may explain some of the contrasting 
findings of the linoar^density/length^w'oup relationship  reported 
by several authors.
e ffec t of g ibborellie acid, seems to be of m  organising 
character, and gibberellio  aoid i s  a gro^ rfch regulator substance, 
i t  maintains a d istribu tion  of cellulose among fib res  of d iffe ren t 
lengths in  # ic h  short fib res receive smaller amounts of cellulose 
than long fib res  or in  otlmr words ovezy fib re  receives approximately 
an amount of cellu lose according to i t s  length. As a re su lt of 
th is  regulating e ffec t, mature fib res  of both iSamaru 26J (0)
( S ., IV. } and Hex ( E*, II» ) v a rie tie s , figures 9 , 1 0 , show 
fib re  weight to be dependent on fib re  length with short fib res 
having m a ile r  fib re  weight than long ones*
M other e ffec t of gibborollic acid on cellu lose deposition 
in  Smmru 26J (§) ( S ., XV» } and Rex { îU, II» ) v a rie tie s  i s
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the appreciable reditotio» Im the fib re  weight# and consequently 
the lin ea r density» The mean value of fib re  weight fo r the mature 
Rex varie ty  f a l l s  from 501 X 10 g» in  the control smaple 
( %»# I» ) to 472 X lO"*^  g . in  the treated  sample ( H*# II» )•
•^ he reason fo r th is  loss in  fib re  weight cannot be a loss in  
the to ta l  weight of fib res  per seed which i s  actually  higher in 
the trea ted  sample # a n  in  idle control one { Figta*e tè  )• ^he 
only explmmtion i s  the possible increase in the number of 
fib re s  per seed in  the treated  sample»
(c) Fibre., linjsax;..density
The lin ea r density of the d iffe ren t length groups of 
Bamaru PM (o) ( B.# I» and 8»# IV» ) and Rex ( E»# I» and H», II» ) 
v a r ie tie s  are shown in  figures :1Ï,12» lîlbre lin ea r density varies 
according to fib re  weigJit in  the d if fa im t length groups of 
the d iffe ren t samples* Because of the difference in  fib re  weight 
between the control and treated  satBples# th is  difference i s  
transm itted to the lin ea r density* For Bamaru 26J (&), see figure 11» 
in  the control sample» the lin ear density increases as fib re  
length decreases» while in  the treated sample the lin ea r density 
éaom  alîüoat the same value fo r the d iffe ren t length groups*
For the Eex variety» see figurelÈ # in  the control sample the 
lin e a r  density increases stead ily  as fib re  lengtli decroases» while 
im the treated  sample the lin ear density i s  somewhat higher fo r
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TABLK 9 • Fibre maturity of the d iffe ren t length groups of Hex^
Fibre Jj'ibre Polarised lig h t
length density method 
—3mm. g cm Immature Mature
^  fo
Sodium hydroxide swelling 
method
Ï) T R Mat. facto r
35 0.952 21 79 6 29 65 0.995
32 1.000 19 81 5 41 54 0.947
29 1.087 15 85 5 40 55 0.950
lUp I .
27 1.063 11 89 6 37 57 0.955
23 1.293 13 87 3 28 69 1.031
20 1.3Tf 9 91 3 26 71 1,040
35 1,065 16 84 4 36 60 0.980
32 0.993 17 m 5 42 53 0.937 ,
29 0.988 17 83 5 33 62 0 ,9 #
26 1.094 21 79 7 32 61 0.970
23 1.048 18 82 6 31 63 0.981
20 1.118 21 79 a 29 63 Oi975
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the longest length groups. The mean values of the lin ea r density 
fo r  the control and treated  samples are 176 and 157 % 10 g. 
respectively.
T m m  m m x m
Fibre maturity was measured by three methods. The polarised 
l ig h t method d iffe ren tia te s  broadly between two groups of fibres» 
the immature and the mature. The sodium hydroxide method so rts  
out the sample in to  three groups according to the degree of wall 
thickening# and the maturity ra tio  i s  a f a i r  measure of the 
d is tribu tion  of these three groups. The fib re  density method 
makes use of fib re  diameter and linear density and gives a  mean 
value of the degree of f i l l in g  of the ce ll tube with cellu lose. 
This method has the advantage of being applicable to a l l  stages 
of fib re  growth.
The re su lts  obtained fo r Rex variety# table 9 # show tha t 
in  the polarised lig h t method# the percentage of inmiature fib res 
follows the same trend as the percentage of the dead fib res  in  
the sodium hydroxide swelling method. *Sh& higher percentages given 
by the polarised lig h t method occur because i t  classes as immature# 
fib re s  which are classed as dead plus some whi<A are classed as 
thin-^walled by the sodium hydroxide method. I t  i s  d if f ic u lt  to 
compare the fib re  density measurements with the re su lts  of the 
other two methods# but they a l l  show the same trend fo r the
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d iffe ren t length groups of the control sample*
Generally speaking, the percentage of the dead fib res 
and that of the immature fib res shows a tendency to deoreaso as 
f ib re  length deoreaaes in  the control saiftplo, while in  the treated  
sample there i s  a le ss  marked tendency of these percentages to 
increase as fib re  length decreases* The mean percentages of 
immature fib res  in  the control and treated samples are 14,5 and 17*5 ^  
respeotively* This 3 5^  increase in  the immature fib res  in  the 
treated sample i s  responsible in  some part fo r i t s  lower lin ear 
density ( 12 lower than the control sample )• The values of 
f ib re  density of the control sample show a tendency to increase 
as fib re  length decreaaas, while in  the trea ted  sample th is  
tendency is  apparent only fo r the short length groups*
Fibre density has been calculated fo r fib re s  of d iffe ren t 
length groups of three successive ages of 8amaru 26J (q) ( S ., I* 
and 8 . ,  IV. ) and Rex ( K*, I# and H*, XI* ) v a r ie tie s , in  order 
to compare the degree of the f i l l in g  of the c e ll  tube in  the 
d iffe ren t length groups as fib re  growth progressed* The re su lts  
obtained, figures 13, H  8how tha t th is  i s  dependent on the lin ear 
density since fib re  diameter i s  constant fo r the successive ages*
In figure 13 , the control mature fib res  ( 50 days old ) 
of ÊïSTüaru 26J  (0 ) varie ty , show a decrease in  fib re  density as 
fib re  length increases # i l e  the treated sample shows the opposite*
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In  figure 14 , the control mature fib res ( 60 days old ) of 
the Hex varie ty , show a m^ked decrease in  f ib re  density as fib re  
length incraasos, # i l e  the treated  sample shows more or le ss  
equal fib re  density fo r the d iffe ren t length groups* This difference 
in  fib re  density between the control and treated  samples i s  
re la ted  to  differences in  fib re  diameter and lin ea r density 
d istributions* In the treated  sample, f ib re  diameter increases 
as fib re  length decreases and the lin ear density i s  nearly equal 
fo r a l l  the length groups, th is  re su lts  in  a  decrease in  fib re  
density with the decrease in  fib re  length* In the control sample, 
however, fib re  diameter increases as fib re  length decreases in  
the same manner as in  the treated  sample, but the lin ea r density 
of the short fib res  i s  much higiior than tha t of the long fib res 
so tha t the inorease in  fib re  diameter, merely reduces the slope 
appreciably, but does not a l te r  i t s  direction*
In comparing the re su lts  of the lin ea r density with that 
o f the fib re  density of the control mature samples of the 8amaru 26J (g) 
and Hex v a rie tie s , i t  i s  in teresting  to notice th a t while the 
lin e a r  densities of the shortest length groups are 69 % and 78 
higher than tha t of the longest length groups in  Bmmxu 26J (0) 
and Rex respectively , the differences in  fib re  density are only 
27 fo and 40 This i s  understandable because of the increase in  
fib re  diameter as fib re  length decreases within a eaiQ|)lo or variety*
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TABItlîi 10 • The average and the actual convolution angles of 
fib res  of d iffe ren t fib re  densities .
Sample
Fibre
age
(days)
Fibre 
density 
(g caT^)
Ribbon No. of 
width convoi. 
i M ) per mm.
Average Actual 
convoi, convoi, 
angle angle
( / )  a ' )
30 0.334 24.9 3.44 7.65 29.8
S ., I . 40 0.558 22,5 3.74 7.60 28.5
50 0.843 21.6 4.82 9.30 27,6
30 0.383 26.2 2.60 6.10 31.2
S.,IV . 40 0.500 22.9 3.55 7.25 28.9
50 0.735 20.9 4.03 7.55 26.8
30 0.655 24.6 3.66 8.05 29.6
E ., I . 40 0.712 23.2 5.15 10.65 28.9
60 1.063 22.4 4.90 9.75 30.8
30 0.543 25.7 2.96 6.85 27.7
H., I I . 40 0.760 23.6 5.10 10.70 27.6
60 0.988 21.1 5.65 10,60 28.9
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Ixi racoïlt yeara# the eonvolutioïia have a ttrac ted  much 
a tten tion  heoauae of th e ir  possible e ffec t on cellu lose orientation , 
or on the o rien tation  re su lts  as measured by the X*^ ray d iffrac tion  
method* I'he possible relationship  between the convolutions and 
tho convolution an^le and the o rien tation , as well as the possible 
a ffec t of the convolutions on fib3?e ex ten sib ility , made i t  
importtmt to find the mmber of convolutions and the convolution 
^mgle fo r the samples imder Investigation, and also desirable 
to carry out a general investigation in to  th is  peculiar charaotoristio  
of cotton fibres# üfhe relationship) between the convolutions and 
the orien tation , as measured e ith e r by optical or X«*ray d iffrac tion  
methods, and between the convolutions and the mechanical 
properties w ill be discussed later#
%0 ntuBber of convolutions x>er mm# and the average convolution 
m gle fo r fib res  of d iffe ren t ages and d iffe ren t length groups 
ifithin the mature samples, of f^ Snmaru 26J  (q) and Rex v a rie ties  
are shovni in  deta5.1 in  table ;^ 2 , and are suiamsriaed ijx table 6 
and figures 15,16 • *&e number of convolutions per mm# and 
the average convolution angle are hifÿier in  almost a l l  the control 
sample of Bainaru 26J (o) then in  the corresponding trea ted  ones 
( tab les 2,10 )• For the Ilox varie ty , there i s  no defin ite
difference between the control and treated  samples In the am ber
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of convolutions per mi* la  the d iffe ren t length groupaï nor i s  
there my differenco between the two samples in  tho relationship  
between convolutions per mu and degree of m aturity ( tab les 2,10 ) 
%he average convolution angle i s  higher fo r the d iffe ren t length 
groups within the control sample than in  the corresponding groups 
fo r tho trea ted  sample ( table 2 ) because of differences in  
ribbon width* For samples of d iffe ren t ages, the control samples 
of lower and higher degrees of maturity ( 30 and 60 days old ) 
show higher average convolution angle and samples of intermediate 
degree of maturity shows no difference ( table 10 )„
I t  appears tha t the e ffec t of g lbberelllo  acid treatment 
on the number of convolutions per mm* and the average convolution 
angle may be ind irec t and roaults mainly from i t s  e ffec t on the 
degi'GG of wall thlohening and the d istribu tion  of fib re s  with 
d iffe ren t degrees of wall thickening within a sample* In order 
to examine th is  ind irec t e ffec t the frequency of the convolutions 
and the average convolution angle of the control and treated  
saBiples as a whole have been investigated from the point of view 
of th e ir  re lationship  with fib re  maturity as provided by fib re s  
of d iffe ren t ages, as well as fib res  with d iffe ren t degrees of 
maturity within one of the *^ mature*^  samples# Also these characteristioa 
have been investigated on fib res  of d iffe ren t length groups 
and d iffe ren t fib re  densities and the change in  the rmnhov of
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oonvolutions and the convolution angle caused by merceriîsation 
a t  constant length has been examined.
The re su lts  obtained fo r fib res  of d iffe ren t ages, but 
of the same length ( equal to the mean length of the te s t  sample ) 
of Samaru 26J ( g )  (  S., I.  and S . ,  IV. ) end Uex ( R . ,  I , and R . ,  II. ) 
v a r ie tie s  are shown in  tab le 10 • From these re su lts  i t  i s  c lear 
th a t the number of convolutions per mm. increases as fib re  age, 
and consequently fib re  density and maturity# increases, while the 
ribbon width shows a gradw l decrease. The average convolution 
angle shows an increase as fib re  age increases, except in  the case 
of Hox varie ty  in  which the fib res  60 days old show a smaller 
average convolution angle than fib res 40 days old. Tho actual 
convolution angle does not follow # e  same trend as the average 
convolution angle, because, although the ribbon width i s  closely 
associated with wall thickening, the convolution length i s  more 
affected by the d is tribu tion  of the convolutions along fib re  
length.
To examine the relationship  between fib re  maturity and 
the number of convolutions and the average convolution angle within 
a sample, s ix ty  fib res  ( ten of each length group ) of the mature 
sample of the Hex varie ty  ( H., I. ) were analyzed according to 
th e ir  maturity under the polarizing microscope and sorted out into 
three groups| immature, mature, and very matinee f ib re s . From the
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re su lts  obtained, tab le i i  , I t  i s  c lear th a t, within a sample, 
the number of convolutions and the average convolution angle are 
much lower in  immature and very mature fib res  tiian in  fib re s  
with intermediate degrees of maturity, while the ribbon width 
decreases stead ily  as the fib res  become more mature.
11.
Immature
fib res
Mature
fib res
Very mature 
fib re s
Mean
Ribbon width (>^} 24.0 21.5 17.8 21.5
No. of Conv./mm. 1.68 6.04 1.77 4.6
Conv. p itch  (mm.) 0.595 0.166 0.566 0.217
Average Conv.
,0
angle ( p ) 3.65 11.5 2.85 8.85
The relationship  between fib re  density and the number of 
convolutions per mm. and the average convolution angle was examined 
fo r the d iffe ren t length groups of Samaru 26J (g) { S ., 1. and S ., IV. ) 
and Hex ( R ., I .  and R*, I I .  ) v a r ie tie s . For Samaru 26J (&), figure 15 , 
the number of convolutions per mm. increases as f ib re  density 
increases with correlation  fac to r r  » 0*755, with the maximum 
number of convolutions shown by the sample of maximum density.
The Rex varie ty  shows the reverse, the,number of convolutions
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decreases as fib re  density increases. Bince Bamaru 26J(o) has 
a lower fib re  density tlmn Rex, when tho two cottons are b ro u ^ t 
together, figure 15 , the number of convolutions i s  found to 
increase as fib re  density increases u n til  i t  reaches a  imrimum 
a t  fib re  density 0*9 1,1 g cm a f te r  whlwli i t  decreases fo r
fu rther increase in  fibx’c density*
%e average convolution angle has been found, fo r the two 
v a rie tie s  taken together, to increase as f ib re  density increases 
u n til  i t  reac5iea o laaximum a f te r  which i t  decreases fo r furtlior 
increase in  fib re  density* This re lationship  i s  apparent in  
figure 1  ^ , but the points are fa ir ly  sca ttered . This scattering  
can be explained by the followings
(a) In any cotton varie ty  or sample, the fib res  show a d istribu tion  
of the degree of wall tliiokening* As a re su lt , and because both 
the immature and the vciy roature fib res  possess fewer convolutions 
than the fib res  of intermediate degree of maturity ( see table i i  ) , 
two v a r ie tie s  or samples may have two d iffe ren t f ib re  densities
and equal numbers of convolutions*
(b) TÎIC convolution angle depends on two variab les, the ribbon 
width and the convolution p itch . 33oth tïicse variables depend on 
the degree of wall thickening or fib re  density* The number of 
convolutions per ima* incroasea as fib re  density increasea u n til
a certa in  lim it a f te r  which i t  w ill decrease fo r any fu rther increase
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TABLE 12 # tChe number of convolutions and the average convolution 
angle of morceriaed fib res  of d iffe ren t ages.
Fibre age Ribbon width Ho. of convoi. Average
Sample (days) i M ) per mm. conv. ang](A
30 20.3 3.23 5.85
S ., I . 40 14.8 4.80 6.35
50 14.6 1.62 2.40
30 20.1 3.10 5.50
S ., IV. 40 17.0 3.22 4.90
50 14,7 3.26 4.30
30 13.4 4.22 5.85
E ., ,1. 40 14.8 3.83 5.10
60 17.4 0.61 0.95
30 19.4 2.60 4.40
H., I I . 40 15.4 3.50 4.85
60 16.7 1.22 1.85
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In  f ib re  density* the convo3.utlon p itch  w ill vary in  tlio reverse 
way, i t  w:lll decrease as fib re  density increases im tll i t  reaches 
a minimm when the number of convolutions reaches the maximum, 
a f te r  tha t i t  w ill increase fo r any fu rther increase in  fib re  
density as the number of convolutions decreases u n til  i t  reaches 
the in f in ity  when the fib res  do not convolute a t  a ll*  The second 
variab le , which i s  the ribbon width, decreases m  fib re  density 
increases and idLXl reach a constant value fo r the highly mature 
fibres* As a re su lt of the dopendonce of these two variables 
on fib re  density, we should expect the average convc)lut3.on angle 
to be sensitive to any change fib re  density, and we m y assume 
tha t i t  w ill inor©.as© m  fib re  density increases u n til  a  certain  
lim it a f te r  which i t  w ill decrease fo r any fu rth e r increase in  
f ib re  density, however, th is  could be modified from sample to 
sample by the pattern  of d is tribu tion  of fi1>re densities within 
each sample*
Mercerization a t  constant length ( tab le 12 ) does not 
remove the convolutions completely, in  fa c t the number of convolutions 
has increased in  some immature samples and shows no change in  
others, but only the mature am ples with a high fib re  density 
show an appreciable reduction in  the number of convolutions* The 
average convolution angle i s  always smaller because of the appreciable 
decrease iai the ribbon width*
oïmwsR IV. 
coraos PïBiao pbik sfflaiesuias
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TABUiî 1 3  * Tho o iy eta llite  and tho overall aolocular orientation
Sample
Fibre
ago
(days)
Fibre
length
(ram.)
X-^ ray diffraction  
5 0  per cent. 40por (Y-^)
cent.
angle
( Y )  ( Ï )  ( $ )
Optical
Av. orler 
angle
( eF )
30 28 43.6 47.6 39.9
S ., I* 40 28 38.1 41.4 33.8
5 0 28 36.9 4 0 . 5 31.2 5E3.8
3 0 æ 45.3 48.6 42.5
S ., IV. 4 0 28 37.4 40.9 33.6
50 28 35.2 38.4 3 0 . 8 58.5
Sm V. 28 32.0 35,9 29.1 34.8
S ., VI. 28 3 1 . 6 3 5 . 2 29.7 54*8
3 0 27 38.9 43.5 35.5 40.1
H., I . 40 27 40,9 44.6 3 3 . 9 59*7
60 27 38.4 42.5 3 2 . 8 5 9 . 8
30 29 4 1 . 4 44.7 3 7 . 9 40.6
H., I I . 4 0 2 9 38.4 42.9 32.2 5 9 . 5
60 29 38.3 42.0 31.4 58.5
G.I.,  I . 35 2 9 . 4 33.6 29.2 5 0 . 5
3 .1 ., II « 35 29.9 33.6 2 9 . 5 50.4
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'SAJÎLIS 14 . ïhe nwniber of reversals, the average orientation 
angle, and the factor (-y) for fibres of the 
different length groups.
Saiqple Fibre length Bo. of reversals Av. orient. r 
(mm.) per mm. angle ( 0 )
5 .,  I .  36 2.86 36.6 323
34 2.35 36.7 327
32 2.60 37.6 393
30 2.21 38.5 418
28 2.84 ' 38.8 461
26 2.38 39.4 498
24 2.34 39.9 553
22 2.20 . . 40*4 587
20 1.87 , . 40.5 . 673
5 .,  IV. 38 2.11 35.7 287
36 2.00 36.2 317
34 2.04 36.7 341
32 1.94 33.2 384
30 1.62 38.0 397
28 1.76 38.5 443
26 1.84 39.0 489
24 1.87 39.4
WMM 14 • ( continued)
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Fibre length ] 
(mm.)
Bb.of revernnle 
per mm*
Av. orient* 
angle ( 9^ )
r
S#, IV* 22 1.75 39*7 595
20 1.64 40.4 660
S ., V* 28 2.44 34.8 462
s*, VI* 28 2.26 34.8 462
8*1., I , 35 2*02 30.5 270
8 .1 ., I I . 35 1.83 30.4 268
R., I . 35 2.73 37.6 347
32 2.45 38.4 381
29 2.31 39.0 438
27 2.41 39.8 469
23 2.21 41.0 574
20 2.07 41.3 672
E*, II* 35 2*36 37.6 337
32 2.24 38*0 386
29 2.36 38*5 441
26 2*27 39.7 485
23 2.00 40.4 559
20 2*11 40.8 650
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TABLE 15 « The average convolution angle cmd tho average orientation  
angle fo r fib res  of d ifferen t lengths of four 
coMnorciaX varie ties#
Variety
Fibre length Av. conv. 
mi. angle
( A
Av. o rien t.
angle ( 0 ^ 5^ )
( e® ) ( °)
48 7.50 27.4 19.90
Bea Island 42 7.20 28.2 21.00
(o.barbadenao) 36 5.45 30,5 25.05
30 5.10 32.0 26.90
42 7.10 26.0 19.90
Giza 45 36 5.30 28.2 22.90
(C.borbadenee) 30 6*20 30.0 23.80
24 5.15 31.8 26.65
36 7.25 33.0 25.75
Ashmounl 30 7.20 35.2 23.00
(G.barbadens©) 24 6.60 36.1 29.50
Texas 30 5.55 33.8 28.25
(G.hirsutura) 24 5.90 35.0 29.10
I l l
mm GimmhUTH
Tïie c ry o ta lllte  orientation  measured by the X- r^ay
d iffrac tio n  method i s  possibly modified by the presence of
1'56the convolutions* Meredith pointed out that tho angle between 
the long aiîiB of any c ry s ta ll i te  and the axis of the collapsed 
fib re  i s  a function of the angle of convolution of the fib re  
and the inclination  of tho c ry s ta ll i te  to the axis in  the 
unconvolutGd fibre* The analysis of the d iffrac tion
photograph and the calculation of the orientation  angle is  based 
on the assmaption that tho fib re s  of the sample are perpendicular 
to  the X-ray beam# In the cotton fibre# a t the place of a 
convolution, the fib re  i s  actually  inclined to the X-ray beam 
a t  an angle equal to the actual convolution angle ( 20 -  30^ )• 
But since not the whole fib re  i s  convoluted# thon the average 
convolution angle can be taken as a mean value of the actual 
convolution angle along the fib re  length# Tho rea l magnitude of 
the modification of the measured X-ray angle caused by the 
convolutions i s  s t i l l  unknown and is  outside the f ie ld  of th is  
investigation . However# applying lloredith’a suggestion of 
subtracting tho average convolution angle from the 40 per cent. 
X-ray angle# althougli I t  i s  not s t r ic t ly  valid# i s  helpful.
The résu lta  obtained from the X-z'fsy d iffrac tion  method#
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table 13 f Ghow the following.
(1 )
(a) For fibres of Sanaxu 26J (q) 40 and 30 days old and for fibres 
of Hex 40 md 60 days old, treatment with gibber©llic aeid has 
caused a small, decrease in the orientation angles ( both 40 and 
50 per cent. X-ray angles ).
(b) For fibres 30 days old, the X-ray angles are larger in tho 
treated sompXee of both Samaru 26J (o) and Rex varieties ( S., IV. 
and E., II. ) than in the control ones ( 3., I. and R., I. )#
The explanation of this difference probably lies in the difference 
In the degree of wall thickening.
(o) A negligble difference in tho X-ray angles is found between 
the control and the treated samples of Bomaru 26J (k) and 3ea Island.
these results It is concluded that treatment with 
gibberellic acid has no direct effect on crystallite orientation.
The difference between the control and treated samples of the 
Rex variety is possibly due to the difference in the fibre lengths 
of these samples which were 27 and 29 nmi. for the control and 
the treated saaples respectively.
(2) The relationship between fibre matiirlty and the crystallite 
orientation( or the crystallite orientation of the successive 
liiyers of cellulose in the secondary wall )
It is apparent from table 13 , that both the 40 and 50 per cent,
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X-«ray mi^lea decrease ae the fib re  becomes more mature^ or as
more cellulose layers are la id  dotm in  the secondary walXf in
both £5amam S6J (o) ( Ü#, I ,  and 3»» XV* ) and Ro:c ( iU, I* and
R.p XI* ) variet ie s ( see p lates 1 -  3  ) , These re su lts  are not
136in  agreement with Meredith's î he reported th a t the 40 per cent. 
X-ray angle tends to increase as the degree of wall thickening 
increases.
(3) The 0f|gect. of environmental conditions on the c rv a ta llite  
orientation
I t  i s  in te resting  to notice tha t 3asmru 26J (m) ( both
3*, V. and 3 ., VI. ) show smaller orientation angles than
Samai'u 26J (g) ( both S ., I .  and 3 .,  IV. ) .  This i s  due to the
difference In the environiaental conditions under which the plants
were groim# This e ffec t is  sitailar to the re su lts  found by 
?7Berkley e t a l ."  and confirms th e ir  conclusion tha t environmental 
conditions do modify the c ry s ta lli te  orientation* This environmental 
e ffec t e3£plains the re la tive ly  higher values of 40 and 50 per cent. 
X-ray angles ( table 13 $ except tha t fo r Samaru 26J (h) ) 
than those reported by other workers.
THE OVERMJj MOLEOUîj^ K OKIEITATIOH
The average orientation angle measured op tically  can be 
regarded as fa ir ly  free from the interference of the convo3.utlons 
since i t  was measured only on s tra ig h t tmoonvoluted portions of
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7the fibre* Atsuki tmd Okajima reported that the higher re frac tive  
index ( ) dooreasoa m  the pitch of convolution deorease-s
and tha t i t  i^ill reach the value of the lower re frac tive  index 
( ) when the convolution pitch reaches aero, and consQquontly
they concluded th a t ( ) in  the uriconvoluted fib re  may bo
equal to tha t of ramie fib re s , and the smallneae of ( )
in  cotton fib res  i s  caused by the additive e ffec t of the convolutions 
on the sp ira l structure of the fibre* In th is  work i t  has been 
observed tha t the convoluted portions of the fib re  show lower 
values fo r ( ) tlian the s tra ig h t unconvoluted portions. This
observation could be explained not by a s tru c tu ra l change caused 
by the convolutioiks, but by the position of the fib re  edge in  the 
convoluted portion. In measuring the higher re frac tive  index (n^^), 
the convoluted portion of the fib re  w ill show lower values than 
the remainder of the fib re  because in  th is  convoluted pox^tion 
the fib re  edge i s  not p a ra lle l to the polarised lig h t direction 
of vibration as i t  supposed to be but actually  inclined a t  an 
fiugle between 20 and 30^ which is  the actual convolution angle.
Aa the convolution p itch decreases the actual convolution angle 
increases, m û  consequently the refrac tive  index ( ) a t  th is
portion decreases. In the extreme, i f  the convolution pitch 
tends towards aero, the actual convolution angle approaches 90^
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and the fib re  edge lo  almoet perpendicular to the direction  of 
v ibration of the polarised l ig h t, and therefore the refrac tive  
index t / i l l  tend towards the value of ( n^ ) fo r tlio unconvoluted 
portion* #ien measuring the lower re frac tive  index ( n^ ), 
the convoluted portion vjill show higher values than the remainder 
of the f ib re , and these itrill increase as the actual convolution 
angle increases and approach the value of ( ) fo r the
unconvoluted portion*
Thus i t  i s  concluded that the convolutions may cause 
fau lty  measurements unless care bo taken* The possible error 
in  measuring ( ) and ( n^ ) w ill be towards smaller values
of ( ) and higher values of ( n^ ) , especially  i f  the number
of convolutions i s  high and the convoluted portion is  great.
( l )  %e effec t of f4 ^j^^yelliq acid treatment on moleotilar
The treatment t-dth gibberellio  acid has caused a small 
decrease in  the average orientation angle of Rex varie ty , th is  
decrease can be a ttribu ted  to the difference in  lengtîi ( the 
sample length was 27 and 29 mm. for the control and the treated  
samples respoctivoly ) ra ther than to an effec t of g ibberellic  
acid . No effec t has been found on Samoru 263 (o), 3atrjaru 26J (n), 
and 3ea Island* The relationship  between orientation  angle gmd 
length i s  discussed more fu lly  on page ' i i 7 •
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(s) The re la tion  between the averaa© orientation anaie md
the ,average cqnyolqtiori a i^ le
The average orientation  angle and the average convolution
angle were measured fo r (a) fib res of the d iffe ren t length groupa
of Saiaaru 26J  (o) ( 3 ., I* and S ., IV* ) end Hex ( R*> X. and
R*, I I .  ) v a rie tie s , (b) fib res of the mean length of Samaru 26J (n)
and Sea Island, and (o) fib res of d ifferen t lengths of four
commercial cottons ( Sea Islmid, Gi%a 45# âshmoimi, and Texas )•
Heredith^^^ found that on subtracting the values fo r the
average convolution angles from the respective sp ira l angle values,
the difference was approximately constant. This led to the
assumption that the sp ira l angle of the f ib r i l s  in  the orig inally
unconvoluted fib res may be about the same irrespective of the
136 137variety  of cotton. Those findings and conclusion of Meredith '
31were oonflrmed by Betrabet e t  a l .
l>*rom the re su lts  obtainod in  th is  work i t  was found 
impossible to draw a conclusion on the relationship  between the 
average orientation  migle and the average convolution angle 
and i t  appears that the two characteristics are independent.
Mi th in  a varie ty  or ample ( Eamaï’u 26*î (o), Rex, 3ea Island,
Giaa 45# Aslmouni, and Texas ), the average orientation angle 
of fib res of d ifferen t lengths increases stead ily  as fib re  length 
decreases ( figure ii7 and table 14: ), while the average
s.. w
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Fig. 17 The average orientation angle fo r fib res of the
d iffe ren t length groups
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Fig, 19 The change in  the average orientation  angle in 
re la tio n  to the factor r/^
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convolution angle fluctuates according to fib re  m aturity ( figure 15 )# 
^Jhen the values of the average convolution angles are subtracted 
from the respective values of the average orien tation  angles of 
fib re s  of d iffe ren t lengths within a variety  of the four commercial 
v a r ie tie s , ta b le ’ 15 , i t  i s  apparent that the difference i s  not 
constant e ith e r within a vaxlety or between the four v a rie tie s , 
and hence i t  i s  concluded th a t the orientation  measured fo r the 
tmconvoluted portions of the fib re  is  not affected by the presence 
of the convolutions.
(5) The re la tio n  between the molecular o rien tation  and fib re  
dimensions
From the re su lts  obtained fo r the d iffe ren t te s t  eaiaples 
under investigation , two pointa were noticed.
(a) Within a sample or variety , the average orien tation  angle 
decreases as f ib re  length increases, m th  the longest length 
group in  every varie ty  or sample having the sm allest average 
orientation  angle, and the shortest length group having the 
la rg est average o rien tation  angle, figures 17, 18 ,
(b) Between v a rie tie s  or samples, fib res of equal length may not 
have equal orientation  angles.
In figures ly and the average o rien tation  angle i s  
p lo tted  against fib re  length. The aver^ige orientation  angle
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increases stead ily  as fib re  length decreases. High correlation 
values between fib re  length and the average o rien tation  ^ g ie  
have been obtained ( r  » -  0.986, 0.997, 0.990, and 0,980 fo r 
8amaru 26J (o) I .  , 8 . ,  IV. , Hex , K, I .  , and K., I I .  
respectively ) . This may lead to the conclusion th a t, within 
a sample or varie ty , the average orientation angle depends on 
fib re  length. But such a conclusion may be an. over^simplificatlon 
siïice I'To know tliat those d ifferen t length grovipa d iffe r  in  th e ir  
diaîûQter as well. I t  has been reported e a r lie r  ( page go ) 
th a t as fib re  length decreases fib re  diameter increases. As the 
f ib r i l s  sp ira l around the fib re  axis, then fib re  diameter as well 
as fib re  length may be expected to influence, to some extent, the 
sp ira l anglo. This may explain the variation  in  the average 
orientation  angle from fib re  to fib re  within a simple when they 
have equal lengths but vary in  th e ir  diameter, and also why 
fib res  of equal length but of d iffe ren t v a r ie tie s  d iffe r  in  th e ir  
average orientation angles. ITierefore i t  was thought that i t  may 
be helpful to look in to  the relationship  between both fib re  
length and fib re  dimaeter, or in  other words f ib re  dimensions, 
on the one hand and the average orientation angle on the other.
The fac to r ( - ^ )  i s  proposed to give one value to 
represent both fib re  length and fib re  diametex* and to describe 
any change in  the values of e ith er or both of them ( -f i s  fib re
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length in  BJilllmetere, r  i s  fib re  radius la  microns imlti%)lled 
by 1000 in  order to get the factor in  eiiiupXe nwibero ) .  IM s 
fac to r has been ciiosen because i f  the fib re  i s  regarded as 
consisting ofcn) segments in  each of which the sp ira l makes one 
turn, then the following foz^mula i s  applicable in  measuring the 
sp ira l angle from the knowledge of sp ira l pitch and fib re  radius*
p TT rtan 0 a  — y —  where 0 i s  the sp ira l angle.
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r  i s  fib re  radius, and is  sp ira l pitch» This facto r ( )
has been found satisfactory'' in  re la ting  fib re  length, diameter,
and the si)ira3. angle*
In figure ' 17 , in  which the average orien tation  angle
i s  p lotted against fib re  length fo r the d iffe ren t length groups
of Saîiiaru 26J (o) ( 8 », X» and 8», IV, ) and Hex ( H», I, and
h», I I .  ) v a rie tie s , i t  la  apparent that the regression line of
each sample i s  separate* The overall correlation fac to r between
the average orientation angle and fib re  length fo r a l l  the te s t
specimens presented in  the figure is  «• 0 *915. In figuX'c ig , in
which the average o;rientation angle i s  p lo tted  against the 
/ r  \factor ( ) for the same test specimens presented in figure 1 7
the points became nearer to each other and the overall correlation
/ r  \fa.ctor between the average orientation angle and the facto r ( )
is  0*987* This improvement in  the correlation fac to r indicates
3 6°
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th a t part of the difference in  the average orientation  angle 
among the d iffe ren t length groups and samplea i s  due to the 
difference in  th e ir  diameter. Hearly the sarae résu lta  have "been 
obtained fo r the four commercial varieties* In comparing 
figures 18 and 20# i t  i s  olofir that in  figure 16# the points 
within each variety  follow a defin ite  regression lin e  and these 
x^ogrossion lin es  are fa r  apart# while in  figure 20# the points 
of the d ifferen t va rie ties  became neai'or to each othex’ ( the 
regression lines s t i l l  being separate can be explained by 
the fac t that these cottons were grotm imdex* d iffe ren t 
environmental conditions which affect the orientation  differently# 
see page 113 )• The overall correlation faetox^s between the 
average orientation  angle and fib re  length and between the
average orientation  angle and the factor ( ) are •« 0.840
\
and 0.8i:50 respectively*
This relationship  between the average ox*ientation angle 
and fib re  dimensions leads to the aesxMption th a t the molecular 
orientation  depends on both the length emd the diaraeter of the 
fibres as the fib re  becomes longer# and tîi© diaiaeter becomes 
smaller# the average oriejitation angle becomes smaller or the
e
f i g u r e  21
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sp ira l bscomes steeper# IPhis relationship is  explained by a 
model, figure 21A.
P f r rAccording to the formula tan 9 , 0 w ill
vary according to the variation in  elthor or both fib re  
diameter and #ie sp ira l pitch* In the model, figure 21A, 
in  the longer fib re ; the radius ( ) ia  emaller and the
'fp  Asp ira l pitch ( ) la  longer than in  the short f ib re  ( r., , - )
and consequently the sp ira l angle ( 0g) i s  smaller than in 
the short fib re  ( 0^ ) or in  other words the sp ira l is  steeper 
in  the long fib re  than in  the short one*
In th is  construction of the relationship  between the 
molecular orientation  and fiba’c length and diameter, the fib re  
i s  regarded as one cell* I t  may be tha t the cotton
fib re  i s  divided by the reversals hato segments and that each 
sograent can be regarded as a c e ll and the fib re  as a whole as a 
series of cells* In th is  construction ( figuac'e 21A ) , the fib re  
i s  regarded as only one c e ll because f i r s t ly ,  the reversals are 
a forced change in  the direction of the sp ira l a t  local points 
and the coiMonest type of reversal is  one in  which the f ib r i l s  
bend around in  an arc so m  to ciiange th e ir  d irection , such a
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reversal la  not expected e ith e r  to divide the fib re  in to  eepax‘ate 
c e lls  or to a ffec t the number of turns which the sp ira l makes 
along the f ib r e .length, and consequently is  not expected to a l te r  
the sp ira l angle* Jkscondly, i f  the fib re  i s  to be regarded as 
a se rie s  of c e lls , then, since the reversals are not d istribu ted  
a t  equal distances along fib re  length, i t  might be expected that 
the sp ira l angle would be d iffe ren t in  these c e lls  of d ifferen t 
length i f  the number of turns of the sp ira l wase constant in  
each and th is  has not been observed* bhat generally happens i s  
tha t the sp ira l makes more or le ss  turns in  one segment than in  
another, according to  th e ir  length, so as to keep the sp ira l 
angle constant in  a l l  segmenta and tliis  moma th a t no relationship  
ex is ts  between the oharaotorietics of the sp ira l and the presence 
of reversais*
(4 ) The moleoi^ar orientation  o f the Buooessive layers o f t;he
I f  the relationship  between the average orientation  angle 
and fib re  length and diameter holds good fo r fib re s  of d iffe ren t 
length groups within a sample and fo r fib res  of d iffe ren t oaraples 
or v a r ie tie s , one may wonder whether th is  re la tio n  holds fo r 
the successive layers of cellulose in  the secondary wall as well* 
Since in  these successive layers the length i s  constant, but th e ir
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diameter doorcases gradually towards the inner side of the c e ll , 
i f  the re la tio n  holds good, one siiouXd expect the average 
orientation  angle to deoreaee fo r the auoeeoeive celluloeo 
layers# As an example, l e t  us assume a fib re  of 20 )x diameter 
and 20 growth layers or Im e llae  in  the socondcay wall each of 
0*2 u thickness, to ta l  4 JW, and asstmiing the outer layer having 
average orientation  angle ( or sp ira l angle ) « 25^# Applying 
the formula tan 0 « , then there are three
possib ilitiesfi ^
(a) I f  the nmber of turns of the sp ira l in  the successive layers 
within a fib re  i s  constant and consequently the sp ira l pitch i s  
constant fo r a l l  these layers, then the sp ira l angle should be 
25^, 22.8^, and 20*4^ fo r the f i r s t ,  tenth, and twentieth layers 
respectively# The difference in  the sp ira l migle between the 
outer and innermost layers i s  great and w ill lead to a wetdc 
fibre*
(b) Tîie sp ira l angle i s  constant for a l l  the successive layers 
and consequently the number of turns of the sp ira l increases 
gradually fo r the successive layers, and the sp ira l pitch decreases 
steadily# I f  th is  true , then fib res  of d iffe ren t degrees of
wall tMckenlng should show equal orientation and th e ir  in i t i a l
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Young’s moduli should ho more or loss the same# The re su lts  
obtained fo r the orientation and the in i t i a l  Young’s modulus 
of fib res  of successive degrees of wall thickening do not agree 
with th is  possibility*
(o) The th ird  p o ss ib ility  i s  a balance between the previous two,
I t  ie  possible tha t fo r the f i r s t  few layers of the secondary 
wall the balance w ill be in  favour of the f i r s t  fac to r, in  which 
the sp ira l angle decreases gradually as the tube diameter decreases, 
but as the growth process continues fo r 20 to 50 days there is  
a possible levelling  o ff in  the growth activity* In the middle 
layers, the two factors may balance each otlier with the effect 
of the decrease in  the tube diameter equalised by that due to 
the decrease in  the sp ira l p itch . In the innermost layers, the 
balance may be reversed, taking in to  account the possible reduced 
ac tiv ity  of cellulose deposition, with the decrease in  the sp ira l 
p itch  becoming greater or more effective than tlia t due to the 
decrease in  the tub© diameter. The re su lt of th is  change in  the 
balance between the effect of the decreasing diameter and the 
decreasing sp ira l pitch w ill be; a decrease of the sp ira l angle, 
followed by a steady sp ira l angle, then f in a lly  m  increase in  
the sp ira l angle, of the successive cellulose layers* The 
difference in  the sp ira l angles between the outer and the inner 
layers and the middle ones w ill, however, be simll* The measured
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average orientation angle of the mature fib res  i s  a mean value
of those of the successive layers*
Figure 21B fAiowe a model of the possible sp ira l structure
of the successive layers of the secondary wall as proposed in
the th ird  possibility* In the f i r s t  few layers, reprosented by
layers 1 fmd 2, tho sp ira l pitch is  constant ( » ——) and
as the radius decreases ( r^ >  r^ ), the sp ira l angle decreases
( 02.) • the middle layers, represented by layer 3$ the
sp ira l p itd i ( ) i s  smaller than ( and ) because
3 ^1 ^2
the sp ira l i s  making more turns, the sp ira l angle ( 9 ) of
these middle layers may be nearly equal but smaller than tha t of
outer la^^ers* In the innermost layers, represented by layer 4,
the sp ira l mak.es more t r a is  resu lting  in  a marked decrease in
the sp ira l p itch  ( ««p ) le ss  than ( -  , and )
^4 ^1 ^2 ^3
and th is  overcomes the decrease in the radius ( r« *> r ^ y r ^ y r  );X ^ V *T
consequently the sp ira l angle ( 0 .) is  larger than tha t in  thed"
middle layers ( 9^ ) .
From th is  hypothetical structure of the successive layers 
of the secondary wall, one should expect the orientation angle 
measured fo r fib res  of successive ages or successive degrees of 
wall thickening but of equal length, to decrease f i r s t ,  level o ff, 
as wall thickening increases, and f  jjia lly  lalght increase as 
the fib re  wall becomes very thick* I t  i s  in te resting  to examine
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the re su lts  obtained fo r the Hex variety , table 16, taking fib re  
density as an indication of the degree of wall thickening.
m m : i6 .
Sample
Fibre age 
(days)
Fibre 
density 
(g cnr^)
Orientation 
40 per cent# Average 
X-ray -  Av. orientation  
conv# angle
( 5 )
anglo
( 9 )
H., I . 30
40
60
0.655
0.712
1.063
35.5
33.9
32.8
40 #1 
39*7 
39.0
H., I I .
40
60
0,543
0.780
0.988
37,9
32.2
31.4
40.6
39.5
38.5
Tlie re su lts  in  table 16 show th a t, in  both R., I .  and 
R., I I . ,  both the op tically  moasured average orientation  angle 
and the 40 per cent. X-ray angle^after subtracting the average 
convolution angle, show a decrease as fib re  density increases. 
The difference in  the average orientation angle between fib res 
30 days old and fib re s  40 days old i s  g reater than tha t between
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fib res  40 days old and fib res 60 days old, showing that there 
i s  a levelling  o ff in  the deoreaae in the average orientation 
angle. I f  the samples of both R., I .  and R#, I I . ,  are arranged 
in  a manner according to fib re  density, the average orientation 
angle shows a marked decrease f i r s t ,  then ejslower decrease, and 
f in a lly , in  the most mature smaple, on ixicrease.
These re su lts  suggest that the sp ira l i s  in i t ia l ly  
becoming steeper and i t  f a l l s  o ff more and more gradually in  
the suocoBSiva layers of cellulose in  the secondary wall. The 
oxpocted increase in  the sp ira l angle of the innermost layers 
( as suggested in  figure 21B ) i s  not quite c lear in  those samples 
possibly because tïiese samples do not include any of very high 
degree of wall thickening or because those innermost layers 
are too few to a ffec t appreciably the properties of the whole 
f ib re .
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Fig, 22 The number of reversals^ pea?^  mm, for fibres of the 
different length groups
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THÏÏ STHUO'mUL
In orclei* to finel tîio ralatloneibip botwoon tho nimber of 
reversais par lanit length and fib re  length within a variety  or 
ample and between vai^letiee and the effec t of g ibberellic  acid 
treatment on th is  chai'actoriatic, the nimber of reversals per mm. 
was ffioasured fo r the d iffe ren t length groups of Samara 26J (a)
( 8.# 1, mid 8.» IV* ) and Re% ( ÎU, I* and R*$ II* ) varieties* 
The re su lts  shorn in  figuire 22 # which shows tha t within a 
variety  or sample, the number of reversals per mm, ihicreases 
as fib re  length increases* Fibres of equal length but of d iffe ren t 
v a rie tie s  may possess d iffe ren t mmbers of reversais per mi. 
Treatment with g ibberellic  acid has resulted in  a decrease in 
the lumber of reversals por mm. in  both Bamaru 2W (g) and 
Rex varieties*  This e ffec t i s  possibly due to the increase In 
the s i %0 of the bo ll noticed in  the treated  samples.
CîttPffiR V.
COTOî MBHB KSCÎÎâîIZCAIa PROPEKÏISiS
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l^ ABJiîî 17 .The measured extension to break and breaking load.
Fibre Fibre Extension to break Breaking load
t^ rvv. length % 8tand, Coef* Bh Stand. CoefSample ^  m
(days) (mm.) erro r of var. (g .) e rro r of var.
S ., I . 30 28 10.3 0.50 35 0.94 0.05 38
40 28 8.9 0.50 37 1.43 0.10 46
50 28 11.0 0.55 35 3.71 0.28 52
50 36 10.8 0.45 30 2.87 0.20 49
50 20 11.2 0.55 35 4.33 0.25 40
s., IV. 30 28 9.0 0.50 40 1.01 0.07 53
40 28 7.6 0.50 50 1.24 0.09 52
50 28 9.9 0*45 33 3.16 0.27 60
50 36 9.4 0.45 34 3.25 0.28 61
50 20 10.3 0.60 40 2.97 0.21 51
8 .,  V. M 28 10.2 0.50 35 4.34 0.27 43
8 .,  VI. M 28 9.1 0.47 36 4*14 0*24 41
S.X., I . M 35 9.3 0.29 22 4.07 0.20 34
a . i . ,  ii.i'i 35 0*2 0.42 37 3.76 0.26 50
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Tâ33h\iî 1 7  * (continued)
Fibre Fibre ISxteuBion to brealc Breaking load
Sample ««e length 
(daya) (mm,) Jr'O
Stand.
erro r
Ooef. 
of var
Bh
• (g)
Stand.
e rro r
OOGf 
of vm
fa
H „ Ï .  30 27 11.8 0.61 35 1.87 0.11 41
40 21 12.4 0.64 37 2.66 0,26 69
60 21 11.4 0.50 33 3.98 0.27 51
H„ I I .  30 29 13.4 0.61 34 1.62 0.10 48
40 29 12.5 0.65 37 3.21 0.24 54
60 29 11.7 0.67 40 4.23 0*29 48
E ., I . 30 21 10.8 0.41 25 2.18 0.07 22
40 27 12.3 0.69 40 3.21 0.21 47
60 27 11.4 0.56 36 4.55 0.25 42
30 29 15.1 0.78 37 1.99 0.10 38
40 29 9.3 0.50 39 3.87 0.25 45
60 29 10.9 0.51 35 4.39 0.25 43
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'i’AîîIiE iQ « Th0 meaeurecl and projected extension to break and 
tenaile  strength and the percentage of nonm liy- 
broken fibres*
Fibre Fibre Ext. to break Tenaile strength HBF
Sample age length 
(days) (mi.)
E
P
■ (g/tex) (g/tex)
S ., X. 30 28 10.3 11.7 17.1 20.3 66
40 28 8.9 10.9 16.5 20.9 64
50 28 11.0 11.9 26,5 29.8 80
50 36 10.8 12,2 28.9 34.8 64
50 20 11.2 11.9 26.5 28.5 86
a . ,  XV* 30 28 9.0 11,2 17.1 21.8 58
40 28 7.6 10.0 16.2 22.2 58
50 28 9.9 11.3 28.0 32.5 62
50 36 9.4 10*9 55.2 41.2 66
50 20 10.3 11.4 26.9 31.7 74
S ., V. H 28 10,2 11.0 29.5 32.2 87
S.» VI. M 28 9.1 10.3 27.0 30.0 78
8 ,1 ., I* K 35 9.3 9.9 43.7 47.3 86
S .Î . ,  I I .  H 35 8,2 10.1 38.5 49.9 63
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TABLE 18 . (continued)
Fibre Fibre
Sample
(d£Lys) (rma.)
Ext. to breolc 
%
Tensile strength
\  -^ p
(e^tex) (g/tex)
imp
a . ,  I .  30 27 U .8 12.5 16.4 17.9 80
40 27 12.4 13.5 21.4 26.4 50
60 27 11.4 12.4 21.5 23.9 76
R., I I .  30 29 13.4 14.7 18.2 21.2 54
40 29 12.5 13.9 25.1 30.3 56
60 29 11.7 12.9 86.1 31.1 72
maoERimm
a . ,  I .  30 27 10.8 10.9 19.2 19.4 97
40 27 12.3 13.6 25.9 30.4 63
60 27 11.4 12.6 24.6 28.1 77
R., I I .  30 29 15.1 15.6 22.3 23.4 90
40 29 9.3 10.3 30.2 34.7 72
60 29 10.9 12.0 27.1 31.3 73
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TABïiîS 19 * The percentage extension due to the convolutions 
and fib re  fine structu re .
Fibre age Fibre l e x i g t i i  Ji
Sample (days) (mm.)
0 u.  *c
vl%
0
S ., I, 30
40
50
50
50
28
28
28
36
20
3.5 
3.4
4.0
3.6
4.0
6.8
5.6
7.0
7.2
7.2
8 .2
7.6
7.9
8.6
7.9
S ., IV. 30
40
30
50
50
28
28
28
36
20
3.0 
3.3
3.1
3.1
2.9
6.0
4.3 
6.8
6.3
7.4
8 .2
6.7
8.2
7.8 
8.3
3 ., V.
5 .,  VI. M
28 3.0
2.6
7.2
6.5
8.0
7.7
3 .1 ., I .
3 .1 ., II,
35
55
1.8
1.5
7$5
7.2
8.1
8.0
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WMM 19 p (ctontiiiued)
Sangle Fibre ago Fibre length 
(days) (mm.)
%
B -  B K 0 B -  E P 0
i \ )  #
Kay la 30 21 3*9 7.9 8.7
40 21 4.9 7.5 8.6
60 21 4.8 6.5 7.4
Ra, I I . 30 29 3.0 10.4 11.7
40 29 4.8 7.6 9.1
60 29 4.9 6.8 8.0
MSRCERIZB»
S ., I . 30 21 2.3 8.4 8.6
40 21 2.0 11.3 11.6
60 2? 0.5 11.0 12.1
Ra, IIa 30 29 1.5 13.6 14.1
40 29 2.0 7.2 8.3
60 29 0.9 9.9 11.1
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TA3ÎLE 20 - i n i t i a l  Toung*s modulus and the s tiffness ,
ï^bre Fibre în .ïoung’s mod. S tiffness
Sample age length tex)ci u ; ( g / tex);£ ,.
(days) (mm.) ^0 %  '
S ., 1. 30 28 288 541 166 252 172 248
40 28 251 646 185 295 192 277
50 28 570 845 242 381 250 374
50 36 487 867 267 401 284 404
50 20 320 866 236 367 239 360
S ., XV. 30 28 340 685 189 283 194 265
40 ■ 28 285 715 214 380 222 332
50 28 470 800 282 412 280 396
50 36 543 1016 354 525 379 527
50 20 424 854 261 365 278 375
S ., V. B 28 392 900 269 410 293 402
B.,vi. n 23 376 622 300 417 291 390
n 35 658 943 470 583 476 584
S .I .,1 1 . M 35 670 963 469 575 499 587
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ï m s  20 . (continued)
Fibre Fibre îïi>Xou«g*s mod. Btiffnaso
age length ( g/tex)::. * , (g/tex^cr .y
(dsïya)(mïiu) 8ma Spa
E ., %. 30 27 197 347 139 207 142 206
40 27 331 582 173 284 196 306
60 27 282 623 189 326 195 322
H . ,n .  30 29 213 287 136 177 144 182
40 29 395 697 200 323 218 332
60 29 295 670 223 382 242 389
im m a m )
IL, I .  30 27 213 344 167 227 176 226
40 27 400 512 211 230 224 263
60 27 328 349 215 233 224 233
IL, I I .  30 29 222 261 147 164 150 167
40 29 476 690 327 417 337 418
60 29 3C30 431 249 273 261 282
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TABbE 21 . Tîie Hork of rupture and the work factor,
BMbre Fibre ¥ork of rupture Work fac to r
Sample
(days) (mm.)
(
%
g/tex )i
m p
■u )
Wm WP % a
3 .,  X. 30 28 0.820 1.081 0.898 0.464 0.455 0.543
40 28 0.690 1.064 0.903 0.467 0.467 0.572
50 28 1.298 1.548 1.290 0,446 0.436 0.546
50 36 1.490 1.935 1.558 0.476 0.455 0.520
50 20 1.283 1.475 1.306 0.431 0,436 0.580
3 ., IV. 30 28 0.778 1.200 1.008 0.505 0.492 0.564
40 28 0.583 1.033 0.911 0.476 0.464 0.611
50 28 1.190 1.613 1.290 0.428 0.439 0.486
50 36 1.453 2.008 1.629 0.467 0.450 0.507
50 20 1.210 1.515 1.379 0.437 0,419 0.513
3 ,, V. M 28 1.363 1.638 1.435 0.453 0,464 0.557
3 .,  VI. H 26 1.100 1.453 1.250 0.450 0,470 0.540
8 . 1 . ,  I . H 35 1.920 2.193 2.016 0.472 0.468 0.526
3 .x . ,11 . H 35 1.535 2.330 2.177 0.486 0,465 0.513
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TABIiB 21 • (continued)
Fibre B’ibre Work of rupture Vtok factor
Sample “®® ( s / t e x >  . J
(daÿB)(nBa.) WU VRL WR WP Vû? V)Pm p pa m p pa
lUt X* 30 27 0.930 1.048
40 27 1.196 1.433
60 27 1.140 1*322
IL, I I . 30 29 1.160 1.410
40 29 1.340 1.723
60 29 1/333 1.667
mROEËim)
IL, I . 30 27 1.008 1.033
40 27 1.378 1.740
60 27 1.200 1.315
0.489 0.489 
0.454 0.422 
0.427 0.429
30 29 1.435 1.546 0,425 0*424 ""
40 29 1.410 1*758 0.505 0.492
60 29 1.466 1.822 0.499 0*466
The following i s  a key fo r figuraa 23 -  32*
^  The measured breaking point
O The extrapolated breaking point
 The measured s tre ss -s tra in  curve
 .......  extrapolated s tre ss -s tra in  curve
  The re^plotted extrapolated streas^stra in  curve
( a f te r  removing # e  contribution of the convolutions )
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Fig. 25 S tress-stra in  curves for Saijiaru 26J (g)
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Fig. 26 S tre s s -s tra ^  curves fo r Samaru 26J (g) .
(c) 28 mm. long (d) 20 mm. long (e) 36 mm. long
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Fig, 27 S tress-s tra in  curves "for Samaru 26J  (n)
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(a ) 30 days old (b); 40 days old (o) 60 days old
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F ig . 51 S t r e s s - s t r a i n  cu rv es f o r  Rex. (m ercerized.)
(a) 50 days old (b) 40 days old (c) 60 days old
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Fig. 32 Stress-strain curves for Rex (mercerized)
(a) 30 days old (b) 40 days old (c) 60 days old
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The mechanical properties of cotton fibres» mainly tensile  
strength and extension to break» are of paramount importance in  
th e ir  u ti l is a t io n  and have been always regarded as the most 
In flu en tia l properties in  cotton evaluation* Hence» the effec t 
of g ibbere llic  acid treatment on these properties has been given 
considerable attention* The %x>ssible d irec t as well as the 
possible ind irec t e ffec t of g ibberellio  acid treatment on fib re  
mechanical properties have been investigated* As g ibberellic  
acid has caused an increase in  fib re  mean length of some samples 
( Samaru 26J (g) and Hex v a rie tie s  ) and a decrease in  fib re  
maturity ( j^amaru 26J (o) and Rox varie tioa  )» the relationship 
between these two characteris tics  and fib re  mechanical properties 
has been investigated in  order' to find the ind irec t e ffec t of 
g ibberollic  acid ( tîirou^di i t s  e ffec t on fib re  length and maturity ) 
imd also the e ffec t of these characteris tic  features ae struc tu ra l 
e n tit le s  on fib re  mechanical properties*
The fol3.owing are comparisons between the measured mecîîonlcal 
properties of the control smiplos and the samples treated with 
g ibbero llic  acid:
(a) Bxtension to break ( ) ( table 17 )
All the treated  samples of Samaru 26J (g)» 8amaru 26J (h)» 
and Sea Island show lower extension to break than the control ones. 
No difference \:'m foimd between the control and the treated  samples
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Of the H©3C variety*
(to) Tensile strength ( ) ( table 18 )
foK? Samaru 26J (g)î fib res 30 and 40 days old» and mature 
fib res  of 20 ma* length» show no difference In ten sile  strength 
due to gitoberelllo acid treatment. For mature fib res  28» and 
36 mm* l.ong» the control samples show lower tens3.1e strength.
All the control samples of the Hex variety  show lower tensile  
strength. The mature fibres» 60 days old» of the treated  sample 
show a 30 % inorease in  ten sile  strength compared with the mature 
control sample. The control sample of l^amaru 26J (H) and the 
control sample of 8ea Island show higher ten s ile  strength. I t  i s  
d if f ic u lt  to decide whether a l l  these differences are sign ifican t 
because the ten sile  strength was calculated from mean values of 
breaking load and fib re  lin ear density and these two properties 
are correlated. However» as a guide a difference of 3 ^  may be 
tWcen as being s ign ifican t.
(o) Work of rupture ( MR )) ( table 21 )
For Samaru 2W (g)» Bmaru 26J (l)* and Sea Island» the 
control samples show higher work of rupture. For Hex» the control 
samples show lower work of rupture*
(d) The in i t i a l  Young^s modulus and the s tiffn e ss  ( and 3^ )
( tab le 20 )
For 3amaru 26J (g) and liex varieties» the control samples §how
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lower lîiiitia l Toimg*s modulus and s tiffn ess  values. For ^asiaru 26J (h) 
and 3ea Island» both the control and treated  samples show nearly 
equal values.
To explain these differences» i t  i s  thought necessary 
f i r s t  to investigate carefully  the stress-^straln curve md the 
various s truc tu ra l properties tha t influence and contribute to 
the measm/ed mechanical properties.
MAbY3IS OF m  aim33)3TMIN CUHVl
The s tre ss -s tra in  curve fo r cotton fib re s  provides 
comprehensive information about the behaviour of the fib re  as 
load i s  applied» a behaviour which i s  a product of the fine and 
gross structure of the fibres the molecular o rien tation , the 
cryata llin ity»  the weak places and the convolutions and other 
fin e  and gross s truc tu ra l features» a l l  contribute to the 
s tre s s -s tra in  curve* The curve has been analysed to  reveal th e ir  
respective contributions. The actual or measwed s tre s s -s tra in  
curve was f i r s t  obtained from measurements on a te s t  specimen 
of f i f ty  single fib re s . This curve was then extrapolated fo r 
the e ffec t of the major weak places in  order to get the projected 
0tress-stra5.n curve. From the la tte r»  the percentage extension 
provided by the convolutions has been removed in  order to get 
a s tre s s -s tra in  curve # ic h  i s  supposed to be duo to the fib re
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fine  stnxoture» mainly the overall molecular orientation  and 
the percentage o i^eta llin lty»  mmodlfled by e ith e r the weak 
places or the convolutions* Fi^nally an attempt has been made 
to  find the ro le  of the orientation mid the o ry s ta llin ity  in  
fib re  ex ten sib ility  independently*
(a) ro le  of the, weWc nlacee
Several kinds of major weak places occur along the cotton 
fib re  length# Tlieao are mainly the structu ra l reversals, the 
growth rings# mid the structu ra l faults# TSie presence of such 
major weak places causes a rapid deterioration in  tîie mmsui'Cd 
strength and elongation o f  cotton fib re  as the te s t  length i s  
increased* To obtain a s tre ss -s tra in  curve, i t  has been found 
tha t a Bpecisien te s t  length of 1 cm* i s  satisfactory» te s t  lengths 
shorter than 1 m , are not practicable while longer te s t  lengths 
suffer more from the presence of the weak places* However, even 
in  the chosen te s t  length of 1 cm*, the presence of the weak 
places was apparent, and as the frequency of these major weak 
places along the fib re  length from one sample to another might 
not foe constant and consequently th e ir  e ffec t might be d iffe ren t, 
a method fo r re-calcu lating  the s tress  and the s tra in  a t  the 
brecking point was applied in  order to get the projected s tress  
and s tra in  # ic h  are supposed to foe the nearest to  the stress
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and s tra in  resu lting  from fib re  fine and gross struoturol 
characteristics* The difference between the projected extension 
to break, ten sile  strength, and work of rupture, and the actual 
values can bo a ttribu ted  to these major weak places and shows 
the loss in  the mechanical properties due to th e ir  presence and 
frequency* The percentage of the prematurely -broken fib res gives 
an idea about the frequency of the major wecilc places within a sample.
From the s tre ss -s tra in  curves presented in  figures §3 -  32 
i t  i s  apparent how much of the s tre ss -s tra in  curve i s  absent 
because of the presence of the major weak places and how much th is  
i s  d iffe ren t from one saiaplo to another* From tables 18 ,21 
i t  i s  c lear tha t the ac tm l or measured extensioïi to brealc, ten sile  
strength, and work of rupture, are appreciably lower than the 
projected ones# The magnitude of th is  difference i s  broadly in  
agreement with the percentage of promaturoly-broken fib re s .
percentage of normally-broken fib res varies from sample to 
sample and shows some re la tio n  with varie ty , fib re  maturity, fib re  
length, and g ibberollic acid treatment# The control sample of 
3amaru 26J  (N) ( 3*, V. ) eiiows the lowest percentage of 
prematurely-broken fib res , followed by 3ea Island, 3amaru 26J(c), 
md then Hex.
The e ffec t of maturity on the frequency of the major weak 
places, tjiioh might be a re su lt of the number of growth rings,
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I s  not quite clear* However, I t  seems th a t samples of lower 
and higher maturity possess higher porcentages of nonually-brokon 
fib re s  than fib re s  of intermediate m tu r ity  ( 3*, I* , 3*, IV* , 
and H.» 1* )#
The re la tio n  between fib re  length^withln a sample^ and
the major weaic places ( see table iq ) i s  ra th e r confused. However,
generally , the long, mature fib res  of Haroaru 26d (g) ( S ., I* and
S», IV* ) show a much lower percentage of normal breakages
than the shortest fibres* As shown e a r lie r , the longer fib res  
possess more reversals per un it length than the short ones, thus 
th is  decrease in  the percentage of normally-broken fib res  as 
fib re  length increases within a varie ty  or a sample i s  possibly 
due to the Increase in  the number of reversals per m i t  length 
as fib re  length increases*
rQie e ffec t of g ibberellio  aold treatment on #%e frequency 
of the major weak places i s  clear* In almost a l l  the samples 
the percentage of normally-broken fib res In the control samples 
i s  appreciably h i^ ie r than that in  the samples trea ted  with 
gibberollio  acid* This e ffec t cannot be re la ted  to the frequency 
of the stru c tu ra l reversals, since control samples possess greater 
numbers of reversals per un it length tîian the trea ted  samples*
Also i t  cannot be re la ted  to the number of growth rings since 
these are expected to be equal in  both the control and the treated
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samplea. The th ird  p o ss ib ility  could be the frequency of the 
s tru c tu ra l fa u lts  which might increase as a re su lt of treatment 
with g ibberellio  acid.
fhe e ffec t of merceriaation a t  constant length on the 
frequency of the major wealc places, or in  other words on the 
percentage of prematurely-broken fib re s , i s  quite in te restin g .
From table 18 i t  i s  c lear tha t th is  effec t i s  dependent on fib re  
m aturity or in  other words the number of growth rings. The greatest 
reduction in the percentage o/;prematurely-broken fib re s  was in  
the very young fib res  ( 30 days old of I .  and E ., I I .  ), 
followed by fib res  of intermediate maturity ( 40 days old ), 
while in  the mature fib res  ( 60 days old ) the reduction i s  
negllgble. Thus i t  is  possible that the increase in  the tensile  
strength of the mercerised mature smapXes is  not due to the 
elim ination of the major weak places but ra ther i s  due to e ither 
the elimination of the miarior væak places or other e ffec ts , while 
the increase in  the ten sile  strength of the immature samples 
i s  due to the elimination oi‘ both major and minor weak places 
end other fac to rs .
(b) The ro le  of the convolutions in  fib re  ex ten sib ility
I t  has been proved that the convolutions unfold as load 
i s  applied and thus contribute to fib re  extension to break 
( see page 162 }.
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percentage extenaion due to unfolding the convolutions 
has been calculated fo r the samples under investigation following 
the method given in page 62 « I t  varies according to variety  
and m atw ity and ranges between 1*5 fo r èïea Island ( 8 .1 ., I I .  )
and 4.9 fo r Hex ( E*, I I .  ) ( see table 19 ) .
From tables 18-21 mid figures 23-32, I t  i s  c lear tliat 
the convolutloBB not only contribute substan tially  to the fib re  
extension and hence contribute to the work of rupture, but also 
give the stresB -stra in  curve i t s  tyi^ioal shape* This effec t on 
the atreas-B train curve shape i s  apparent from the change in
the work facto r which ie  always leas than 0*5 fo r the actual or
measured s tre ss-e tra in  curves, and which b e c o m e s t e n j, more 
than 0.5 a f te r  the removal of the contribution of the convolutions.
(c) The ro le  of o rien tation  in  fib re  ex tensib ility
After the removal of the part contributed by the convolutions
( K ) from the projected extension to break ( B ) , the c p
stroBB-strain curve can be regarded as a product of the fib re  
fine structure* The orientation and the o ry a ta llin lty  are possibly 
the moot important characteristics contributing to  the extension 
to breaic ( )•
Since differences in  percentage c ry a ta llin ity  betwen 
d iffe ren t cottons are negligble ( th is  might not be s t r ic t ly
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the case tov  fib re s  of d iffe ren t degrees of maturity or stages 
of growth ), the differences in  extension to break ( }
between v a rie tie s  might be due to the differences in  th e ir  
sp ira l angle or orientation*
In comparing the extension to break ( ) of the mature
samples imder investigation, i t  has been, found tha t a l l  of them 
have more or leas equal extension to breaic ( ) with mean
values between 7*4 and 8*1 . This might be explained in
the folloïdlng:
( l)  The extension to break is  due largely to the unfolding of 
the helix , as presumed by Orr and eo-workors^^^ then eithers 
a* a l l  the samples have equal sp ira l angles ( as suggested by 
Mer*edith^^^ ) , and consequently the unfolding of the sp ira l 
structure produces equal extensions, or
b. the differences in  the sp ira l angle of the d iffe ren t aaeiples 
ex is t but do not shot? coneequent differences in  extension to 
break ( ) , possibly because of the fa ilu re  of the sp ira l of
the samples of greater sp ira l angle to unfold to  on extent 
comparable to that of samples of smaller sp ira l migle*
{2} The uniblding of the helix  provides only a small proportion 
of the extension to break ( ) , e ith er because 5
a# the helix  does not actually  unfold to a gi*eat extent, or 
b# the sp ira l angles are much smaller than the empirical
1 4 8
angles or average orientation  tmgles, henco, even i f  the
sp ira l imfolds completely, i t  w ill not contribute appreciably
to the extension to break, and the differences between the
d iffe ren t samples w ill be email#
There is  not su ffic ien t evidence to %)rove tha t the sp ira l
unfolds e ith er p a r tia lly  or completely during fib re  extension
to break* %e evidence presented by OiT and co-workers^^^^ which
i s  based on th e ir  observation, tlmt a fib re  untwists when a
weight i s  hung on I t  does not take into account tho possible
Xjresenoo o f convolutions*
The measurements of the c ry s ta lli te  orientiation and the
overall molecular orientation carried out on the samples under
investigation here showed that these samples possessed d ifferen t
orientation  mglos*
Deluca and co-workers^^^ analysed the ( 002 ) X-ray
d iffrac tion  arc and divided the 40 per cent* X-ray angle into
sp ira l angle and c ry s ta ll i te  angle* In table 22 are given the
40 per cent* X-ray angle and the sp ira l angl^, as reported by 
60Dehuca fo r two v arie tie s  of widely d iffering  X-ray angle, and 
in  the fim il column the extension of the sp ira l, i f  i t  unfolds 
completely, which has been calculated from the sp ira l angle*
Since the deduced values of the sp ira l angle am  approximately 
h a lf the empirical 40 per cent* X-ray angle, the sp ira l angles
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s t i l l  d iffe r  according to variety  in  nearly the sane ra tio  as 
the 40 per cent* X-r^sy angles*
m 22.
Variety
40 per cent- 
X-ray angle 
( ° )
Spiral angle 
( )
îîîxt* due to 
unfolding the 
sp ira l ( 7^  )
Belgian Congo 
S train  330
39*5
27*7
17*7
11*9
5*0
2*2
I f  the sp ira l unfolds compXete3.y, i t  w ill provide a
percentage extension which i s  comparatively small especial3.y
in  s tra in  330* Wao remainder of the extension to break ( )
may probably be a ttribu ted  to tho extension of the mnorphous
regions* For these amorphous regions to be in  a position to
contribute to the extension to break, they should be witidii the
f ib r i l s  and not in  between as suggested by 
95Hearle, analysing the extension to brealc of the cotton 
f ib re , assumes that the extension of the fib re  is  duo to 5
a . the extension due to unfolding tho sp ira l,
b# the extension of the cry sta lline  f ib r i l s  themselves, and
0* tho extension of the amorphous regions*
As le a r le  assîmes tho f ib r i l s  to be wholly cry sta llin e
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and the mmrphoua regiona to be in  between them, then these 
amorphous regions w ill not actually  contribute to fib re  extension, 
since the to ta l extension of (a) and (b) would be a lim iting 
factor* Only the amorphous regions within the f ib r i l s  could 
contribute to fib re  extensibility*
©10 possible contribution of the amorphous regions, within 
f ib r i l s ,  means timt the percentage c ry s ta llin ity  w ill a ffec t fib re  
extensibility# I f  differences in  oxyatallin ity  ex is t between 
the d iffe ren t v a r ie tie s , then the extension due to the amorphous 
regions might differ* I f  no difference in  c ry s ta llln ity  ex is ts , 
then the contribution of the amorphous regions w ill be nearly 
equal ( i t  might be affected to some extent by possible differences 
in  the molecular orientation  in  these regions ) .
âe raw cottons possess equal percentage o ry s ta llin ity , 
the possible contribution of the amorphous regions could be 
examined only in d irec tly . As mercérisation a t  constant length 
does a l te r  the percentage c ry a ta llin lty  { 70 ^  and 40 of 
cellu lose i s  in  c rysta lline  s ta te  in  raw and laerderliaed cotton
*1 {'iPS ^*1
respectively ) , but does not a l te r  greatly the sp ira l angle, 
th is  procedure was used in  investigating the role of the 
percentage o rystallin ity*  The six  samples of Hex varie ty  were 
mercoriîsed a t  constant length. Their s truc tu ra l characteristics 
and mechanical properties were investigated# The extension to
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break ( ) fo r the raw mû. the mercerised eamplea i s  shoim
in  table ^3 *
m m  23.
1'
Sample
Fibre age 
(days)
&  (raw } 
( ^  )
(mere.)
( # )
(raw)** &(mt 
( ^ )
30 a.66 8.57 f  0.09
E ., I . 40 8*64 11.59 2*95
60 7.43 12.10 4. 4.67
30 11.66 14.08
-4 2.42 
"t 2.42
E#, I I . 40 9.11 6.28 f  0.73
60 6*00 11.07 f  3.07
The difference in  the extension to break between the raw
and marcGrtaed samples, { -  Kf (Mrcerised)
to the difference in  extension resu lting  from the increased 
percentage amorphous regions and the possible loss in  extension 
due to improvement in  orientation in  the mercerised samples.
©lia difference i s  appreciable in  the mature samples, showing 
tha t the contribution of the added amorphous regions la  appreciable 
although i t  i s  not possible a t  th is  stage of work to find 
quantitatively  how much extension i s  due to the increase in
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the percentage amorphous regions* However i t  seems reasonable 
to say th a t the orig inal amorphous regions in  the raw cotton 
contribute appreciably to fib re  extension to break*
The s tre ss -s tra in  curve, ( a f te r  removing the contribution 
of the convolutions ), of the mercerised am ples has the saiae 
shape as the o rig inal s trc ss -s tra in  omve of the raw samples*
This i s  possibly due to the increase in  the percentage amorphous 
regions which, by contributing to fib re  extension, have a 
sim ilar effec t to th a t of the convolutions*
In summing up the previous discussion i t  i s  concluded 
tha t the extension to break ( ) i s  due largely  to the extension
of the amorphous regions within thè f ib r i l s ,  and p&rrtly to the 
p a r tia l unfolding of the sp ira l itse lf*  The proposed f ib r i l la r  
structure put forward by l^VeyWysaling, in  which he assumes 
the f ib r i l s  to consist of c rysta lline  m icrofibrils which are 
connected to each other th ro u #  paracrystalline or amorphous 
regions, would account very well fo r tho extension to  break 
discussed before* I f  the sp ira l of the cotton fib re  consists 
of f ib r i l s  connected to each other through amorphous regions, 
and these f ib r i l s  in  turn consist of cryst^ïlliaie m icroflbrila 
which are also competed to each other through amorphous regions, 
then the extension to break ( ) td l l  be due to ;
a* the unfolding of the sp ira l, and
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b. tho extension of the smorphous regions within the fib rils*
As the complete unfolding of the sp ira l provides only 
a small extension and the amorphous regions might provide much 
higher extension by orientating th e ir  molooulos, the to ta l 
theore tica l extension ( which might be called tho inherent 
extension ) i s  possibly much greater than the recorded extension 
to  break* The fa ilu re  of the sp ira l to unfold completely as 
well as the fa ilu re  of the moleeulea in  the amorphous regions 
to  o rien tate themselves before the fib re  brealîs leads to only 
part of the theore tica l or inherent extension being realised*
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( l )  B » iO T  OF M A T O O T  ON FIB Iffii ffiC H M IO A h  P E O P B E T lS a
The effec t of maturity or the degree of wall thickening 
on fib re  meohanioal properties i s  apparent in  figures 23,24,29-32 
I t  i s  c lear tha t as fib re  m i l  thiWmoss increases, tho 
a treas-s tra in  curve ah lfta  towards higher s tre ss  per un it strain* 
The changes in  the mechanical properties fo r the three successive 
degrees of wall thickening of Samaru 26J (Cr) and Eex v a rie tie s  
are given in  the following*
(a ) Extension to break { tables 18,19 )
The four samples behave somewhat d iffe ren tly ; fo r 
Bamaru 26J (g) E , B , and E. are h i# e r  fo r samples of lowerlu P X
and higgler degrees of wall thickening ( fib res  30 and 50 days
old ) than the sample of intermediate degree of wall thickening
( 40 days old )• For the Hex variety , the sample of intermediate
degree of wall thickening ( 40 days old ) of E*, I* , shows
higher and E than the other two samples of lower and m p ^
higher degrees of wall thickening ( fib res 30 and 60 days old )* 
tfhile fo r R*, II* both E and B decrease as the degree oflu p
wall thickening increases* In both K*, I* and E*, I I ,  , 
decreases as the degree of wall thickening increases.
(b) Tensile strength ( tab le  18 )
The smiple of intermediate degree of wall thickening
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of Bamru 26F (g) shows a  somewhat smaller measured tensile  
strength ( ) than the other two samples of lower m à  higher
degrees of wall thickening* The projected ten s ile  strength ( }
shows a small increase fo r fib re s  of intermediate degree of 
wall tiilokening ttnan fib res  of lower degree of wall ©iiekexiing, 
and a marked Increase fo r fib re s  of h i# # r  wall thickening 
( 60 days old )* For the Hex variety  both the measm^ed and 
projected ten sile  atrengtli increase as the degree of wall thickening 
increases* The difference between fib res of lower and intermediate 
degrees of wall thickening i s  greater than that between fib res 
of in tem ediate and higher degrees of wall thickening.
(o) Work of Rupture ( table 21 )
The sample of in tem ediate degree of wall thickening of 
Bamaru 26J (g) shows a smaller work of rupture ( VIH and WE )
E l p
than the other two samples of lower and higher degrees of wall 
thickening* The matui’o sample ( 50 days old ) shows appreciably 
higher work of rupture# For the Eex varie ty , the sample of 
intermediate degree of weill thickening shows a somewhat higher 
work of rupture ( and ) than the mature sample, and 
appreciably h i ^ e r  than the sample of lower degree of wall thickening#
(d) In i t ia l  Young*s Eiodulus an^ s tiffn ess  ( table 20 )
For Bamaru 26J (Cl), the sample of intermediate degree of
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wall thickening shows a smaller in i t i a l  Young modulus than 
the other two oarapleB of lower and higher degrees of wall 
thickening# For tho Hex variety , the smaple of intemiediate 
degree of wall thd.okening shows a higher meaeured in i t i a l  
Young*8 modulus thgm the other two samples. For both Baraai’u 26J (g) 
and Hex v a rie tie s , the calculated in i t i a l  Young’s modulus 
increases as the degree of wall thickening incî/eases* Also 
the s tiffn ess  increases as the degree of wall thickening increases.
The changes in  the in i t i a l  Young’s modulus and s tiffn ess  
with the increase in  the degree of wall thickening ( table^OJ ) ^  
especially  fo r R*, I# and U#, I I .  ( table 24 ) , agree with
the changes in  the orientation  fo r the successive cellulose layer a 
discussed before ( page'Ï22). ’
(2) KMSCW OF FIBffi L IM H  OH FIBHK MiSCKAHICAB PROPKRÏÏBS 
( tables 17-21)
The effec t of fib re  length, within a sample, on the
a tre ss-s tra in  curve i s  apparent in  figures 25, 26. The s treas-e tra in
OUI VO sh if ts  towards higher s tre ss  per un it s tra in  fo r the
longer fibres# This difference i s  more apparent between fib res
28 mi. long and fib res 36 mm. long# The extension to brealc
( and ) is  somewhat higher fo r shorter f ib re s . The ten sile
strength ( and T ) , the work of rupture ( I® and WR ), m P m P
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MFîXiE 24 • Tho orientation, initial Young’s modulus, and 
stiffness of fibres of suecessive degrees of 
wall thickening,(•
Fibre Fibre Orientation I n i t i a l  B tiffness
age density 40 per cent. Av. Young’s (g/tex)
Bample (days) (g cnT^) X-ray -  Av. orien. modulus
conv* angle migle (g/tex) ^ V
It., X. 30 0.655 35.5 40.1 347 206
40 0.712 33.9 39.7 582 306
60 1.063 32.8 39.8 623 322
H., II# 30 0.543 37.9 40.6 287 182
40 0.760 32.2 39.5 697 332
60 0.988 31.4 38.5 670 389
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the i n i t i a l  Young’s modulus, and the s tiffn e ss  are higher fo r 
longer fib re s  with the biggest difference between fib res 
28 mm. and 36 mm* long*
EXWOT OF GÏBBKîOTAiïC ACID TEBATIW ON FIBRE mmimtQMt
m m m m B
# 0  e ffec t of g ibberellio  acid treatment on measured 
extension to break, ten sile  strength, and work of rupture hm  
been reported e a r lie r  ( see page 139 ) . A fter analysing the 
e treas-s tra in  curve fo r the various factors tha t contribute to 
or modify the curve, the e ffec t of gibberellio  acid could be 
fu rther examined in  the following comparison between the control 
samples and the samples treated %d.th gibberellio  acid.
(a) Extension tp brealc
(1) The projected extension to break ( E ) ( table 18 )
The difference between the control and treated samples of 
Bamaru 26J (g) and Bemmx 26J (h), which ranges between 0*5 
and 1 ,3  percentage extension i s  small, but the trend i s  consistent 
with the control samples having the higher extension to break.
The control and the treated  samples of Sea Island show nearly 
equal extension to break* The control samples of the Hex variety  
show lower extensions to  break varying between 0*4 and 2,2 percentage 
extension*
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(e) The extension to break due to fibre fine structuie ( )
( table 19 )
For Sainnm 26J (g), Samam 26J (h), and Bea Island the 
differences between tho control and the trea ted  samples are not 
significant* For Hex, the control samples show lower extensions 
varying between 0*5 and 0*3*0 percentage extension*
(b) Tensile strength ( T } ( table I8 )
For a l l  the samples under investigation , except Bmnam 26J (n), 
the control samples show lower ten sile  strength . For Bamaru 26J (g); 
the immature fib res  30 and 40 days old of the trea ted  samples 
show ten sile  strength 7*5 and 6*5 #  higher then the respective 
control samples* The mature fib re s , 50 days old, of 20, 28, and 
36 im* length the trea ted  samples are 11.2, 9*0, mid 18*1 fo stronger 
respectively than the control samples. For Bea Island, the 
trea ted  sample i s  5*5 stronger than the control one* For Rex; 
samples 30, 40, and 60 days old, the treated  samples are 18*4,
14.8 , and 30*1 ^  , stroxiger, respectively, than the respective 
control samples* For Bamaru 26J (n), the treated  sample i s  6.8 fo  
weaker than the control one,
(o) '©10 projected work of rupture ( V/H ) ( table 21 )
For Bamaru 26J (n) ,  the control sample showühigher work 
of rapture* For Bmiaru 26J (o) and Bea Island, the control samples
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fâhow o ligh tly  lower work of rupture* For Eex varie ty , the 
control samples show appreciably lower work of rupture#
I te  work of rupture due to fib re  fine structu re  ( WIi )^ pa
shows nearly the same trend as the projected work of rupture ( WU )•
P
(d) ^10 in ^ ti^ l Young’s modulus and t^e s tiffn e ss  ( tab le  20 )
For the Bamaru 26J (O) and Hex v a rie tie s , tho control 
samples show lower i n i t i a l  Young’s moduli and slj^fnesB. For Samaru 26J (n) 
and Boa Island, both the contarol and the treated  samples show 
nearly equal values*
©le lower extension to break ( ) shown by the trea ted
samples of Bmmru (n) and Boa Island i s  due in  part to the 
lower contribution of the convolutions to  the extension to break 
in  these samples ( see table 19 ), and in  part to  the e ffec t
of the increased major weak places* In the Hex varie ty , the
contribution of the convolutions i s  nearly equal in  the control 
and trea ted  sompleG, and hence ( ) i s  nearly equal. Both the
projected extension to brealc ( E ) and the extension due to
P
fib re  fine structure ( ) are higher fo r the treated  samples
of Rex* These samples possessed higher ten sile  strength than
the control samples, th is  possibly enabled the fib re s  to make 
use of a greater proportion of the inherent extension before 
breakage*
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The increase in  the projected ten sile  strength of a l l  
the treated  am ples ( except Bmmm 26J (S| ) i s  possibly due 
partly  to the difference in  orientation ( as in  the Eex variety  ) 
and partly  to other factors one of which might be the s w llo r  
diameter in  tho treated  samples ( Bamaru 26d (G) and Hex )•
Tho work of rupture, which i s  approxiimtely the product 
of the extension to break and the tensile  strength i s  consequently 
affected by the differences in  them.
I t  i s  concluded tha t gibberellio  acid treatment has 
resu lted  in  an increase in  the projected extension to  break, ten sile  
strength, work of rupture^ in i t i a l  Young’s modulus, end s tiffn ess  
of Bamaru 26J (g) , Hex, end Bea Island v a rie tie s . The effec t 
on Bmmru 26J ( l )  has been nil*  This positive e ffec t on extension 
to break, ten s ile  strength, and work of rupture has been largely 
o ffse t in  several samples ( Bamaru 26d (g) and Bea Island ) 
by the opposite a ffec t of the increased major weak places caused 
by g ibberellio  acid' treatment.
The dependence of t!ie e ffec t of g ibberellio  acid treatment 
on variety  and environmental conditions ie  sim ilar to i t s  e ffec t 
on fib re  length. The e ffec t of gibberellio  acid treatment i s  
appreciable mû. positive on the Hex variety , small and negative 
OB Bea Island; th is  i s  a  v a rie ta l e ffec t. I t  i s  also positive 
( with regard to the projeoted values ) on Bomru 2&T (g) and 
negative on Bamaru 26J (H)sthis i s  an environmental e ffec t.
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mm w  omvohteioim m PBmg mmmmimTY
T h e  p T im m o e  o f  t h e  o o n v o l u t l o n s  i s  m m  o f  t h o  e h a i w l e r i s t i o  
femWma of cotton fibres# im  #w@e oommlutloma m m  in  opposite 
d ireo tlom  a t  d iffe ren t intorvalm, there I s  no mB.mn winy they 
should not unfold as the fib re  tu  a ih jac te i to load. By th e ir  
unfolding, the eom olutiom  eoald contrihiite to f ib re  ex ten sib ility .
%n o r d e r  t o  f i n d  w h e t h e r  t h o  o o n v o l u t i o n e  c o n t r i b u t e  t o  
f i b r e  e x t e n s i b i l i t y  or m o t ,  a n  e x p e r i m e n t  m u  carried  o u t  on 
the mature mmplo ( 60 d a y a  old ) of t h e  t im  v a r i e t y  (  I I . ,  ï .  ) 
o f  2 7  mm. l o n g .  I l i e  f i b m #  % # m  s o r t e d  o u t ,  under t h e  polarising 
m i c r o s c o p e ,  i n t o  t h r e e  g r o u p a  m Q ùW âim g  t o  # o l r  m t u r i t y  a n d  
o o n a e q u e n t l y  t} m  n u m b e r  o f  e o n v o l u t i o n e  p e r  u n i t  l e n g t h ;  t h e  
iim ia tv O T  end t h e  very mature f i b r e s  w i t h  a  email n u m b e r  o f  
o o B V o l u t i o n s  per im lt l e n g t h ,  a n d  f i b r e s  of . i n W M e d l a t o  m a t u r i t y  
w i t h  a g r e a t e r  number o f  o o n v o l t s t t lo n e  per t m i t  l e n g t h *  
actual convolution m g l #  a n d  the peroeatago convoluted portion 
w e r e  m e a s u r e d  f o r  e a c h  g r o u p  m iil t h e  p e r c e n t a g e  e x t e n s i o n  d u e  
t o  u n f o l d i n g  t h e  e o n v o l u t i o n a  w a s  c a l c u l a t e d .  T h e  f i b r e s  w e r e  
tested  on t h e  Cambridge Bxtensomoter a t  a  conotant r a t e  of 
e x t e n s i o n  m d e r  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  r e c o r d e d  i n  p a g e  5 7  m d  t h o  
r é s u l t é  a r e  s h o r n  I n  t a b l e  25*
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25,
Immature Mature Very m ture  
fikmm flbms fibres
Number o f c o n v e l i i t i e n a / t m i #  
Actual cm volutlm  angle 
OoBVolutcd portion ?»
#  E x t e n s i o n  à m  t o  
u n f o l d i n g  t \m  o o m m l*  (E  ) 
F i b r e  axtensim  t o  
bmak )
1.9
26,f
9.0
1.04
11.5
7.7
B26.3
41.0
4.72
I3 .I
1/3
23. 5 '
.^9
0.6
10/f
F i b r e s  o f  i i i t e i r n s e c l i a to  d e ^ s e  o f  m a t u r i t y  a n d  t h e  h i g h e s t  
a m b e r  of o e m w l u t i m e  p e r  m u  e b o w e d  a  h i g h e r  e x t e n s i o n  to 
break than tiWrn of e ith e r low m very high m aturity which 
p o a s e a s e â  f e w e r  o o n v o l u t l o m #  # % # m  r a e u l t o  o o i iM  b o  t a k e n  a s  
o v ld m o G  t h a t  a t  l e a e t  a  e l s e a b l e  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  o D i w o l u t i o n e  
f lo e e  u n f o l d  d u r i n g  f i b r e  e x t e n s i o n  t o  b r e a k  a a  l o a d  i a  a p p l i e d ,  
mâ thïMi ooBtributes to fibre extensibility*
The unfolding o f tho oonvolutlom on Btmtohlng was 
further inve#%a#d by atretohlng single fibres in a apeolal 
frame ( eee page 60 ) under the mleroeoope. I t  was observed
A B C
FI GU R E 3 5
D
B C D
F I G U R E  3  4.
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tlmt, as load was appliod mxû tho flhm was atratohod from 
both oïmIs, the aoBTOlMtioBïs moved :^|'ivlug the fibre th.© appeoranee 
of rotating about its axia. When two oouvoliitloua m m i i t i B  In 
opposite directions met, they neutraliwod eacïi other mid 
unfolded or disappeared* The remluiug couvoltitions f o l l o \ m â  
in the imtm> mmmier. ïten all tho qouvolutlcma wore imfoMed, 
the fibre appeared aWble without rotating around its m i u  
until it broke. It wua dbaerved also that If t i m  convolutione 
running io the opposite direotiono mutrali^jed each other m u l  
imfoldod during the early proeoe^ a of extension, and then the 
load waa removed or tlio dlreotlou of atrotching v m  v o m n m m l
yi^ -
m  t h a t  t t o  f i b r e  r e t m m e d  t o  i t s  o r i g i n a l  l e n g t h ,  th ey )^  a p p e a r e d  
a t  o n c e ,  b u t  i f  t h e  a t  r e t c h i n g  p r o m e e  w as  c a z T l e d  o u t  f u r t h e r  
wx'A til m o s t  o f  t h e  c o n v o l i s t t l o n e  d i a a p p e a r e d ,  o n l y  a  f e w  
ooBVOlutions re-appeared iteu the load was removed# Figures 53 
a n d  34 a llo w  t h e  u n f o l d i n g  o f  t h e  c o n v o l u t i o n s  m  a  f i b r e  w aa  
e x t e n d e d .  I n  f ig u r e ?  3 3  t h e  p h o t o g m p l i a  w e r e  t a k e n  u n d e r  t h e  
p o l a r l B l n g  B i ie r o a o o p o  w i t h  t h e  a n a l y m e r  p a r a l l e l  t o  -th o  p o l a r l i ^ e r ,  
w h i l e  Im  f i g u r a  3 4  t h e  a n a l y s e r  w a s  a c t  p e i p e n d l o u l a r  t o  t h e  
p o l a r i s e r ,  a o  t h a t  tw o  r e v o r a a l s  a p p e a r  a a  d a r k  Im iÛ B  a n d  c a n  
b e  t o k e n  am  d e f i n i t i o n  p o i n t a *  I n  e a c h  o f  t h e  tw o  f i g u r e s ,  t h e  
p h o t o g r a p h s  w e r e  t a k e n  f o r  o n e  f i b r e  a t  a u c c e a s iV 'O  e t a g e a  o f  
extension#
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F i g u r e s  3 3 , 3 4  a h o t i  t h e  f a l X o w i n g t
( a )  T h o  c o n v o l u t e d  f i b r e  b e f o r e  b e i n g  e x t e n d e d ,  i n  f i g u r e  3 4
o i x  c o n v o l u t i o n s  a p p e a r  b e t i m e n  t h e  tw o  r o v e r a a l a #
( h )  i%B t h e  fibre vm s extondeé; tho o o m v o l u t l o n s  h a v e  b e g u n  to 
unfold end many of them have actually disappeared#
(o) A s t h e  f i b r e  waa extended further# almost a l l  the oonvolutlono
h a v e  u n f o l d e d  e n d  d i s a p p e a r e d #  % e  f i b r e  a p p e a r s  a s  a  f l a t  
m û  e t r a i g h t  r i b b o n *
( é )  W hen t h e  e x t e n s i o n  d i r e c t i o n  im #  r e v e r s e d  a n d  t h o  f5 i> ro  w as 
l o f t  f r e e  w i t h o u t  b e i n g  e u b j w t  t o  a n y  l o a d  (  n o t  r e t u r n e d  t o  
t h o  'O r i g i n a l  l e n g t h  b # o m m o  I n  # u o h  a  o a o e  f o m m l n g  m #  f o u n d  
i m p o s s i b l e  ) .i  eom e o o n v o l u t l o n e  a t a r t  t o  r e - a p p e a r  (  t h e  
p h o t o g r a p h  via® taken 1 5  m im x tû B  after t h e  removal o f  t h e  load )*
f r o m  f i g u r e s  3 3 ,3 4  i t  o o n o lu c le d  t h a t  t h o  o o i w o l u t i o n a  
d o  unfold d m i 'ln g  f i b r e  extension am d t i m e  contribute t o  f i b r e  
e x t e n e l b l  1 1  t y  ,Th@ p e r c e n t a g e  e x t e n s i o n  d u e  t o  u n f o l d i n g  t h e  
a o n v o l u t i o n a  i e  dependent on the a c t u a l  convolution angle a n d  
the p e r c e n t a g e  convoluted p o r t i o n  of the f i b r e ,  a n t i  m  these 
tw o  l a t t e r  f a c t o r s  ore d e p m d e n t  on t h e  c o t t o n  v a r i e t y  im d  
th© maturity, t h e  p e r c e n t a g e  extension d u e  to unfolding t h e  
convolutions l a  consequently d e p e n d e n t  o n  variety and maturity.
I t  v a r i e d  b e t w e e n  1 , 5  a n d  4 * 9  c o n t r i b u t i n g  1 8  a n d  4 1  #  o f  t h e
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to ta l  extension to  hvm k I E } of 0ea tBlm iê ( B .I#, 11 ^  ) and 
Bm  { lUf l ia  ) reaptmtively#
f o  d o t e m i i n e  the r o l o  o f  the c o n v o l u t i o n s  im  the 
c u r v e ,  three pointa should he kno% #g 
a *  h o w  m m h  e x tm m io m  i s  d u e  t o  t h e  i m f o M i n g  o f  t h e  c o n v o l u t l o a a ,  
h *  a t  l A a t  B t a g e  o f  # @  r n t m m a - B tm i m  c i w o  t h e  c o n v o l u t i o i i t s  
c o m p l e t e l y  u u f o M #  a rx l 
o #  w h a t  s t r e a a  i e  r e q u i r e d  t o  u n f o l d  t h e  o o m r o l u t i o u a #
a# ImB already hem invostlgatod im the obaormtlono o f  
attetciriug under tho miorosoope m â  in  order to invsetigate 
I), anil 0#, mi vmm carried out on a sample of the
Box varie ty  ( E*# 1 , - 6 0  deyo old -  2? mm# long )# F ifty  fib res 
wore examined with 1 mu te a t length # The eingle fib ree  wore 
examined under the mloroBcope a t  fa ir ly  constant ra te  of 
extension of approximately 4 mm/mimtiu Txm peromtage extension 
a t  which the convolutions disappeared and the peroentago m im m ton 
a t  break m m  mmmxmâ m â  the m m  values found, The oonvolutiouB 
m m  found to  disappear a t  8#4 ^  extension, which i s  very mm* 
to the extension a t  the second point of Inflexion ( $#9 #  ) in  
the measured atroBs-stamin curve of th is  ample# The extension 
to  break ( 10*9 ^  ) ooinolded fa ir ly  with th a t r@oo.rded on the 
Gmbrid# Extmmmeter for this ample ( 11*4 ^ ) * 9Ma meam
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th a t most of the oxtension ooiitributed by the unfolding of the
convolutions Is  confined to the f i r s t  and eeaond stages of the
strcBB-strain curve. Gonsequently, the contribution of the
convolutions to fib re  extenBibility may be subtracted from the
extension a t the second point of inflexion and the s tre ss-a tra in
cwve re -p lo tted . The s tre ss  required to unfold the convolutions
must be equal to the s tress  a t the second point of inflexion
and therefore the convolutions do not make contribution to
the ten sile  strength of the fib re s ,
The replotted  s tree s-s tra ln  curves show defin ite  difference
in  shape from the original ones, ©le curves show only two stages
of extension ( instead of three stages in  the orig inal ones ) ,
the in i t i a l  stage followed by a second stage in  which s tress
i s  proportional to s tra in  { see figures 23 -  32), The calculated
in i t i a l  Young’s modulus ( Y ) and s tiffn ess  ( 8 ) arec pa
appreciably higher than the measured ones ( and 8^ ) . The 
contribution of the convolutions in  the work of rupture i s  
appreciable and comparable to th e ir contribution to fib re  
extension to brealc ( see tables 20, 21 ) .
P late 1 . Saoaru 26J (o) ,  
( S . ,  IT. )
50 days old  .
P late 2 . Saman* (o ) ,
( S . ,  IV. )
40 days o ld .
P lato 3* Sanaru 26J (o ) ,  
( s . ,  IV. )
30 days o ld .
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